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A

TOP

Such Was Jury’s Verdict Yesterday In Warren Alienation Homer E. Robinson Is Close To Being Rockland’s Youngest
Bank President—Active Career. •
V Case—Criminal Docket Now On.

Ernest A. Young of Warren was was making bread, and this was so ’ With the possible exception of by electing him to the office of vice
president.
Jan. 13 of the present
awarded a nominal verdict of $1 in unusual that her husband asked her ! Maynard S. Bird, who was elected
why she was doing it.
She laughed president of the Security Trust year he was elected to the presidency,
WHO? Single persons who had net
'Knox County Supreme Court yester and said she was going away with Company at the age of 40, Homer E. succeeding Capt. Israel Snow, who
income of $1,000 or more or gross
day following a two days' trial in the neighbors in lhe morning.
He Robinson, the new head of Rockland had lieen tilling the unexpired term
Income of $5,000 or more, and mar
which he had sought damages in the forbade the neighbors to take her National Bank, is believed to be thc of the late Arthur S. Littlefield. He
ried .couples who had net income of
has attained the highest position in
$2,500 or more or gross income of i
sum of $3000 for lhe alienation of but they put her in their cur and she youngest bank president this city has
.•.
.«.
the gift of the corporation, which has
went.
Later Mrs. Young said she j ever had.
$5,000 or more must file returns.
•••
z
•••
his wife's affections.
was going to Canada and her husband
Mr. Robinson was born in this city always selected men of high ability,
«•«
J consider it the best part of an
WHEN? The filing period is from
The defendants were John 1’. forbade the Therres to take her. July 14, 1884, being a descendant of but. which now carries a much
education to have been born and •••
January 1 to March 15, 1925.
Therre, his wife Ava M. Therre, and Mrs. Therre said she fearec} not thc Dr. Moses Robinson, who first set- greater responsibility than In the old
brought up In the country.—Alcott. ••• WHERE? Collector of internal revdays.
•••
nue for the district in which the
Clinton V- Overlock, leaders of a re law nor man. Witness forbade the tied in Cushing in 1736, and later
N*
*9* ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
During the 19 years connection
Therres coming to his house, and af- j moved up St. Georges River to what
person lives or has his principal
ligious sect which is sometimes ter that they would call Mrs. Young J is now the town of Warrqii.
Before witli the hank he has had the satis
place of business.
known as "Truth.” and which holds into the highway and talk.
One ' taking up the career of banking he faction of watching its stead}’ and
HOW? instructions on Form 1040A
day
she
stood
more
than
two
hours
was employed for some years as healthy growth from resources of
its
meetings
in
houses,
chapels
and
and Form 1040; also the law and
Hear this and a tcore of other old time favorites—
schoolhouses In Warren and neigh in the storm and slush talking with j book-keeper In the coal office of John $750,000 to $2,460,000. and in this
regulations.
"After the Ball," “The Picture Turned Toward the
The Clipper Ship
boring towns. The case was non Mrs. Therre.
, ____________________________________ time the *bank has been remodelled
WHAT? Two per cent normal tax
twice—in 1918 and during the past
suited
as
to
Mr.
Overlock.
Mr.
Young
testified
that
he
asked
on the first $4,000 of net Income It,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Wall,” “Old Gray Bonnet,” ‘School Days,” “Two Little
year, when its floor space was
It was claimed on the part of Mr. them kindly to stop interfering, be
excess ^if the personal exemptions
I am writing you for a little prac
doubled.
Mr. Robinson feels ex
Girla in Blue,” “Come Josephine,” “In the Shade of the
Young that he, his three children and cause he wanted the fellowship of
and credits. Four per cent normal
tical information.
I would like to
tremely fortunate in having had an
stepson were neglected as the result his wife and family. The reply was
tax on, the next $4,000.
Six per
find out what year the ship Frederick
Old Apple Tree,” “A Bicycle Built For Two,” and euch
opportunity to receive his training
of her attendance upon the meetings, that they would continue to do as
cent on the balance of net Income.
Billings was built and what was the
at COMMUNITY FAIR, FEB. 23-28, sung and acted in
from excellent superior officers and
and that she was induced to go to they were doing. Mrs. Young would
Surtax on net income In excess of
captain's name who first commanded
'
■
,I
modestly feels that Ihe part he may
them in spile of his demand upon no longer go with her husband Sun- ■
$10,000.
costume by Knox County's ablest talent.
her.
if possible 1 would also lik«
have had in the extension of the tiank
the defendants that they cease exer days, saying that she didn't believe
to get pictures of two most famous
Is through the co-operation of the
cising their influence upon her. The it was right to go around Sundays.
Number 4
ships built in Rockland years ago—
I
hoard of directors anil the loyalty of
Therres defended on the ground thut But she would go to the Therres and
the Flying Cloud and the Red Jacket.
The revenue act of 1936 provides
the associate officers and line work
— ■
i ■ mi—
■
Mrs. Young acted of her own free stay from three to six hours. There
It was ahead of my time. These that the status of a taxpayer rela
ing force.
will and that her husband had used were lace curtains on the windows, !
were two of the smartest ships fly tive to the amount of his personal
Mr. Robinson is very active in the
Bath-Woolwich. The Richmond peo- ber abusively.
and you would scarcely know any
ing the American flag in the 50's.
exemptions shall be determined bv
A WASTE
OF
TIME
local branches of Masonry being a
pie have given a partial statement, The case was tried before the sec- body was at home, witness said.
___
✓
I am an old New York, deep-water by apportionment In accordriktce with
32d degree member of that frater
and promised a complete one to the o|ld Jurv of whlch Alvah B. Clark is Overlock would be there.
mate, also an ex-American steam the number of months the taxpayer
nity.
He has lieen treasurer of
Mrs ijUellie E. Johnson
ship licensed officer.
I am an in was single, married, or the head of a Friends of Kennebec Bridge legislature," says one Senator. "Az It i fj,reman
King Solomon's Temple Chapter, R.
looks to me. this commission pro- ; cr- Appleton was challenged and
mate of the Sailors Snug Harbor a' family. Under the preceding act the
Mr.
Young
coaxed
his
wife
to
stay
Are ‘’Agin" the "Investi nosed by Representative White, must JoBeph Dondis of Rockland replaced
A. M. the past 11 years, and is a
Staten Island, N. Y.
There are a amount of the exemption to which
Knight Templur and Shriner.
An
either accept one or the other of her on th<1 jury
Mr Dondls. lt ls at home with him, and her people
number of Rockland men here also, the taxpayer was entitled was deter-,
talked with her.
One Sunday Mr.
gating" Resolve.
other fraternity in which he has
these statements as correct, or else believed, has the distinction of being Young invited his wife’s folks down
but none of them deep-water men.
mined by his status as a single per
been prominent is Pythianism. He
make recommendations based on the first Hebrew to serve oil a Knox
Wm. D. Wilson.
son, a married person, or the head
from Hope, but Mrs. Young went out
Indications are that there are
is a past chancellor of Gen. Berry
• Staten Island, Jan. 15.
of a family on the last day of the breakers ahead for tile Kennebec guesswork. If they are going to do County jury.
through the front door leaving her
Lodge, K. of I’..
His interest in
Oscar H. Emery was counsel for company behind, and rode down te
• . • »
taxable year. December 31, if the re river bridge investigating ^commis either of these, it seems to me the
local civic activities is shown by the
Legislature is competent to go ahead the plaintiff, and Charles T. Smalley
turn
was
made
on
the
calendar
year
sion resolve, says the Lewiston Jour and decide without a commission."
Eroad Cove, Waldoboro with the
The A. D. Snow
fact that he is director and treas
handled the defendants’ side of the Therres. Witness and others chased
basis, as most are.
nal. This was introduced1 in the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
A member of the House, who has case.
urer of lhe Rockland Chamber of
From
the
standpoint
of
a
le

Fc-r example
taxpayer married House by White of Bowdoinham and long been in touch with State affairs,
them to see where they went.
Have you any way of finding out
Commerce, treasurer of the Kenne
gal
battle
lt
was
interesting
and
ably
"She wouldn’t go to church with •
bec Bridge Association, treasurer of
the history of the A. D. Snow, in on September 30. 1924, would he en- 1 slapped onto the table in the Senate says that he can see no benefit in conducted.
titled to an exemption of. $1,375. _
For
Hinckley cf Cumberland county.
me." said Mr. Young.
She wouldn’t
the Community Chest Association, a
what year the vessel was built, the
the commission, as planned.
•
•
•
•
the first nine months he is classified How long It will Stick to the boards
go to entertainments, to the Odd Fel
builder:;. captains under which she
His view is that to make a proper
charter member of the Rotary Club
Homer E. Robinson
a.» a single man entitling him to an ! is problematical. Neither Carlton of
Ernest A. Young the plaintiff Is 34 lows installation in Appleton or to n
sailed and what finally became of
examination and report, such a com
and its treasurer, and member of tho
exemption of $750—three-fourths of Sagadahoc nor Henator Hinckley will mission should have at least six years of age, and resides in Pleas Christmas tree.
But
she
would
go
City Club, secretary of the Rock
her.
Herbert C. Miller.
the $1,000 exemption allowed a sin- S like that resolve.
Quite the reverse months in which to do the work, and antville about four miles from the with the Therres.
She
killed
my
[Perhaps some Thomaston reader
I. Snow.
Taking a similar position land Chapter, Sons of American
gle person—and for thc last three I an(i it js a good bet that they will have [xiwer to employ the best ex village, where he is employed in the Interest In iny home, and neglected
Revolution.
He has served as a
can send us the information.—Ed.]
months lie is entitled to an ex- j not let it go without a strap,
carding room of the Georges River our three children as well as her
# h was dye vearB jatcr director of the Rockland Country
perts available^
emption of $623—one-fourth of the ; Objection to this resolve, however,
home.
I
told
her
if
she
thought'..,
1
___
Mills.
Of
slight
build
and
mani

In this connection, he called atten
MAY FIGHT AGAIN
promoted to cashier.
His services Club, and is interested in all whole
$2,500 exemption allowed a married | is not confined to friends of the tion to the amount of preliminary festly nervous temperament, he told more of them than she did of me
there were of such a distinctly val some sports, his particular hobby
person.
; Bath-Woolwich bridge proposition. A work necessary on the Kittery- the jury of the domestic afflictions that she could go with them.”
Tex Rickard expects to match
uable nature that the stockholders being golf.
If on June 30, a taxpayer ceased number cf the opponents of that pro Portsmouth bridge. It cost about which have led up to the suit for
On cross examination by’ Mr. Smal elected him to the directorate Jan.
Mr. Robinson’s wife is a Rockland
Jack Dempsey for a title fight In
being the head of a family—the sup- position feel that, unless amended to $25,900, he said, for preliminary alienation of his wife's affections. He ley the witness testified that he lived
They occupy
June with either Tommy Gibbons or
8, 1923, and Ihe hoard of directors girl—Leah B. Clark.
port in one household of a relative a point which will nearly rewrite it
’
•
surve
ys
and
nearly
a
said
that
he
was
married
In
Thom

a
mile
from
Therres
and
two
miles
Harry Wilts in spite of the cham
gave further recognition of his qbilily a pleasant home on Masonic street.
or relatives being discontinued—he is the White measure falls short of year’s time was required. In that case, aston, July 31, 1917, by Rev. W. A. from Overlook's; that his wife would
pion's announcement that he will
allowed an exemption of $1,750—one meeting requirements by a consider said he, there was but one loca Newcombe. die maintained as com walk to Therre's house when It wasn't
■ ■ ■■
retire from the ring and marry this
half of the exemption of $1,000 able number of degrees.
to put a house through.
.
,
.
..
tion really considered. Here two or fortable a home as lay In his power, fit "Why
spring. The ivromoter said he had
I went, but it was just one little cir
did she want to go to Can- I lnB 1,1 your housegranted a single person plus or.e- I The great big, outstanding opposi three are set up as proper places for and his married life was very happy,
no definite agreement with Jack
I
“Yes, they did have one, but cle that had anything to say.
half of the exemption of $2,500 tion to the investigation, as proposed the bridge to be located. It seemli with both, pulling together. Until the ada?" asked Mr. Smalley.
Kearns the champion’s manager, but
saw nothing unusual, but I don’t
granted the head of a family. With by the White bill, is that it can ac that if the legislature desires specific J spring of 1923 his wife's conduct was
“She wanted to go to what they ' wouldn't have held that if 1 had
expressed confidence 'the champion
know what they did after my back
known about it."
regard to the $400 credit for a de complish little.
called a religious convention."
information provided by its own peo- all that could he desired,
would accept his terms for at least
“What were their meetings like?"
was turned."
This commission is given until pie, it should allow ample time for i Since that time according to Mr.
pendent, the
taxpayer’sstatus is
"Why did you forbid them to corn*
one fight this year and possibly two.
“I couldn’t make head or nonsense
"Are you on friendly terms with
determined asof the last day of the March 1 to investigate and report, the work, as well as provide sum- ' Young’s testimony, there had been to your house?”
Rickard's plan would be to match
the Therres and Mr. Overlock?"
out of them."
taxable year. If during the year, ; if enacted Tuesday afternoon and put dent funds.
"Because
they
were
causing
ms
a
b
*S
change.
His
wife
has
not
Dempsey In a return go with Gib
1 "Did they have hymn books?"
“Yes, I can look any of them in
his support of such dependent , into operation on Wednesday morn• • • •
been willing to go anywhere with trouble."
bons early in June either at the
I “That’s yvhat they called them."
the face."
censed, he ls not entitled to this , Ing the members would have only
“
Haven
’
t
you
been
to
Therre's
Many
things
enter
into
determining
him
and
she
has
neglected
the
chllYankee Stadium or Boyle's Thirty
Lewis H. Young, father of the
' “Did they read the Bible?"
■ about six weeks to complete their which site of those suggested is the dren; husband and wife are — with your wife?"
Acres. If victorious the title honor credit.
“Yes.”
plaintiff, corrorborated his wife's
j investigation and prepare a report. mo*t feasible. The uninitiated might longer pulling together,
"Once
or
twice.
”
then would l>e sought in a bout with
“Did they have testimony mect- version that it was a happy and con
"Not more than time enough 4o get figure that the narrowest point on the
“Didn't they hold n prayer meetOne night, very late, Mrs. Young
Wills, negro champion in September.
tented family prior to the spring of
! ings?”
i ready to start investigating,” was the river
would be the ideal place. On _______________________
“Not the kind I had seen.”
1923.
He said he had attended two
’ comment of a bridge man who read the question of cost of superstruc"
LOU DILLON DEAD
"Didn’t your wife tell you that she or three of the meetings and thought
, the resolve.
ture that might be true. Depth of
would be very happy If you joined a jibe religion of the Therres was
The commissioner under the re- river and conditions of bottom, as
Lou Dillon, first horse to trot one
"more slur than anything else.”
church or her church?”
I solve, Is directed to determine as to well as cost of approacheg might
And get your plans laid for the
mile in less titan two minutes, and
Charles Jones testified that the
“No.”
i the availability of various locations completelj’ reverse this.
week
of
FSB.
23-28.
All
Com

•world champion trotter from 1903 to
1 “Is your wife still living with Young family “lived all right," so far
i and other information. Properly to
Member.
A soft bottom, necessitating going
munity Fair Nights—and the
1912 is dead of the colic, at the age
as he knew, before the religious diffi
you?"
I determine these various factors, as down a great distance to reach bed
Consolidated Stock Exchange
Monday following the Fullerof 27 years. She died In the Santa
culty arose.
"Yes."
well
as
to
determine
whether
the
of Mew York
rock, so as to get a solid foundation
Cobb-Davis crowd put on Com
Barbara etables of C. K. G. Billings,
Alfred Dow, a neighbor, told of
“Does she share your room and
1 bridge if built should be toll or free, for piers, and great depth of water,
munity Ball—Pat Flanagan in
millionaire sportsman where she had
the incident of Mrs. Young talking
lied?"
I
necessitates
a
vast
amount
of
data
STOCKS and BONDS
might make piers for a short bridge
been In retirement several years.
charge.
with Mrs. Therre in the highway on
"Yes."
j being secured—data, which only (.ost
mU(,h that
wouW morc H
Lou Dillon had a world record of
According to
I “Then you are still living to- a cold, stormy day.
Publishers of the
(trained
exnected to l than
..
, by
, .. V
| trained entrinffprs
engineers can be expected
offset tbe say,...
n< tQ bc made
2.00 flat in 1903 when she was five
his observation the conference lasted
“ gether as man and wife?”
secure. The resolve forbids employ- a short superstructure. Again great
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
year old. and gained undying fame
2 hours and 10 minutes.
i Ing such experts, except by direction j chtnges ,n road>< and jn ra„roads
. Ij "We are.”
which is sent free to
when a little later she trotted one
With the reopening of Court yes
“What Ih there about the religion
of the Governor ar.d Executive Couninvestors upon request
■ | cil. It provides no funds for Ihe which would he diverted to thc
mile In 1.58’,i at Memphis, Tennes
| of the Therres that you object to?” terday morning Maynard L. Young,
bridge, m'ght also prove a serious
see, Oct. 24. 1903. The record stood
“They don’t believe in our com a brother of the plaintiff, took the
other than to say that the ex- objection because of the great cos’
10 STATI STRICT BOSTON ! work,
until 1912 when Uhlan u stablemate
stand, and testified to the happy re
mon churches.”
penses shall be paid from any trunk they would pile up.
All
of
these
trotted one mile in 1.58 at Lexington,
“What is there about their faith lations which existed between Mr.
j highway money available.
facts
must
be
known
in
deciding
Ky.
and Mrs. Ernest A. Young before the
that you object-to?”
say upon the location best adapted tc
t These opponents of the resolve
...
“They don’t believe in the church- latter Joined the religious movement.
‘he needs ofMalne, according to the
: MENU
|es of today, the secret societies, or in The couple had appeared very hap
can be made In the time allotted and opinion of this House member.
py, laughing and joking together and
anything but themselves.”
that any conclusions arrived at and
We have recently opened an
The under water work of a bridge,
“Go ahead and tell the Court what each enjoying the other’s company.
recommendations made as a result of it is pointed out, is always very ex
Chicken Creole
Cream of Tomato with Rice
| the difference is in their religion?” Mrs. Young was a good mother.
such an investigation, can bc of but pensive and even with a careful,
Queen Olive,
Heart, cf Lettuce
Mixed Pickle,
“I can see the difference, but I After the spring of 1923 witness had
little worth to the legislature in mak painstaking survey, as thorough as
t
found his brother alone and crying
ing up its mind.
can’t express it.”
can
be
made,
there
is
always
danger
• . • •
“Didn’t the Therre» invite you to on more than one Sunday, and he
Boiled Penobscot River Salmon, Court Bouillon
—in Which—
of grave mistakes. It is said that
appeared “down at the heel and dis“Senator Carleton has made to the contractors doing such jobs as the
their home?”
Legislature and Ihe public a state erection of a bridge over the Kenne
“Yes, but in such a way that 1 couraged.t Mrs. Young lost her in
Boiled Spiced Ox Tongue
ment setting forth estimated costs, bec, will rarely make a flat bid for
fluence over tho children and didn’t
didn’t think they meant it.”
and methods of financing, ah well as the pier work, especially the under
“Have you ever assaulted
your appear to care where they went.
Boiled Premium Ham, with Jelly
reasons for locating the bridge at water work. Uusually, it is said, they
Witness told of the Incident of Mrs.
wife?”
is paid on advances. As installments on
Young leaving company in the house,
“Yes.”
Roast Native Chicken, Cranberry Sauc,
bid to put in the piers ter so much,
shares become due, transfers are made from
“Did you object to her saying breaking through a screen door and
providing they do not exceed a cer
Roast Loin of Pork, Apple Sauc,
going off with the Therres in their
grace at the table?”
this department to the regular shares and the
tain size. If they go over that, the
“I objected to the manner in which car.
Roast Prime Ribs of Beef, Dish Gravy
' bid p<>vides a plus cf so much per
interest is increased to
"In what way did Mrs. Young ne
'she did it.
I put a stop to her bowfoot.
! ing her head and closing her eyes five glect her children?” Mr. Young was
Baked Macaroni and Cheese
minutes, with the children keeping asked on cross examination.
“NORTH OF 36"
"She had always been proud of her
on eating.”
Spanish Puffs, Custard Sauc,
I On the re-direct examination AJr. little girl’s hair before she began
Famous Emerson Hough Story Will
This makes a very attractive proposition
! Young said that they (’ailed their re going to the meetings.
Now the
Lobster Salad
Be Seen At Park Theatre Tomor
I
ligion “Truth,” but that, they ob children were left dirty and much of
which we will gladly explain to any one who
row.
jected to everything but themselves; the time Mrs. Young does not know
is interested.
Whipped Potatoes
Boiled Potatoes
that Mrs. Young when she went away where they are.
I met one of the
The journey of Columbus across
put her own boy in the barn, like boys going toward Warren one day,
Jun, Pea,
1 the Atlantic In 1492 required no
Boiled Onions
cattle; that hjs wife said she didn’t
more courage than the trip made by
believe she took a vow to Cod when
the j.ioueers of the south in their
Continued on Page Two)
Squash Pi,
Apple Pie
she married him.
attempt to establish « definite trait
Mrs.
Martha
Young
of
Warren,
Mine, Pia
Custard Pie
between Texas and the railroads in
mother of the plaintiff, said there
, Kansas.
Whipped Cream Pia
I had been so much change in her son’s YOUR FAVORITE POEM
407 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND
The first caravan traveling from
; home since the spring of 1923 that,
T-tf
i the gulf of Mexico to northern United
Lemon Walnut Jello, Whipped Cream
i she didn’t know how to tell it.
If I had to Hr© my life again I would
States faced fearful odds—Indians.
His wife didn’t care anything more have made a rule to read some poetry and
Carpet-baggers, floods,-fire, wild aniStrawberry Ice Cream, Cake
listen to somo muds at least once a week.
i
about
him,
and
neglected
the
chil

; mala, and many more obstacles deThe loss of these tastes Is a loss of happi
dren.
She had neglected his cloth- ness.—Charles Darwin.
j scribed In Emerson Hough's lristori.
Coffee
Milk
Taa
■
ing,
and
her
duty
to
see
that
the
cal novel, ‘’North of 36,” which Irvin
ESTABLISHED 1854
children were kept clean and proper.
FORGET ME NOT
Willat produced in picture form for
2 ' In a .somewhat dramatic manner she
(From the French of Alfred de Musect)
Paramount.
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
| drew a picture of the sobbing and Forget ine not, what time the timid Dawn
Like Columbus, the first caravan
I neglected children, and the house- Opens the enchanted palace of the Sun :
Limited United Statei Depository
1 had no guide save the compass and
Forget me not, when Night her starry lawn
: hold as she had seen it.
Throws o'er her pensive head when day is
j
stars.
Nobody
had
ever
been
over
STRONG, SOUND, CONSERVATIVE, SAFE
done:
“
What
change
have
you
seen
in
' the trail before. Those who had at-,
When pleasure’s voice is heard, and all thy
him?” asked Mr. Smalley.
1910
$6.',0,200 011
senses thrill,
tempted never returned to tell the
“One year ago he came to me bare Or Eve with dewy dreams descends the heav
1 tale. What happened, nolssly ever
1918
$849,900.00
enly hill.
headed, barehanded and crying, on
knew. '
Hark, from the forest’s deep
a cold stormy day and I thought ho
1920
$1,279,700.00
Murmurs a voice like sleep;
In “North of 36," the first Journey
was going crazy.”
iForget mo not.
from the south to the north is told
j “Have you attended the meetings
'pilE superiority of our
1922
$1,459,900.00
upon the screen scene for scene as it
Forget,
me
not. when Fate, despite our tears,
at Therre’s?”
Hath thrust our lives forevermore apart.
actually occurred sixty one years
steaks is beyond ques
“I have never been there but When grief, and exile, and the cruel years
ago. Nothing has been left out.
once.
As I went through the door Have bruised and crushed this o\ef-wearlcd
tion. Your sense of taste
nothing added. The true story of
;
somebody said: ‘Martha, go home; Think heart
Growth in Deposits of Over One Million in the Last Eight Years
of my mournful love, think of our last
I the hardships and suffering of the
will tell you of the flavor
you are not wanted here,’ ”
farew ell,
brave band was so thrilling that it
If You Need Banking Service of Any Kind, Call On Us,
“What is your son’s behavior in Nor time nor space Is aught while lasts love’s
and oh 1 how tender.
required no change to achieve the
wizard sj»ell.
Or Write Us
the home?”
While still m.v heart shall beat
supreme in drama.
Chops broiled or fried to
We Pay 4% Interest On Our Savings Department
“He is a kind and affectionate
This word 'twill e’er repeat:
Prominent In the cast of “North of
Yorget me not.
your liking.
father.
You should have seen the
Resources Ova Two Millions
1 36" are Jack Holt, Ernest Torrence,
■ I
greeting he got when he reached Forget me not, when in the chilly clay
1 Lois Wileon. the "Covered Wagoh”
home last night.
The children My broken heart forever shall repose;
Qat acquainted with our
girl, and Noah Beery. The picture
Forget me not, when at the breath of May
twined their arms around his neck A
lonely flower shall o'er my touib unclose.
opens a two days’ run at the Park
“Bill O’Fire”
and said: 'Daddy, did you bring us Me thou shalt see no more, but my immortal
I Theatre tomorrow.—adv.
soul.
any peanuts?’ “
thy sister sprite, will seek thee aa
“Did you see anything out of tho For aye
its goal.
The Ladies Guild of St. Peter's
way about the meetings?” cross ex
List,
tlirough the night profound,
, church will hold a public supper In
A plaintive, moaning sound:
amined Mr. Smalley.
Rockland’s Finest Eating Plaea
the Parish room Tuesday, Jan. 20, at
Forget me not.
“There were 16 there the morning
—Albert 8. Coot
;6 o'clock,
8-9

WE WANTERKNOW!

And to Nellie Willie whispered as they
fondly kissed—
“I’ll bet that you were never kissed like
that!"
“Oh! He Dorit Know Nellie Like I
do,"
Said that saucy little bird on Nellie's
hat.

I c.P.Dow&ca

I

I

NARRAGANSETT

HOTEL

Advance Payment Department
4 Per Cent Interest

51-2 Per Cent

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

i

STOP

1124 $1,730,000.00

LOOK

LISTEN

PREVENT BEING

KILLED

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

Newbert*s Cafeteria
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Every-Other-Day

WIFE’S AFFECTIONS ONE DOLLAR

THREE TIMES A WEEK
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CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland. Jan. 20, 1625
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie who
on oath declares that lu* is. pressman in the
<>rth-e of the Rockland Publishing Co. and
•hat of the issue of The Courier-Gazette of
•Ian. 17. 192", there was printed a total of
6.390 copies.
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
KATHLEEN M. SNOW ..............

LIBRARIAN

and he told me that he was going to
find daddy, because his mother had
licked him. Another time 1 saw her
twist her own son's ear.”
Ernest Merrifield testified that
things wvre homelike at the Young’s
before Mrs. Young began going to
meetings.
Witness had never gone
to any of tli£ meetings himself^ af
ter being told by the Therrt^s that
they could teach a dog but not him.
Witness declared that Mr. Overlook
had said they would take Edna to
Canada if it cost $10,000.
The plaintiff’s side of tiie case end
ed here, and a ruling was made by Jus
tice Wilson that Clinton W. Overlock
was not affected by the allegations
and was no longer a party to the
suii.
Mrs. Ava M. Th’erre, first witness
for the defense proved to lie a cousin
of the plaintiff.
She testified that
she had called often at Mrs. Young's
home to buy Lirkin products, and
that they always discussed the Bible.
She described the form of service
used at their religious meetings.
Those present speak of tlie things
that interest them in the Bible,# and
they have singing, praying, preach
ing and sacrament of the Lord's Sup
per.
In this sacrament ordinary
grape juice, purchased at a Warren
store, is used.
“We use the ordi
nary f’hristian Bible,” said the wit
ness, and believe in preaching ac
cording to Matthew X. Our preach
ers go out without salary, serve for
food and lodging—as expressed in
Matthews X and practice the ordi
nance of baptism by immersion.”
It developed that conventions Jiave
lieen held in Woodstock. N. B., Bal
timore ami Altimont, N. Y.
The
last convention in Woodstock was
held on a farm, the women sleeping
in the farmhouse and the men in tlie
barn.
Mrs. Therre said that she did not
know there were guests at the
Youngs the Sunday Mrs. Young
went with them to Broad Cove, and
that Mrs. Young went of her own
free will.
Witness had encouraged
Mrs. Young to attend tlie meetings,
but not against the will of her hus
band.

she is still living, and with whom she
rode to the trial each day.
Mrs. Young testified that her hus
band had offered no objection to her
attending the meetings, and after
that she had united with the faith.
She was baptized in Woodstock, N.
B., and was away from home a week
during that convention.
Her boy
slept ip the barn with the men and
she had no doubt he was properly
cared for.
The expenses of the trip
came from money left to the witness
by her father.
Mrs. Y’oung said she Siad told her
husband the night before she went to
Waldoboro of her intentions, but had
not told t the Therres that company
was coming. Her husband had tried
to prevent her from getting ipto
Therre’s car, hut she had held him off
with her arm.
She said that Mr.
^oung had assaulted her because she
desired to give thanks at th£ table.
She cared for him as much as she did
before she began going to the meet
ings and had never refused to go
pleasure riding.
The Therres had
encouraged her to the Christian faith
and advised her to do the best she
could.
In rebuttal Attorney Emery re
called Maynard Young, who testified
that h^ heard Mr. Therre s:iy that if
there were any damages to |>ay he
would pay it: and Mr. Cargill who
testified that he had heard Mr. Young
tell the Therres not to ask Edna to
their house; that it was causing
their home to he broken up.
• • • •

Week days—9 a. m. -to 9 p. m.
Master, this woman was taken' in
Sundays—2 p. m. to 5 p. m.
adultery. Muse# commanded us that
such should he stoned: hut what
“And what is a book? A series of
sayest thou? . . .He said unto them,
lie that is without sin among you. little printed signs—essentially only j,
Jet him first cast a stone at her.— that. It is for the reader to supply
ts not the number of garments
himself with the forms and ookirs1
.John 8:4. 5, 7.
you pile on, but the kind of gar
and sentiments to which these signs
correspond. It will depend ui»n him ' ment.
Clad to note that the American Au whether the hook he dull or brilliant.'
Quality ! Not quantity !
tomobile Association is turning its at hot with passion or cold as ice. Or. 1
if you prefer to put it otherwise. ‘
No warmth in part-cotton stuff
tention in particular fashion to this each word in a hook is a magic
at any price.
northeast corner *of the United linger that sets a fibre of our brain
States. Despite the tremendous lure vibrating like a harp string and so
Wocl, all-wool, 100 ■ all-wool Is
evokes a note from the sounding, that New England has had in the
what gics into our Winter over
leiard of our soul."—Anatolo France.
past for hundreds of thousands of
coats, together with the best of
. » • «
motor tourists, this section of the
There haw been so many inquiries I tailoring.
country, according to the associa al-out the Peddie Assembly Course in
Warm browns, warm heathers,
tion, is working under an increasing Reading which was recommended
warm grays— in a half belted
through
these
notes
last
week,
that
handicap because of the fact that the
model that is a popular seller at
it has seemed wise to print some of
opening of new roads in other parts Mr. Barras' suggestions. Following
this time of year—
of the United States is luring away are the hooks for November which
tourists who formerly made a cus seem especially -well adapted to lo
$18.75
tomary tour through New England. cal renders. Heading the Vst is
Edna Kerber's “So Big^whiih won
With view to remedying this situa
instant favor with Mr. Barras. “Of
tion the association has prepared a course,’’ he writes. “I like So Rig's
new tour book publication devoted story, the evolution of Iiis character,
solely to automobile routes of this but I like his mother so much better.
The criminal docket was taken up
There is just a tinge of 'One of
region and is sending here its staff
at this morning’s session, with quite
Ours’ and the 'Abie McLaughlins'
a number of trials in prospect.
A
of writers to prepare special touring here. Above all there is beauty in
secret indictment made public yester
articles for its official publication the heart of So Big's mother."
day was State vs Dalton E. Raynes
• * • •
the American Motorist. The new
of Matinicus. and is understood to he
The
next
suggestion
is
that
one
official guide will be issued in plenty
the outgrowth of a series of troubles
read the "Letters of Archie Butt.”
as to mooring of boats in Matinicus
of time for the spring and summer
“I have had a wonderful time read
harbor.
Jt is alleged that on Jan.
tourist season. It will blaze the ing them." writes Mr. Barras. "You nnd again book cases, tables and
12. through the aid of a spotlight
main highway and trails into New know Archie Butt was President desks were utilized to take care of
manipulated from the residence of
England and will tell tourists not Roosevelt's military aide during the seating this fascinating mob.
Clyde S. Young, the respondent was
last eleven months of the Roosevelt
seen altering the moorings of certain
only how to get here but also where
administration.
During that time
boats, and that when the light was
It is no idle statement to announce
to go and what to see When they ar Archie wrote numerous letters to his
flashed onto him he discharged a
that
more
and
more
are
the
citizens
rive.
This is good work to be beloved mother and. after her death,
shotgun seven times at the Young
using their Public Library. Sixty added to the movement to advertise to his sister-in-law. These letters four new borrowers were registered
house.
He is charged with assault
throw another sidelight on the char
with intent to murder.
Maine and The Courier-Gazette con
acter of Roosevelt. You will almost last month. Of this number six were
• « • •
gratulates the A. A. A. upon its con weep over some of the last letters nen-residents and fifteen were childien. The High School courses in
Mrx. R. L. Bean vs. Camden Lum
tribution to the worthy campaign. in the hook."
struction have been directly respon• • » •
ber & Fuel Co. Action on two counts.
Other parts of the country have
silUe for many of the new registra
“\Vhat is the name of your organi First count on promiss.ry note to
prospered exceedingly through cater
Then comes Arthur Train's late tions. The library too comes in for
plaintiff dated Aug. 31. 1929. Second
ing to the summer tourist. New l*ook, "The Needle’s Eye." "I am go its share in the cross-word puzzle zation?” asked Mr. Emery.
"We have no name; hut it is often on money lent—each for $5000. The
ing to he reckless enough to suggest craze. Its two unabridged diction
note was signed liy R. L. Bean,
England lias not had its proper
another late novel." writes the com aries and
up-to-date
reference spoken of as the ‘Truth! ’ ”
president, and J. W. Ingraham, treas
share of the traffic. The efforts now piler of this -list.
“
Where
did
it
have
its
beginning?
”
“I believe ‘The., books and atlases make it easy to
urer. Defendant claimed the note
“At Bethlehem, in the manger.”
joining along various lines should Needle’s Eye' is the best novel of solve the most bothersome puzzle.
was unauthorized, and nothing ever
“
But
didn
’
t
it
come
from
some
for

recent
months.
It
is
the
story
of
a
It ha§ not yet been necessary howmean in no long time many ad
lent. The note was payable on de
rich man and his troubles with his ev«: to limit the time at the diction eign country?”
ditional millions of dollars annually
“It had to come from some foreign mand. No demand or payment tyade
money. No. thank you. friends. I ary, as several large libraries report
for two years, when R. L. Bean had
poured into the coffers of Maine, don't want to be a millionaire and 1 having done. In such cases one per country.
Jesus was born in Beth
returned from sentence at Atlanta
hotels/ garages, merchants .and real am super-sure that I do not want to son has been allowed buf five min lehem.”
! I da., for larceny of Megunticook Bank
“
Haven
’
l
you
said
that
it
would
be
own an interest in a West Virginia utes at each dictionary.
Blest be
restate dealers.
funds. The defendant also claimed
coal mine. The Nee lie’s Eye is a any craze that would bring such a better if all churches were wiped out that the note was given to accom
—
didn
’
t
exist
?
”
line ialmr story.”
demand for anything in our library.
modate Bean to support the reserve
“Yes, I have.”
Queer and valuable things some
funds of the Bank required by the
Cross
examined
as
to
the
present
j
V.®S. authorities. It was issued at
times turn up, from unsuspected
One of Mr Barrars’ firmest con
relationship between Mr. and Mrs. the same time and for same pur|x*ses
STRAND THEATRE
bookshelves. For instance, there is victions is that no reading course is
Young
Mis.
There
expressed
the
j
complete without a dip into the liter
of another note signed by Bean and
what is called “Freeman’s Hath.” It
“His Hour,” the Metro-Goklwyn opinion that Mrs. Young i.s a better Ingraham in blank, which list note
ature of the past, so for one's read
She couldn't say was returned by Bean and destroyed
was printed in Cambridge, Mass., in ing for this month he suggests that picturlzatton of Elinor Glyn’s story mother today.
3639, by Stephen Daye, on a small Shakespeare's "The Temncst" he re which is showing today carries a about the care of the children, bat ! and Ingraham says he told him both
was of the impression that she was 1
piece of paper about the size of read. “If I were you." he writes. “I stirring theme of two people utterly giving them more motherly attention notes were destroyed. The book
unlike one another who meet and fall
keeper. Mrs. Shibles, testified to the
ladies’ writing paper. The wording should plan a course of Shakesn.-are in love. The cast is headed by two than she did before.
for the winter months. Re.Tit all his
making of the notes, and explained
“Knowing that Mr. Young didn’t the bookkeeping in connection with
begins about as follows: “I------being best known plays, then ask your players acclaimed by the authoress
want
his
wile
to
go
away
why
did
is
the
greatest
screen
lovers
of
the
It. Tlie jury disagreed, after being
by God’s Providence an inhabitant, librarian’ for some good bo * ks of
you allow it?” asked Mr. Emery.
I out until a late hour Saturday night
and Freeman, within the jurisdiction Shakespearean criticism and dig into day. After seeing the production one
"How
could
I
stop
her?
She
was
is
certain
that
her
judgment
has
not
Emery for plaintiff; Montgomery for
them. A lifetime snoot on Shake
of this Commonwealth; do freely
speare would be well spent but not been misguided. The laurels and the welcome to go with us, and he was defendant.
I believed in her using |
acknowledge myself to be subject to exhaustive.’’
two big parts go to Aileen Pring’.e welcome.
9
• • » »
s Tamara Loraine, and Jack Gil- her own mind, and think I had a right i
• • • ♦
the Government thereof: And there
Bath Motor Mart vs John Perry
♦: t. a brilliant Russian Prince The to take her under the circumstances.”
The list closes with this para
fore do here swear, etc, etc.” If any
On re-direct examination
Mrs. i suit to recover $134.93 for latior and
tory is of a haughty English widow.
graph:
"Who
is
the
most
unfortu

materials used In repairing a Cad
/of our readers should come upon a
nate person In the world? He is the >enutifully feminine and charming, Therre said that Mrs. loung was
copy of it. perhaps inside some old person who does not appreciate good who hv*et« GTitzko, a young Prince, taken home directly after the service. I illac coupe, which had been damaged
in a collision with a horse sled in
book or pasted in a scrapliook, the hooks and is just as happy as if he beloved by all and noted for his dev In regard to her expression that it ! Camden.
The car was further in
ilry and daring* She is attracted would be better if churches were :
did.
I
suppose
this
sounds
rather
discovery would net a neat little
jured, when being brought to Rock
narrow but after all. I cannot see how forcibly to him and he to her, but her out of existence she said she had ref- ! land front Camden by an employee of
sum. for $2000 is offered for a perone can live the abundant life with proud English will does not unbend erence to church buildings, and was .
fe-t copy of it. It occasionally pays out associating with the minds of and she firmly resolves not to become of that opinion because, according to the Motor Mart and the defendant
what every other woman of his ac the teachings of the New Testament claimed that the greater amount of
to look through one’« bookshelves. yesteryear."
damage resulted from the second col
quaintance has—a devoted follower, they misrepresented Jesus.
•
•
«
•
The editor of this paper once on a
Mr. Therre said he had had no talk j lision, for which he would not he re
ut for the first time real love has
The library is glad to announce
He refused to pay for
time bought for a trifle at a book
;me into the life of the Prince and with Mrs. Young relative to becoming j sponsible.
that any cf tihe hooks suggested by
She had that portion of the plaintiffs hill for
auction a volume which after cursory Mr Barras may lie borrowed Trom he is mystified by it. It baffles him a member of the faith.
» such a d gree that he doesn’t rec attended one of the meetings and repairs made necessary by the last
examination was set away on a li its collection.
The "Letter* of
ognize it until at the climax of the stood when we asked those who i collision and the question ut issue
brary shelf.
Several years after Archie Butt" have jifst lieen pur
tory. There are some gorgeous sets, Wished to do so to “walk with Jesus, was what damage resulted from each
Judge Miller found for
ward. when he was turning over the chased and promise many a night particularly the snow scenes which as we did.”
Witness had talked ' collision.
of good reading to future iiorroW.-rs.
leaves of the bock there fell out of it Remember, though, these notes are are supposed* to take place in ^t. [over the faith with Mrs. Young, and i the plaintiff $92.47, in the Police
etersburg and Moscow. A love the latter was always wel««-me at Court and the plaintiff ap|>ealed.
an autograph letter of Charles Dick widely read, ard to recommend a
He first knew of Mr. I The case had not proceeded long be
•.eene during a ride in a sleigh is his house.
ens which bad been hidden there for look here means constant demand
Yhung’s objections a year ago.
Me fore the jury when a settlement was
one
of
the
most
intensely
interesting
Smal
' how long nobody could say, nor for that hook (hr many a week. He tlings ever viewed on the screen.
had never knowingly influenced Mrs. reached and the trial ended.
sure then and reserve your copy now.
Swimming, polo, surf riding in the Young, and was surprised at what i ley for plaintiff: Ingraham nnd
through how many 'hands $,the book
The telephone number is r,C4—W.
Montgomery for Perry.
bad passed while hiding it. The and books may always lie reserved laytime, jazz and jcy rides at night happened the morning when Mr. j
Young undertook to prevent her from '
—
these
are
the
pleasures
of
the
market vain » of the letter exceeded by telephone.
If
wealthy at Miami, society’s favorite going to Broad Cove with them.
EMPIRE THEA1 RE
« • • *
many times the auction price of the
had seemed a funny incident to him. ,
Playground. Allthese sports figure
Three thousand, forty-eight hun- prominently in“Miami,”
the first The meetings at the schoolhouse I
kook.
lred hooks were liorrowel from the story to be written about the fre were discontinued by the request of J
“The Girl Who Loves" will be
library during the mon"h of Decem quenters of that famous paradise. the school authorities after < inplaint I shown for the last time today.g The
Mr. Rock teller's cabled fyft of ber. This is a very substantial in Betty Compson, who has the leading had been made by Mr. Young.
cast includes Agnes Ayres, Percy
• » • •
$1,000,000 to restore Tokio's famous crease over the same period in spite role, is supool ted by an admirable
Marmont, Kathleen Williams. Robert
cf the fact that Deeemiier is consid
“Ten Scars
Mrs. Mary Cargill, a member of i McKiin and others.
school desti i.ved in the earthquake ered one of tile dullest library cast consisting of Benjamin F. Fin
ney. Jr.. Hedda Hopper, Lucy Fox. the faith, testified that Mrs Young i Make a Man" a IPathe serial and
is likely to knot k a good deal <,f the mouths, and that practically tin. en
Barney Sherry and Lawford was keeping house now about the I’Uthe News will complete an excel
wind out of the Japanese jingoes tire time was given over to tlie High Davidson. This interesting picture same as she had before.
Mystery and ro
She said ! lent program.
-chool
classes
in
library
instruc

will be shown Wednesday and Thurs that Mr. Young had locked his wife mance are the keynotes of "The Girl
who are constantly [ reaching war
( lit of the house and she had heard On the Stairs," the latest Elmer Har
day.
agaii.st the I'tiiieil States. There
him sav: “This isn’t your home any . ris production which conies to the
a lot of small stuff unloaded first
Four thousand, five hundred peo
more: you disobeyed me.”
On that Empire Wednesday and Thursday
UP FROM THE DUST
and last by foreign nations in criti ple visited llie library during tip
occasion Mrs. Young had staved a-t with charming Patsy Ruth Miller as
month,
an
average
of
over
ItiOO
eaeii
eism of this country, but when they
The story is an original
her sister’s all night.
Another time its star.
[For The Courier-Gazette]
day*. An average of 1? persons used
the witness and Mrs. Young were adaptation by Harris of Winston
are found in any situation ot dis
the dint like an army
tlie library the three hours it was CpAtfroTi
call of lie spirit we rise.
walking home when Mr. Young drove Bouve's magazine tale of the same
tress, whose generous hand is it goes «|)cn each Sunday. Although rec Made tlie
animate, living and breathing.
by them in his car and asked how name hut it has been given such a
With ambitions that mount to tin* skies
fust and dee|h\st into his pocket? ords of attendance are not avaiialdi
new treatment by Harris that little of
the walking was.
for
other
years,
this
is
without
doubt
1'ncle Sam is the world's best friend
Oh. wonderful, mystical power
Robert Buchanan, a preacher for the original story but the title is said
the largest attendance the library
That breathes on the clay and the clod:
this sect since 1907, testified that he to remain.—adv.
and the real fellows in those coun
t p from the dust wc com. using.
has ever known.
,
had conducted the meeting when Mrs.
In the lieautiful image of God.
tries well know it.
• • • •
THE STATE COMMITTEE
Young joined the faith.
He said
The sum of $500 has beep appro Wc depend on Ihe dust for life’s beauty,
We defend on the dost for life's strength. the sect was in no manner connected
priated to the library for the purpose It breeds us and rears us and lio'da us.
The nutshell information that
with the Holy Rollers. Mormons, or Republicans Will CHoosz National
We go there Hi rest us. at length.
other religious sects.
it has no
being publisihed in successive issues of replacing worn books. This
Committeeman At Session Next
the first time for many years tint
churches, its pastors get no salaries
bT this paper wiW serve to throw’ any of the money upprnpi-i.ited by Cp from the dust comes the wlieatfle’.d,
Month.
and
no
collections
are
taken.
Fel

Cp from tlie dust conies the flower,
w '
-----much light ujion the subject of in- the city has been available for ac And God. hi his infinite wisdom.
lowship meetings are held at various
To the duff sends the sun and tlie shower
fccome tax returns, which between this qulring books, and the first time ii
A meeting of the Republican State
houses, and the conventions are held
in tents.
.Committee will lie calk'd about the
time and March 15 will very much tlie history of tlie library that any !• will be for us still in the future
imeunt has been designated for sys
As it has been In the past.
Mrs. Ernest Young, wife of the ’middle cf February.
engage the attention of a great body tematic replacing of the l>o«k stock Mother Earth sends iw forth on a mission,
plaintiff, took the stand, her appear
Takes us back to her bosom at last.
Chairman George, L. Emery of tlfc
of our r< aders. There is one other bit Careful study of the needs of tlie li
ance giving no hint of unhappy do
of advice to add io the points dis lirary in this particular line i.s being I,e; us go to the Father Mke children.
mestic relationship.
she
was State committee has reconsidered his
In perfect and absolute trust
closed by these articles, namely, do made. The librarian will lie especi !n the good, and the high, and the holy, « smiling and buxom, and apparently previous determination to retire front
ally grateful for any suggestions
The spirit that quickens the dust
at peace with the whole world, in the leadership of the committee and
it now. You don’t have to file and
from patrons as to books which it is
clusive of her husband with whom i will continue in office for the pres
pay until the middle of March, but felt should lie in the collection and To tlie dreamer who sees a; In vision
Time ami space are rolled back like
ent, at least, and possibly to the end
the earlier you attend to tihe busi have not hitherto been replaced.
scroll,
of the two-year term for which he
And
even
the
mote
in
tlie
sunbeam
•
•
•
•
ness the suon< r is your mind dis
was chosen.
Is the mingling of dust and 'the soul.
It seemed almost criminal for an
The choice of a member of the Re
charged of an irksome piece of re
Lei us try to perform the intended.
amateur story-teller to cut and
publican National Committee to suc
sponsibility.
Lei us live, lei us love, .while we may,
CLEAN INSIDE
tell Barrie's immortal story of Piter No one can degra<le the pure spirit
ceed Harold M. Bewail of Rath, wh<
Pan. It seemed even more criminal
That was breathed into nostrils of clay.
died Oct. 28, probably will lie made
For headache, constipation,
Nana
Hunl.ey
The Knox County grand jury in however, for scores and scores
indigestion, biliousness, baa at this meeting.
Hoekiand.
Jan.
10.
Joseph W. Simpson of York, the
its return of indictments takes kiddies to live on without even an
breath, laziness and that
Introduction to that lovable young
present treasurer of the State Comworn out feeling, -take two
prop' r notice cf the public menace of
ster. Peter Pan. nnd so a spe ia
They»are buying Christmas pres
1 inittee, Robert J. Pjac c't of Lubec,
the * : ixieated automobile driver story hour was announced for last ents 11 months ahead at Gonia’s. A
chairman of the Executive Counc I,
I: is a diffi ult matter to deal with Monday afternoon, prior to the show
woman bought 15 yesterday. Ed’s
and State Committeeman fr m Washbut deserve;* for the public’s pro ing of tlie motion picture of this well One-Third Off Reduction Sale has They keep men, women and children ' ington county; and ex-Judge John
known chihli i n's classic. Over SO given some startling bargains that full of pep, health and happiness— Percy Deering of Saco, chairman of
tection the se*. crest measures for
youngsters responded to the call to the people are rapidly finding out because they keep them clean inside. the York County Republican Coinmltsuppression.
listen to stories of Peter und Wendy about.—adv.
SOJat 25 ccnb. Sold ntrytthut
tee, are mentioned.

Gregory’s

EEP YOUR BODY

Chamberlain’s Tablets

ENTIRE STOCK
TO BE SOLD

MOREY’S SHOE STORE
-COMPLETE

LINES OF-

t

•

Men’s, Women’s and

Children’s

SHOES
RUBBERS
SLIPPERS
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

At the LOWEST PRICES
Ever Offered in This City

ONLY A FEW DAYS LEFT
OPPOSITE

286 MAIN STREET

V. F. STUDLEYS

WANTED
SECOND HAND
RANGES

$60.80

Quick Sales

We will set up a New
Kineo Range, size 8-20
and alkjw you more
than your old range i9
worth and give you
credit on a new Kineo

Small Profits

Tells Price

$60.80

$60.80

$
Made in Bangor

V. F. S TUDLEY INC' Telephone 71 3.

CORN, WHEAT, OATS
Brought Million and a Quar
ter Dollars To the Maine
Farmers Last Year.
Maine farmers realized $1.2.50.000
more on their corn, wheat and oats
this year than in 1923. according to
the
Sears-Roebuck
Agricultural
Foundation, which reports that the
national increase in grain values
amount to $550,000,000. Oats alone
were responsible for a gain of over
a million, while wheat and corn
brought farmers of this ^tate an
added $100,000 over last year, the reliort states.
While the Maine corn crop for 1924
fell considerably below that of the
preceding year, the better price this
year brought the total income to
approximately what it had been the
year before The oat crop of this
state this year ia up to 5 1-3 millionbushels as compared to 4*/2 million
the year before with the result that
farmers will have taken in four mil
lion dollars on.this crop as compared
with 2% millions the year before.
The yield per acre on corn in
Maine, the report states, dropped to
30.3 bushels per acre as a result of
un favoraii.'c weather, and the profit
l>er bushel to the farmer was 8 cents
as compared with 5 the year before.
The wet days, on Jjie other hand,
were a great helip to the wheat and
oats production, the former rising to
28.4 bushels per acre as compared
with 2fi the year before, and the lat
ter to 42.3 from 37 in 1923. The
pre fit per bushel of wheat this year
was 61 cents where Only 23 cents
was laken last year and,« 23 cent
profit in oatrt for the one cent gain
of the preceding year.
The

increased

yield per acre

of

ROCKLAND.

283 Main St.

small grain and the increased price]
per bushel on all grains has aided I
materially in restoring the farmer to'
a better financial basis, the Founda
tion report concludes. The higher
grain prices have resulted in higher
live stock prices and this has
lirought a new vitality to agriculture.
OUR NEW COUNCILOR

Guy E. Torrey, who will represent
Knox, Lincoln, Waldo and Hancock
Counties in the Executive Council,
Ys also engaged in the insurance busi
ness nnd is one of the leading young
er business men in Hancock County.
He is a member of the insurance firm
of Fred C. I.ynam & Co., and is a di
rector in the Bar Harbor Banking
and Trust Company, and associated
with various other business inter
ests.
He is a native of Deer Isle
hut has made his home in Bar Har
bor since his graduation from the
University of Maine in 1909.
Mr.
Torrey has always been active in
the interests of the Republican par
ty hut this is his first experience in
political office.
\

A
CHECKING

ACCOUNT
AIDS THRIFT
All prudent people are
aiming at the tame good
abject—that is success.
Ycu •will find a Checking
Account with this Bank
• great aid to thrift—furnishing system to yeui
financial transactions.

4%. INTEREST

PAID

on

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

The
SOCKIAND

National
Bank

4
11

.................

i

1

i

.

i.

.

P. A. Campbell, the new manager
of the Narragansett Hotel dining
room, has practically completed ar
rangements for opening the dininp
roojp to the public next Monday.

TALK OB THE TOWN

“SPRING”

00M1N8 NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT!
Jan. 20—Clastf 3 B. & P. W. Club—begin
study modern literature course, by Miss
Coughlin, 7.30 o’clock.
Jan 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’,
League
Jan. 21—D. A. R. auction party at Copper
Kettle.
Jan. 21—Social meeting of B. & P. W.
Club at club rooms at 7.30 o’clock
Jan. 22—Country Club cabaret and dance.
Jan. 22—Classes 1 and 2 B. & P. W. course
in English literature, English grammar, 7.30
o’clock.
Jan. 23—Public auction party at B. A
P. W Club.
Jan 24—Eclipse of the sun 8.08 a. m
Jan. 26- -Special meeting of Ruth Mayhew
Tent.
JArf. 27. (8 p. u».)—13th annual meeting of
Past Matrons and Past Patrons Association,
Masonic hall, Warren
Jan. 29—‘Midwinter meeting Maine Federa
tion of Women’s Clubs at Waterville.
Jan 30—Public auction party at Copper
Kettle auspices of B A P. W. (Tub.
Feb. 2 Monthly meeting of the City Gov
ernment.
Feb. 6—Address h.v F. D. Cummings of
Portland on “Water Powers and Who Should
Own Them and the Primary Law and Who
Doesn’t Want It.” at Methodist vestry.
•Feb. 2—Regular meeting of Lady Knox
Chapter, D A. R.
Feb 6—Rummage sale given by B. &
P. W. Club
Peb. 7 -Knox Pomona Grange meets In
West Rocki>ort.
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s birthday.
Feb 18—Last entertainment of Rogal Ly
ceum coune. High School benefit.
Feb. 22—Washington’s birthday.
Feb 2x 28—Community Fair at Arcade
Fel> 25—Lent begins.
March 21 —First day of spring.
April 22-27- Annual conference of Metho
dist Episcopal Churches in Augusta.

z

X

Weather This Week

Weather outlook for the week fdr
rthe Norin Atlantic States: A period
of rains or snows toward middle of
week and another period during the
, latter half. Temperature below nor»tnal nt beginning; moderate during
middle and colder at end.
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Every-Other-Day

AfcMOST

IS

HERE

, —AND—
(J We have a fine «to:k of high grade used cars.
Storage free until spring on any car bought now.
A deposit will hold a car for you and you will
have the advantage cf the present low prices.
>

The Thomaston Army basketball j
quintet invades Rockland tonight
and will do battle with Battery G a/
9 o’clock in the Armory, Immediately
after dMIl. The Rockland team was
recently victorious in Thomaston.

Hudson Coach ............ .$ 875.00

1923

Many extras; new paint; overhauled

Hudson Co0ch.............................

1923

850.00

Low mileage; guaranteed condition

Essex Coach.................................

1924

575.00

A^ine closed car

1923

975.00

Oldsmobile Sedan......................
New Ballocn Tires; many extras

1923

Dodge Panel Truck....................

725.00

Just overhauled; in perfect condition

1923
1922

425.00
750.00

Overland Sedan..........................
Buick Coups...................... ’....
In perfect condition

.

1923

■ /

Ford Sedan.................................

325.00

All of these are closed cars and are away beyond
the average car in regard to ebndition
"We guarantee all used cars to be as represented”

SNOW-HUDSON CO. INC.
710 MAIN ST.

Bath Times: Fred H. Haining of
Rockland and Cleveland P. Holbrook
of Camden, both formerly connected
with the Bath office of the Metropoli
tan Life Insurance Co., Und now
with the same company in their pres
ent locations, were business visitors
In the city Friday.
The four tenement house on Fulton
street, generally known as the Addle
Farwell place, hrs lieen sold to
Walter T. Prescott Broadway, by
John Gregory or New York through
the R, U. Collins real estate agency.
Mr. Prescott buys for investment.

$100 reward will be paid

for information that will
lead to tlje arrest and con

The monument of the late Major
len. Hiram G. Berry in Achorn
cemetery is to figure in an article
wliich is now being prepared Dy
handler It. Post, jrrofessor of
(iieek and Fine Arts at Harvard
University.
Tlie article concerns
Martin Milmore, designer cf the mon
ument.

The members of the Maine Associ
ation of Agricultural Fairs at the
losing of their annual convention
voted unarfimoiisly to go on record
as favoring pulling contests for
horses and oxen at fails in this
State. It will lie recalled that this
method of entertainment was con
demned by flov. Baxter.

viction of the person or

Merely a Reminder

persons who recently broke

dence of Clifford Wolfe

A dollar isn’t much to talk about nowadays. "Just doesn’t go very far, is
a common expression. But our big store is so organized and so managed
that WE FORCE A DOLLAR TO GO A LONG WAY.

Smith at Glencove on War

We offer superior values ALL 11 IF. I IMF., and every day in every month.

renton Street, in the Town

We invite your comparison.

of Rockport.

This store, its staff and all its cor’-eniences are alwavs at your service.

into and entered the resi

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

R. E. THURSTON

I

Sheriff of Knox County

283 MAIN ST.ROCKLAND

TEL. 896

ROCKLAND

Me and the Other Fellow" doesn't
convey much of a hint as to what
THAT SLIDING CONTEST
the address is going to he about, but
the
members
of
the
Baptist
Men's
The county commissioners are hold
Big Time Due Saturday—
ing their first regular meeting of the
Matinicus is represented in the city Is ague are not worrying. Rev. <". A.
BAD AUTO ACCIDENT
this week by ('apt. Leon L. Young. Knickerbocker’s popularity as a
year today.
Sidelights On Hockey and
Capt. Janies Teel, Austin Ames, Bert speaker lias preceded him. and to
morrow night's session is going to be
Teel,
and
Clyde
Young.
Basketball.
Hector
B.
Tyler
In
Critical
The Ice polo game which had been
I
another of these happy get-to
planned for tonight at Stevens Field
gethers.
Condition
After
Collision
The
Fast*
Noble
Grands
Associa

has been postponed on account of
Interest in the sliding eonteat of I
tion will meet in Camden at Odd Fel
the weather outlook.
With Trolley Car.
next Saturday gr6ws apace The big'
vs.
lows hall, Wednesday. A picnic sup
Two prominent Rockland young
•
lx»b i.s on exhibition in the Burpee I
per will he served at 6.30.
mPn—one of whom has lately been
A novelty In the dance line is the
Latest advices from Boston state Furniture (*o. window and attracts j
elevated to a high position in finan
"Battle of Music" At the Arcade to
that Hector Brown Tyler suffered a much attention. It i.s painted in
(BOYS)
“His Hour.” the Elinor Glyn pie cial circles, and the other chosen
morrow night when Marston’s and
fractured skull, a broken jaw. and vivid greens and reds. The idea is I
• • •
#
ture at Strand Theatre, drew a big grand rauekaniuek of a fraternal or
. Dean's orchestras play.
crowd yesterday, and was pronounced ganization. are to play a prominent a double fracture of one arm in his to present it to the team of six mak
automobile accident Sunday. It can ing the longest slide. Any ergapizaone of the season’s leading attrac part in the cabaret dance at the
The funeral services of the late
Country Club Thursday night. When not be told yet whether he has suf tion or club may enter a team pro-,
tions. Showing today.
vs.
* A. I.. Carleton will be held at Ma
<*•
vidlng the pai tieipants are over 21
the members ste them they may not fered internal injuries.
The Post yesterday thus described years of age. The place is .Middle
sonic Temple this afternoon at 2
Hocklftnd'High and Boothbay High long he in the dark, but the gentle
the accident:
street hill und the time 2 o'clock
«o’clock. The deceased was a past
will play Rockport Highjftl ,.:|.)322 men in question will.
* * * *
Saturday afternoon, providing the
"master of Aurorj Lodge.
(GIRLS)
meet at basketball in the Arcade Fri
Trapped in the car rails by deep weather and sliding conditions per-'
The local boy* nosed out a gneday night. The Rockland girls’ team
Park Thfatre is going ahead swim ruts of snow, Hector B. Tyler of 500 mit. Many teams tire said to be al
A meeting of all the Food Fair
point victory over Boothbay Har
will play Rockport High.
mingly in its prize competition f -r at Huron avenue, Cambridge, was crit ready interested including one from
committees of " the Parent-Teacher
bor in the first class. C’mon down
tendance. The feature pictures this ically injured when his automobile the Rotary (’lub, a Masonic team, a
Association and of the Rockland
te the Arcade at 8 o'clock.
Business and Professional women week are: Today. Mary Pickford in (rashed head-on with a BostoA Ele police department team and three
Community and School Improvement
meet at their club rooms for <1 social "Dorothy Vernon of IP ddon Hall; vated street car at Concord avenue units from the tire department.
, Association is- called for 4 o’clock
evening at 7.30 Wednesday. Enter Wednesday and Thursday. Jack Bolt and Bond street, Cambridge, Sunday “The more the merrier,” says Slid
t Thursday afternoon nt the Post Of
tainment and ‘‘eats’* are listed and and Lois Wilson in "North of 36;" as he was returning from church.
ing Master Glenn A. Lawrence to
fice.
every member is urged to be present Friday and Saturday, "The Narrow
Mr. Tyler was taken to the Cam whom entries should be made.
Sewing is entirely in order for those Street,” starring Dorothy Devore and bridge Hospital. There upon exami
• • # ♦
■ The Portsmouth, N. H„ Chamber
Capt. G.eorge F. Huntley <Hed at who are sew inclined.
Matt Moore. The outstanding pic nation he was found to have received
The last minute of play in the
of Commerce has sent word to Sec Sailors’ Snug Harbor. Staten Island.
tures for February will lie "Tin* Sea a fractured skull, eoffapdund fracture basketball game at il’wotbbay Harbor
retary MacDonald of the local Cham N. Y., Sunday, aged 72 years. Kpojrnl
February 18 is the date of the last Hawk” ami “Abrahum Lincoln."
of the right forearm, compound frac recently, saw Jim Flanagan of Rock
ber that the Portsmouth High School from 15 Court street. RocklatuftlRR^M - entertainment of the Lyceum Course
ture <rf the lower jaw, as well as land High make a frantic heave and
Orchestra is to broadcast a program hesday at 2 p.‘ in.
which the B. and P. W. Club have
multiple abrasions and contusions of hoop the ball for a tally which left
When
Clifford
W.
Smith,
who
was
of unusual excellence tomorrow night
brought lo this city this winter. Betdown on a weekend business trip en the face, hands and legs. He re the final s/ore 24-23 in favor of
from Station W1HEI, Boston.
The
Preceding its Installation tom rrt.w <**’
the date, clearly on your
tered his summer home at Warrenton | gained semi-consciousness only-long Rockland High. Friday night the
M program starts at 7 p. in.
{night the Bons of Veterans Auxiliary engagement calendar, for a rare treat Saturday, he found the interior a enough to mumble, “the brakes Boothbay Harbor five comes to the
will serve a public supper. It is is in store for those who enjoy hear chaos, ransacked from top to bottom. would not work.” His name was Arcade bent on changing t{iat defeat
There has not been suflfcient snow especially desired to have all officers ing a really fine speaker
into a victory. The Harbor boys are
A hasty check-up showed nothing of immediately placed on the danger
ns yet to give the city's big Nash and members present at the installa
a rangy crowd anil they know a lot
list.
value
missing
as
far
as
Mr.
Smith
Great satisfaction has lieen ex
road leveller a tryout but the plow tion.
Motorina n Powers, who was in cf basketball. The girls’ game m ty
could
tell,
though
quantities
of
val

pressed by thoee 20 persons who
‘ was given a stiff test nt Chickawaucharge <f the one-tnan car, reported be wF.h Rockport High. The uphave registered for the first cottfsc uable linens and bric-a-brac had that Tyler’s machine came running track sextette has had varying fort
kee Lake Saturday. In spite of the
Trawler Coot put into Halifax. N.
been
scattered
about.
Entrance
glare ice underwheel the machine S., last week for repairs und leaking in English Literature which Miss
unes this season but have plenty of
gabied by forcing a window. down Observatory Hill in the street
tiad no difficulty In clearing a big I at the rate of 10 in< lies an hour. She Anna E. Coughlin is giving at the was ...
.
. .
«»,
i car tracks and that it
smashed
into fight and a genuine star in the hardsheriff
Thurston
is
working
on
the
x
,,
space, and incidentally gave the op- had stocked 20.000 pounds when the Business & Professional Women's
, .
car just as the trolley car was playing captain. Miss Agnes Welt.
and. a substantial
reward .has hls
.
4 , ...
* ,
.
, eratora a chance to learn the tricks heavy seas opened her seams and , Club. The class will meet again next case
h n ff • 1
i brought to a standstill. The force of Tiie games start at 8 o’clock. If
'.Thutsday evening at 7.30 and unless
• of the machine where traffic would her pumps became disabled.
the collision hurled the automobile Rockport isn’t available Thomaston
you are one of those rare persons
-, not suffer.
off the tracks, completely wrecked. may come or a class match will be
who not only can remember all the
It is seldom th;it the public springs The motoY was lifted from its bed played.
Dr. F. B. Adams leaves Jan. 31 rules of English grammar hut can
« * * ♦
t Nine Cent Day proved as impulsi
to the aid anil Interest of a project and driven hack two or three feet,
on Sunday this year as It invariably for a trip to California, traveling practice them constantly In your as it has thiw year <o Community twisted and shattered.
Rockl.-ind High School's hockey
The right
is on Saturdays and Mondays.
The from Portland to New Orleans by every day speech, 'tis suggested that Fair. The reasons may be summed front wheel, the windshield and team pot s to Waterville Saturday
rail, and spending three days in the you avail yourself of this unusual op
and takes on the crack six of Coburn
_occasion was Rev. E. V. Allah's
up in the past record of the Fair As- steering! wheel were splintered.
latter city. He plans "to spend a portunity to brush up on these rules
Sunday subject, "Lessons from the
socia'tion and the popular object of
Through the broken gluss Tyler was Classical Institute.
number of days in Phoenix, Arizona, under the able guidance of Miss
, • « *
Nine Cent Day Sale."
Mr. Allen
this year's hig show. During the past thrown to the roajlslde. Daniel Cro
and ten days in San Diego. Then up : Coughlin.
R. H. S. 13, Paragon Buttons 1
• knew what he was talking about,
two
years
this
Rockland
Community
nin,
who
was
standing
outside
hie
the coast to .San Francisco, and h une
" having served during the big days as
and Softool Improvement Associa house at 1 Parker street, but a few
Rockland High School hockey
by a route not yet selected.
Thursday evening Edwin Libby Re tion which operates the Fair, has yards from the wreck, went tn the proved far superior to that of the
*a cashier at the Ftiller-Cohh-Davls
lief
Corps
has
a
novel
entertainment
, store. The auditorium was crowded
bought and permanently improved assistance of the injured motorist, Paragon Buttons of Waldoboro Sat
Two ot tlie horses bought by in store in the form of a “Blind Pig’’
< ami the auditors heard a masterly
with hls son "Tirtiber’’ Cronin, crack urday in a rather slow contest won
George W. Hfiehelder at the recent party. Already a large number of the Broadway Athletic Field, a cen
Boston College hockey player.
• sermon.
by Rockland 13 to, 1 in Stevens field
Speed Sale in Chic tgo are now In pigs have been given by different trally located tract- tft nearly four
Dr. Joseph M. Waddell, Tylet's rink.
acres, creating one of the finest ath
The local six took tlie lead
the stables of two
vo
well
knowf
local
menl
j,
er9
nniPevery
one
is
interested
. Officer Philbrook made himself horsemen. Dr. William Ellingw
letic fields in the State and leaving family physician had given him first early in the game anil Increased it
Elllngwood (o pairy h(,„)e a ,(erfectiy good pig
• solid with hundreds of Saturday
ample room for any future building aid.
steadily without effort.
Achorn,
is driving a light hay mnre known
Dr. Wadden went to the Tyler tlie Paragon center, was a trappy
night shoppers and with the Muin as Queen Edgewood, and Frank But in seeing who will be lucky enough operations the city may desire. This
street merchants by volunteering ler is driving a dark brown horse even if lie is blind. The housekeepers big project-Is paid for and Is to he home and brough( the motorist’s wife skater lint not effective as a point
tpr the supper are Mrs.'Bertha Higand their two-months' old baby to getter though he did chalk up Wal
first aid work on the slippery side .
known as Prince 1 lah. The new- K,n> Mr„ 4<lelma Rennlson Higgins presented to the city. This year the
walks.
Constant passing and the comers are being viewed witli interest
drive is for High School equipment see him, for at first very little hope doboro’s lone tally. Ripley was much
Mullen and Miss Thelma Winehen- for tihe new building, with the Field was held for his recovery.
"sharp decline in temperature caused and appreciation.
in the limelight for Rockland and
liaoh. The housekeepers for the pre as a co-beneficlary. The women of
Just a minute before the accident, showed great Improvement Mi form.
, tlie walking conditions to become
ceding week were Mrs. Elizabeth the Parent-Teacher Association are Mr. Tyler had left his mother-in- Weld,cr, Tommy Fales, McLoon and
suddenly very had. and before the
The semi-public installation of of- __
Libby 'and Mrs. Hattie McLeod who sharing half the burden of the Fair law, Mrs. Mary E. Mack, of Water little Black also won applause. The
wheels of the street department could
be set into motion a bad half fleers of Aurora Lodge lyill lie livid served a very line supper under ilifli- and have brought with them a great ville/ and hls three-year-old daughter. lad was mild and a fairly good g^Jhour would have resulted between tontorrow night. Each member is culties.
enthusiasm.
Everyone approached Virginia, at fit. Peter's churel^at the lerwwas present. The summary:
-----Then he Rockland High
Limerock street and Park had not entitled to take a guest or members of
thus far -has entered ihe unselfish top o< Observatory hill.
Paragon Buttons
Business and professional men from spirit of the ldg show and given 109 stm-ted down the hill to return hpmc,
the thoughtful blue coat appeared his family. The Installing officer is
Ripley, c ............................... c, Aohorn
with several buckets of stilt and sand. Right Worshipful 1). D. G. M Wll- all over New England met In per cen( co-operation. It Is your turn when the rear wheels became trapp' d Webber, rw ................ lw. It. Benner
liam E. Murphy of Rockport, assist- New York Jan. 19. together with
in the ruts and he wa> unable to Bartlett, rw ......................................... -....
.
,
ed by Wor. Herbert Sylvester as grand hundreds of others from all parts of next.
avoid the street ear coming up tlie Herrick, lw ......................... rw, Boggs
Sam Rubenstein lost fully a year’s marshal, and Rev. W. S. Bounds as riie country, for the dinner which offlhill.
Chapin, lw ................................. /.............
growth Saturday noon when he was grend chaplain. A violin, liarp' and chilly launched the Flvd Year ProJohn Jay Perry conies tomorrow
The automobile, a seven-passenger Chase, lw ................................. .................
aroused from hls pleasant reveries piano trio will furnish music, -nd gram of the National Laymen's Com for a week or 10 days on income tax
touring
car,
was
owned
by
the
ApMcLoon, id .................... ril, G. Benner.
In the rear of hls Jloekland street refreshments wilt he served.
mittee cf the Universalist church. work in this city.
persom Motor Car Company of 1918 Fales, rd .................'.................. Id, Biers
store by the frantic screams and yells
----Some months ago the Universalist
I
Commonwealth
avenue,
Buck
Bay.
by
Thomas, rd .......................... id, Jenkins
of his neighbor. David
Shafter.
Winslow-Holbrook Post. American General Convention decided that in
whon»-Mr. Tyler was employed. By Black, rd ....................................................
Rushing forth Sam saw the cause of Legion, netted aliotit $235 as its addition to its regular expenses It
hls
employers
as
well
ns
hls
neigh

Andrews, g ...........................g, Jenkins
all the clamor In a great cloud of share of the “Isle o' Smiles" reve- should raise funds for the purposes
bors he was reputed to be a very Dow, g .......................................... g, liicrs
smoke billowing over the roof. Mrs. nues, and is well pleaseil with t-he of erecting a National Memorial
I
careful
and
skillful
driver.
Score, Rockland l!igh 13. Paragon
Rubenstein sent a wild call to 434 and way In which the public patronized church; rebuilding of the Japanese
■Since his marriage at Rockland Buttons 1. Goal., .in 'o b.v Ripley 5,
Chemical 2 came screeching to the the event. The members cf thy cast Mission buildings; establishing of a
five
years
ago,
he
has
been
engaged
Webber 2. H?iri<;k, .McLoon 2, Fales
rescue arriving just us the anti-cll- With auch excellent achievement Ministers’ Pension Fifty]. The layin the automobile business in this 3, Achorn.
Referee, Angel.
Goal
max was discovered—the jjmoke was after such a brief period of rehearshls. men decided that they would assume
city,
and
only
recently
had
moved
ftWULAflON SIZfiS WITH
umpire, Wade. 'iL.ee, three 15-iiiinfrom Samuel's new soft coal fire. are fully entitled to the nice winds the responsibility for the raising of
with
his
wife
and
three
children
into
NAME AND ADDRESS OF
ute periods.
Ach Himtuel!
being said about them. R. O. Shields those funds. William D. Talbot of
a new home at 590 Huron avenue.
MAKER AND NET WEIGHT. IN
Who directed the pkiy, has gone ito this city is one of the representatives
ACCORDANCE WITH FEDc-RAL
SHOPPING
Some day you will he an old man Dover-Foxcroft, with the best wishes from the New England territory In
There was'a strong threat of snow
IJLW
or a dead one; Insure today. Phone of all who came in contact with hint, raising this fund.
' in the air when this paper went to
"Il's so hard to find what you want
524-R.—adv.
press.
Most folks would prefer when you're shopping.”
$4.50 ptr 1000 Sheets
it to yesterday's temperature which
For Pound Size
“Isn't it, though?
Especially ifj
reached 29 below in Rockland and you <it n’t know what you want."—
Postage 15 Cents Additional
39 below at the 'Reap.
From Everybody's Magazine for Feb

Drince at Odd Fellows hall Friday
flight.

BASKETBALL

! WATCH!

Rockland High

This Paper For Our

Boothbay Harbor

! BIRTHDAY PRESENT !
TO YOU !

Rockland High

9-11

Rockport High,

FRIDAY, JAN. 23

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

Interesting to
know—
that all Imperial Officers
jf the Kian are 32nd de
gree Matone.

SSiin

Wait

'til

you

see

those

Beauties the opening night.

Dancing

And that

' Coose Step Jazz” number will ruin
you completely.

—Ku Klux Kian.

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 Cents Additional
For each additional MOO sheets
ordered at same time, add to the
price ot first )000, $4.00 and 16
cents postage for each 1000.
,

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets

E. Howard Crockett
PLUMBING

BIG BATTLE OF
MUSIC
At the

SHEET METAL WORK, STOVE
AND FURNACE REPAIRING
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
PIPE & PIPELESS FURNACES
HOT WATER AND STEAM
HEATING
20 Franklin Street.
Rockland
Telephone 86-W
»»10

ARCADE

Wednesday Night,
January 21
Two Orchestras

Dean’s and Marston’s
Tickete—Gen(p 75c; Ladies 50c

OLD FASHIONED
DANCE
PLEASANT VALLEY GRANGE
HALL

Friday Evg., Jan. 23
: : Music by : :

Chas. Woodcock’s Orch.
Come and Have a Good Time
i
8-19

For Half Pound Size
Pottage 10 Centa Additional

,

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 Centa Additional
For each additional 1900 sheets
ordered at same tln#e, add to the
price of first 1000, $3.50 and 10
cents postage for each 1000.

THE
COURIERGAZETTE
Rockland, Maine

BORN
Johnson Vinalhaven, Jan 1
Mis. Hans 0. Johnson, a son.

to Mr and

Marked Down

25 Per Cent Below Regular Prices
We have a few

BOYS’ LONG PANT SUITS
Ages from 1 5 to 18, that we have sold at from
$ I 5.00 to $20.00 each. We shall close out at

$5.00 a suit
J ■' *

N.EW.ENWAN6 VL0THJNU HOUSE

ROCKLAND

SAVINGS

BANK

ROCKLAND,................ MAINE

Office Hours, 9 to 3
Saturdays, 9 to 1 2
Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

Mattresses

THESE ARE SPECIAL

DIED

Blftatow Little Deer Isle, Jan. 13, (’apt
E<lwin Blasto.v, aged 74 years, 9 months, 23
days.
• Carleton Rockland, Jan. 17. Alfred Carle
ton, aged 67 years. 2 months, 15 days.
Fu
neral services front Masonic Temple ait 2 p.
m today.
Huntley Sailors' Snug Harbor. Staten
matter.
•
Isiand, X. Y. .Ian. 1'.’. ( apt George F
Huntley, aged 72 years
services at
Ten Ixrtilet babies die to one 15 Court street, Rockland,Funeral
Wednesday at 2
"■reast fed.
p. in
Barker - Union. Jan. 17, Azelia M , widow
Rockland Red Cross.
of (Marston A Barker, aged 75 years, 11
months, H days.
Davis South Union. Jan. 19, Lezcne Da
vis. aged 53 years. 7 months, 23 days.
Fu
1924
neral Wednesday at 1 o'clock.

T”

Memorials^
I

WALDOBORO, ME.

SUITS,
OVERCOATS, MACKINAWS,
SHEEP LINED COATS

ruary.

An Important civic project planned
for spring is tihe improvement of tlie
i cornel- at Talbot avenue atld Union
street with the idea of eliminating
i Ale extreme traffic hazzard which ex
ists there. The idea is to cut the
I present corners liack several feet to
I allow sweeping curves and to place
j a traffic beacon at the mid-point of
jibe resulting space. Tlie ahuttors
have shown a fine public spirit in llie

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

MEN’S AND BOYS’

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends who were
so kind io us in our nftttetion ; also tor the
lieautiful flowers sent, especially the fellowworkmen of Edward Bryant. Co.
Mrs. I. F Randall, Mrs. (’. W. Erh’kson,
Earl Randall.
•

SILK FLOSS—all sizes, fancy tick, $17 7 R
foiled edge . . . .'.................................. 1 < . < U
COTTON—All sizes, soft top, fancy $7
tick.......................................................
COTTON FELT—Values extraordi- $ 1 O

7 ft
gQ

SNAP ’EM UP BEFORE THEY’RE GONE

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street.

Rockland.

Tel. 745-J

Page Four

PNEUMONIA
The Cough That
Follow*
Is very liable to drag along for
months, keeping your lungs sore and
inflamed and susceptible to colds.
Unless extreme care is everclsed a
recurrence of pneumonia may follow.
To keep the lungs free from colds
and to cure pneumonia cough,

HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS WORD PUZZLE
Wiles the correct letters nre plnrnl In the white space this pttssls
Will spell words both vertically nnd horisontally. The flrst letter In' each
word Is Indicated by a number, which refers to tlie definition listed
below the puzzle.
Thus No. 1 under the column headed “horizontal**
defines a word which will fill the white spaces up to the flrst black
square to the rlfrht. and a number under “vertical** defines a word which
will fill the white squares to the next black one below. No letters go tn
the black spaces. All words used nre dictionary words, except proper
names. Abbreviations, slangy Initials, technical terms nnd obsolete forms
are Indicated in the definitions.

CROSS-WORD PUZZLE No. 15
r T5“

ALLEN'S LUNG HEALER

is proving wonderfully affective.
Sold in Rockland by the Kittredge

Pharmacy.

14

Ts“
io

“For that Tickle in your Throat
and to Ease your cough we rec
ommend ALLEN’S BRONCHO
THROAT TABS.”

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 20, 1925

ll8
21

124
128

26

To“

MOTHER;
Watch Child's Bowels
“California Fig Syrup” is
Children's Harmless
Laxative

FARM MEETINGS

Scheduled By Farm Bureau
and Extension Service For
Knox-Lincoln.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

LEWISTON MAN GAINS
31 POUNDS ON KARNAK

Forecast of Farm Prices in the
next 10 years will be the feature of
ill day farm management meet
ings held in the different communi
ties.
Price trends for the last 134 Edward N. Hutchins Is Re
years including the three war periods
stored To His Old Time
will ho shown as an
indica
tion of what
may happen in
Health
By This Sensation
the next decade and what enter
prises will likely pay here.
al New Medicine.
•
Lantern elides showing labor sav
ing devices, labor saving machinery FADMAF LI Cl DCH i_l(M
and equipment and labor saving
MLLFLU
HIM
methods of handling crops and live- 1
stock, obtained from practical Maine
farms.
An opportunity to see how
other farmers are meeting the help

*>uc8tion
Charts

t5.30p.tn.

Lewiston. A§7,00a. tn., y/.30a. in., 11 -10 p. tu.
New York. Tl.lOp. in.
Portland. A57.00a. nx, 17.30a. m., tl.lOp.m.,
15.30p.m.
...
Waterville. A 57.00 a m , 1730n.ro.. tl 10p.m.
Woolwich. Af7.00a.iu., 17 30a. tn. 1lJ0'».n.,
15.30 p. ra.
t pally, except Bunday.
A Passengers provide own ferriage Batli to v\ oolwich.
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M L. HARRIS,
9-28-21 V. I*. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Agt,

great many years.
In 1907 1 had a
tape worm removed from my stom
ach, but they failed to get the head,
and It had to be done over again in
1923.
Well sir, before 1 got Kurn&k
1 waft in such a rundown condition
that I Just felt dead on iny feet, and Vinalhaven and Rockland
had.about made up my mind there
Steamboat Co.
wasn't anything that could help me.
Food seemed to ferment the time it
The direct route between
FROM FIRST DOSE
reached my stomach, and 1 had ter- ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
r.ble headaches and bloated as tight
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN C
i,,s a dnitn with gas.
Well sir, 1
ISLAND
Seventeen I ears Of Intense kept going down hill and losing
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
st
Stomach Suffering Had
unt“ 1
abl,ut the mos
(Subject to change without notice)
•
discouraged
scouraged person you ever raw.
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY. OCT.
Made His Case Seem “It seemed that Karnak was made
8. 1924.
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sundayi
j,
,
li
C
Just
my ca9< ’,jr *’lp remar,ta,’,e
Hopeless, He Says.
way In which It got to the roots of ar 5 30 A M. for Stouini'ton, North Haven,
and Rockland.
-----my trouble and built me up again. Vinalhaven
Returning leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M. for
The very flrst dose had a-soothing Vinalhaven, North Hates. Stonington and
It is not what the manufacturers effect on my stomach, and twelve Swan's Island
B h STIN80N,
dalin for it hut the testimony of the bottles have built me up thirty one
*
General Agent
multiplied thousands who, have bene- pounds find made a new man of me.
Rockland. Maine, Oct 0. '924.
fitted by it that has made Karnak the , Karnak is the best medicine ever put
most famous medicine in the world jn a bottle, and words can't express
lODIB’COLDStoday. Among the latest to testify is my thankfulness towards It.’’
Mr. Edward N. Hutchins, 46 Canal
Try Karnak yourself! And remem
street, Lewiston, Me., who says:
Children have very deli
her—Karnak Pills are an essential
When I tell you that I have ac- and vitally Important part of the
cate digestions, easily
tuall> gone up from one hundred and Karnak treatment, especially If condisturbed by too much
forty-nine pounds to onb hundred stipated.
“dosing.” Treat croup
and eighty pounds in weight
and Karnak is sold In Rockland exeluand all colds “externall/*
have reeavered my old time health sively by the Corner Drug Store; in
hy Ihe use of Karnak you can under- Thomaston by McDonald's Rexall
by applying —
stand why I am so strong for this Store; in Union hy Gordon-Love jov
new medicine.
My stomachhad | Co.; and
by the leading druggist in
been in mighty bad condition for a; every town.

and graphs showing why :
some farms pay betterlimn others as
indicated by accounts kept on Maine
3G
37
34
farms during the last 10 years.
These have been prepared by M. D.
NORTH HAVEN
39
Jones, Farm Management Demon
strator of Orono, who will be present
A
at the following meetings which have
The dance in K. of P. hall on Sat
44
4i
' ’‘I 42
been arranged in the county for the
urday evening under t-he direction of
week of January 19.
Montle Stone and Nellie York was a
I4S
46
Jan. 20—Camden, Grange Hall.
great success "with 81372 bleared.
Jan. 21—Warren. Glover Hall.
The date for the next one is Jan. 22.
53 54
48 49 50
47
151
Jan. 22—Jefferson, Grange Hall.
The Sewing Circle met with Sister
Jan. 23—Union. Grange Hall.
Montie Stone Thursday. Much work
Children
love
the
pleasant
teste
of
Jan.. 24—North Waldoboro, Grange
IT
56
was accomplished and all enjoyed
|5?
“California Fig Syrup" anil ulalH Hall.
a dish of pineapple sherbet. Everytake it even when leliotis. feverish
Other farm management meetings,
j.-.
.zd :<> wbe'ing
|60
sick, or constipated. \o other lava
59
scheduled for February are:
w ith Sister Eva. Hopkl;..’ again . to
tive regulates the te.nkr little boue:
Feb. 3—West Rock|iort, Community
gel one of her delicious treats.
so nicely. It sweetens the stomach Hall.
|66
C. E. Waterman Co. have com
and starts the liver and bowels with
Feb. 5—Somerville. School Hall.
pleted filling their ice houses.
out cramping or overacting. Contains
sr
Feb. 6—-Whitefield, Grange Hall.
069
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Staple* have
no narcotics or soothing drags
Feb. 7—Bristol, Community Hall.
closed their home and gone to spend
Tell your druggist you want only
Feb. 10—Dresden, Pownalboro Ha’l.
the remainder jpt. the winter with ,
the
genuine
"California
Fig
Syrup"
(© by Western Newspaper Union.)
Feb. 11—West Aina. Sheepscot
their sons, Leon and Scott
which has directions for babies and
Vertical.
Horizontal.
Grange Hall.
The Unity Guild gave a social in I
children
of
all
ages
printed
on
bottle.
LITTLE DEER ISLE
1— Russian urn
1—Portion
Feb. 12—North Edgecomb, The
the church on Thursday evening. ' 5— Dappled
Mother! You must say “CeJifornia”
2— British empire (abbr.)
Hall.
|
-----All enjoyed a great time playing 11— Implore
8— Fray
or you may get an imitation tig syrup.
Feb. 13—-Bunker Hill, Community
Miss Ruth Haskell who has been
4— The same as (obs.)
games and singing, after which re 12— Suffix denollnc morbid condltl
Hall.
j visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
5— Toward
of «ome part
freshments of kisses and corncakes
f—Note of musical scale
14— Soft drink
Feb. 14—Nobleboro, Grange Hall. William Haskell the past few weeks.
were served.
7—Narrative poem
15— Personal pronoun
WALDOBORO
Basket lunenes at noon, at which returned to Castine Saturday. \
Christine
Raymond spent the 17—Note of muMlcnl scale
S— European rabbits
time there will be a general discus
Twenty-three men leave here to
weekend with relatives and friends IS—Not out
9— Mess duty In army (Initials)
day for New Jersey to work on the
in Vinalhaven.
10—Degradation
Air. and Mrs. Melrose Scott of Gar sion of farm problems.
lb-Llke
J
These meetings are open to all. ice.
13—Change of form or substance
There will be a dance in K. of P. 20—A bay window
diner have been visiting relatives in
16—Period of time
Lantern slides will start the meeting
capt. Edward Blaslow formerly of
hall next Thursday evening at 8 22—Creek letter
town.
19—Indisposition
promptly at 10.30 a. m„ closing at ! this place died at his home at North
o'clock. There will be dances for all 24— Misanthrope
Mrs.
Lucinda
Dow
of
Beachmont,
21— Exists
—Receptacle for floirere
3.30 p. m.
Persons will be given a Deer Isle Tuesday. His remains Was
including thf round and the square. 2ft
22— Nickname of eastern university Mass., is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
27—Cut
chance to ask questions relative to brought here Thursday and buried in
The weatherman has provided such 25— Only
28— 'Iper
Henry Crowell.
their own work.
The meeting will the home lot at Blastow's Cove The
a stretch of cold weather that the 80—Mischievous child
2.1— Negative
Kenneth Kuhn went to Hartford, be of interest to both men and women funeral was held in the L D S
29— Deputy
Thoroughfare has sealed over and it 32—Means of transportation (abbr.)
chapel. Elder Minton officiating
31—One who holds a land tenure Conn., Monday where he will be the so go and take the whole family.
looks as If we might have a bridge >4—Past
guest of Thomas Brown, Jr.
(Scot.)
His age was 74 years.
unless conditions change in the next 50— Body of water
33— Decay
88— Near
Mrs. Ira Achorn and Miss Margaret
few days.
UNION
Melvin Bray opened a new grocery
34— Collection of books or Informa
80— Villainous
Aehorn
were
in
Rockland
Saturday.
The two-act comedy entitled “The 4<^—Impersonal pronoun
store recently.
tion
Mr.
an,d
Mrs.
F.
A.
Hovey
were
in
Fascinating Fanny Brown" that was 41— Insect
85—Frequently (poetic)
Officers of Union odge. No. 33, I. O.
Portland last week.
36— Chinese sauce
to be presented last Friday night in 42— Domesticated ox
O. F., were installed Jan. 17 by D.
37— Inquire
SOUTH UNION
Crockett hall was postponed on ac- 48—Printer’s measure
Airs. Bernette Adams lq visiting D. O. M.. Ansel Hilt and suite from
38— Forever
a a'''nr.
All watch f r 45—Electrical unit of resistance
Mrs. Virgil Wallace.
Warren: Noble grand, Arthur Farris;
40—Slender mass of Ice (pi.)
47—Small body of land surrounded
tl. r-ew date'that will come out In a
Mrs. Medora Perry has returned V. G., R. H. Sprowl: recording sec- 1 Clarence Riplej- is Installing a new
44— To act ns n medlary
hy water
few days. The play Is said to be ex 51— Cry of pain
retary, Alvuh E. Ames; financial furnace.
4.1— Native metal
from Rockland.
ceptionally good.
4C—Pad
secretary, Ralph Williams; treasur
52— Clothe
Fred
AV.
Scott
and
Clifton
Scott
Edmund Harding haft been haul
45— Crafty
The church work is progressing In 55—Impedea
er, Frank Lenfest; warden, Carl
spent
the
weekend
at
home
from
ing wood for Clarence Ripley.
49— Behold!
spite of the fact that so many peo 57— Founded (abbr.)
Woolwich where they are engaged in Mitchell; conductor, Wilson Mer50— Species of heron
Wilbur Thurston has returned
ple are away for the winter. Miss 58— Boredom
riurn; chaplain, James Dornan; R. S.
cutting lumber.
52— Knot In wood
—Suffix forming: adjectives
after a week in Boston. Mrs. Thurs
Sargent has charge of the music 50
53— Preposition
55 Pertaining to
Stated meeting Wlwurna Chapter. S., Herbert Hills: L. S. S., Osgood ton is in Rockland the guest of Mrs.
and is doing much work with the •1—Musical note
Young: R. S. N. G., John Cunning
54— To smear
O. E. S.. Tuesday evening. Jan. 27.
Albert Thurston.
children. The Unity Guild held a so •2—College degree
56—Prefix denoting half
Irving Mank is spending the win ham: L. S. N. G., Alex Fuller: R. S.
•IS—Greek school philosophy
cial Thursday evening in the church 52—Fold of cloth
Mrs. Myra Vaughn is visiting
V. G.. Thomas Danforth; I.. S. V. G.,
ter
with
his
sister,
Afiss
Fannie
63—Short lnngh or exclamation
parlors with music, playing of games 54—Doctrine
William A. Bessey; 1. G„ Edwards friends at Union.
Afank.
04—Preposition
and refreshments. Mr. Perry’s ser 55— Unit of work
I. C. Thurston leaves this week far
65—Parent
••
I-aurence Weston of Portland has Mathews; O. G.,.Zerah Robbins. Af—Depot
mon Sunday morning on education •8
67—Proceed
50—Shell lined with mother-of-penrl
been the guest of his parents. Air. t8r the installation remarks were I California.
with religion seems to be the topic
mdde by the grand officers also Miss ! Mrs. J. D. Thurston gave a dinner
The .olullnn will appear In next lsaae.
and Mrs. S. H. Weston.
that the great writers are express
Clemmle Robbing, D. I). President. :
Friday to the following guests:
Paul
Rowe
was
at
home.from
Lew

ing their views on these days. Mr.
Jfchn Howard favored th» audience 1 Mrs. Clara. Wallace, Mrs. Mary Waliston for the weekend.
Ulmer, principal of the High School,
Mrs. Hadley H. Kuhn was in Rock With a. lovely sang, with Mrs. Carl lace. Mrs. Laura Williams. Mrs.
and Miss Sargent, the assistant,
Solution of Puzzle No. 14.
Mitchell at the piano.
Music was Harriet Wiliams, Mrs. Catherine
land last week.
STICKNEY
CORNER
have organized a choir to be present
The Medomak Mutual Fire Insur furnished throughout the evening Gould anil Mrs. Lula Creighton,
next Sunday.
A delic- |______________
ance Co. held its annual meeting at by Sherman’s orchestra.
The Edward Sidelinger barn about
H. T. Crockett has been spending
ious baked bean supper was served
the
Engine
hall
Saturday
morning.
a
quarter
a
mile
from
here
was
most of the past week going to
HOPE
The following officers were elected with all the good things the season
Rockland every day for treatment burned early Friday morning with
affords to go with it.
Remarks
12
head
of
cattle,
two
hogs,
ubout
40
for
the
coming
year:
President.
on a tooth.
George W. Simmons; vice president. were heard on all sides “Best instal
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Allen cele
Many enjoyed the old fashioned tons of hay, all the farming imple
ments.
sleighs,
wagons,
sleds,
harness
Wilbur O. Pitcher; secretary and lation of the season.’’
brated the 60th anniversary of their
dance in the K. of P. hall Saturday
Everson
Overlook
is
at
home
from
Mrs. Sidelinger
treasurer. Guy A. Levensaler. After
wedding on Jan. 18. It is quite un
night. Duncan's orchestra has been and an automobile.
the meeting the directors were given Worcester, Mass., where he has been usual for a couple to celebrate such
busy playing for dances this winter. did not retire until 10.30 and at that
employed
for
several
months.
a dinner at Bond's restaurant.
an event. Mr. Allen will be 89 on
H. T. Duncan has completed the time as was her usual custom looked
Mrs. Alice Thurston and daughter
Pola Negri will be seen at the Star
Feb. 13. being the oklest man in the
Pettit bungalow on Jericho farm obt of the window- and everything
Belle
are
occupying
the
tenement
tonight in her greatest feature pro
town of Hope. He is a veteran
which Mrs. Wilfred Lewis of Haver- appeared all right at the barn. At
s store re-z
duction since “Passion."
In "East over Gordon &, Lovejoy’
,r
i
^e Civil War. Only the older of the
ford, Pa., owns. Mr. and Mrs. Petit 12 o’clock her son Burtwell awoke jc*
vacated hy Mr. and Mrs. Ray „ • . ,
see the barn all on tire.
It was
of Suez" Miss Negri has one of the cently
t^nkham
'
i nelghlx,rw were invited. Those presvisited North Haven while on their
doomed from the beginning.
Tim
most dramatic roles of her entire ca
ent were; Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Bills.
honeymoon and have now Balled for
. The Ladies’ Aid of the Congrega
Sidellngers prided themselves on
reer.
that
of
a
girl
over
whom
there
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. True. Mr. and
Europe. They are expected to re
tional
church
will
hold
a
cooked
food
their cattle and had the best pair of
Is the doubt that-she is the daughter
Mrs. A. F. Dunten. Mr. and Mrs. A.
turn here sometime in May. A very oxen in the county if not in the Stare.
sale at the home of the president.
of
a
Chinese
woman.
This
girl's
fate
I*. Allen, Mrs. Adella Coding, Mrs.
fine tennis court has also been built It is one of those mystery fires that
Mrs.
Bertha
Simmons
on
Thursd.^
lies in the hands of three white men.
Eleanor^ Payson and Miss Lizzie
by Mr. Duncan for Mrs. Lewis.
will never be known.
The total loss
a Chinese nobleman and an old Chi afternoon.
Bartlett of Hope. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Duncan are
TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs.
Ira
Hall
who
was
badly
will not be under JSOOO with only a
nese woman. ' The story is a mys
Harold Alien of Camden and Mrs.
living with W. T. Duncan at his
hurned
while
lighting
a
gasolene
lan

small insurance.
tery and does not become clear until
Minnie Piper of Rockport. Delicious
home in the village while Mrs. Dun
tern
two
weeks
ago
is
still
suffering
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Grierson havw
Thursday
morning
Earl
Barter
the very last flash.
The settings
ice cream and cake were served.
can and daughter are spending the
rented the McArthur place pnd arc started to open up the Barter Garage are the most elaborate of any Orien severely from the wounds.
winter in Miami, Fla.
The
following
officers
of
Seven
living there.
X'"
tal picture yet shown f>n the screen
Many people that are away for the
Tree Grange, 'No. 176 were installed
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cramer for business when Charles Taylor
winter will be home early in the spent a day at their cottage, Havfei) called to him. Mr. Taylor didn't and are a work of art in every de- Jan. 14 by Past Master Charles M.
tail.
v\itn
Miss
Ae^ri
are
Ed
Wlth
Negri
Edmund
spring.
of Rest, last week.
have to tell him what he wanted, for Lowe. Rockllffe Felldwes and Uoah Lucas in a very pleasing manner.:
Mr, Lermond, who Is In Rockland
Master. Nelson Calderwood; over- :
Mrs. Peter Doucette was the guest In one glance Earl saw the chimney Beery.
I
completing his daughter's new home, of Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Enslin recently.
seer. Reverdy Carroll; lecturer, Elec
on
his
residence
all
ablaze.
George
has been planning new work for the
ta Iaicas; chaplain, Ada ,Merriam; |
Harry Brann, Elmer Cramer and
coming spring.
treasurer, W. A. Ayer; secretary, A. (
VINALHAVEN
Robert Grierson are working in the Andrews, Frank Robinson, Frank
Irvin Stone Is making much pro woods for Mr. Trask.
Morris and Charles Taylor promptly
E. Ames; S.. William Burns; A. S.. j
gress on his new “uke” and will soon
LinnK Burns; Flora. Hazel Burns;
R. J. Sargent is hauling logs to the took action and were able to put ft
C.
L.
Homan
left
Monday
to
re

be a professional.
mill to be sawed preparatory to out before it burned the house sume his seat as representative in Ceres. Florence Calderwood; Porno- ■
Plc'ures on the Japanese earth- building another new hen house.
nq. Emma Davis; G. K.. Fremont
proper. Mr. Barter feels that but the Legislature at Augusta.
oujI
<re well a'ter.ded at the
Jones; Lady Assistant, Mary Hawes. )
Mr. Copeland of the Motor Mart,
for them he would have to be look
u.. rai, Sunday evening. Many fine Rockland waf
At the morning service at Union After the officers were installed a
business caller in
ing around for lumber to rebuild and church Miss Doris Roberts was so pleasing program of music and reci
things are given at these Sunday this place Wednesday.
wishen.to thank them for their quick loist. and a ^luet was sung by Mrs. tations was carried out followed by
night service, and the boys and
Mrs. WilF Sayward and Mrs. Hunt response.
girls of the High School are helping of Union were calling on Mrs. R. ,1.
Max Conway and Miss Pauline Hen- a bountiful supper.
It seems like old days to see four ntgar.
out In the singing.
Miss Martha Berkman was
Ail all day farm management
Sargent Saturday. ■
or live wood choppers pass hy with soloist for the evening and Miss p.uth meeting will be held at the Grange
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Cooper and
Mrs. Robert Cargill went to Union
family who recently moved to Rock Saturday to visit Mr. and Mrs. Will the axes ashoulder bound for the Bickford and Miss Doris Roberts hall. Friday beginning at
10.30.
wpods and to see door-yards filling rang a duet. Mrs. Saiwin Pierce was Speakers will be; M. D. Jones, Farm j
land, are much missed. One hears Sayward.
up with wood for next winter's use. at the orgap.
from them occasionally from 29 AdManagement
Demonstrator
from |
Mr. and Mrs.'Abner Hill and Miss
montem avenue. Rockland, their new- Lurlie Davis attended the Grange In Everybody is improving the good
An alarm of lire was given Thurs Orono, and County Agent Wentworth.
hauling for the last snow covered
home.
stallation at Washington Saturday the ice and made better traveling. day night about 7 o'clock, which There will be slides showing labor
The third degree will be worked evening.
proved to lie a chimney blaze in the saving devices and a general talk on
The first part of t’ho week the roads
in the K. of P. hall Tuesday even
home of Mr. and Mrs. I), hl Duncan. farm management. Basket lunch at
The local friends of Air. and Mrs.
were so icy that it was hard for man
ing. Refreshments will be served.
Eveijone invited.
Guy W. Jackson will be glad to know
The promptness of t-he lire depar t noon.
The Sisterhood will hold their in that she is able to resume her duties or beast to travel.
Picture fans have a real show to ;
ment quickly made things right and
stallation Wednesday evening.
look forward to this week. The sea
not much damage was done.
at the Foxboro Hospital after being
....
Bound." with
in a Boston Hospital for five months
James Pettee was in Rockland story. "Homeward
MARTINSVILLE
tor an operation.
Mrs. Ma ha la P. Wsbster
Thursday to attend the funeral of Thomas Meighan, and two-recl come
dy.
Town hall. Thursday night.
Tlie death of Mrs. Mahala P.
The Ladies’ Circle of Tenant’s his brother. Alexander M. Pettee.
Boston Transcript.—Two
things
Union Church Circle will hold its
Webster, widow of the late Capt. Ira
6. Webster, occurred suddenly on that the present occupant of the Harboi>will meet with Mrs. Granville usual supper at the vestry, Thurs
Jan. 10. Born In Gouldsboro, Jan. 27, White House does not take kindly Bachelder for an all day session to day at 5.30 p. m.
1843, the daughter of Oliver and to—the rubber stamp and the dot day, or it' stormy, tomorrow. Dinner
Next Friday evening in Memorial
Elizabeth Pettee, Mrs. Webster came ted line.
hall, will be held a joint installation
will be served.
to North Haven when but a young
J. \V. Hupper, Zenas IVase and of the officers of Star Hope Lodge,
Smooth, creamy
girl and lias since resided at Pulpit
Mrs. Celeste Harris who have been I. O. O. F„ and Ocean Bound Re
Harbor. In 1859 she was married to
bekah
Lodge.
D.
D.
G.
M.
Luke
S.
and tasty —
confined to their homes for the past
Ira 8. Webster of this place, whose
week by illness, are able to be about Davis of Rockland will install the of
death occurred but two years ago.
the bouse but in a very weakened ficers of Star of Hope Lodge: X. G
Thus tljey who had so long lived toEverett Billings; V. G., William
condition.
, ”fe were n< t long separated
Lawry; 'R. Sec., C. L. Roman; Fin.
Misses
Muriel
and
Evelyn
Hooper
in ueath. .She was one of the oldest i
who nre attending High School in Sec.. Maurice Leadbetter: treasurer
Low Spirits
members of the North Haven Baptist
MelviHe Smith. This will lie follow
church, having united with in in 1804, and sometimes irritability, are frequently the ref. Rockland spent Sunday4’ with their ed by the installation of Ocean
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willis
Hooper.
and always took an active part in all suits of digestive disorders, and come from errors
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hart were Sun Bound Rebekah Lodge. After which
of its different activities until age •n diet, which*may also bring about wakefulness
day
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Farring ‘there will be a grand ball.
and loss of sleep.
compelled her to stop. She was a
ton
Hart.
x
Canton Vinalhaven held its annual
If you have been eating irregularly of the wrong
menfber of the chiirch choir Ifor
/ 7 •
Harold Hupper is the busy man in installation at Odd Fellows hall Fri
many years, and was ever ready and „food, food which does not digest, too little, too
He has nearly day evening. Capt. M. P. Smith
willing to assist any who were sick much, not enough exercise c rest—change your the ice business.
has a delicious flavor
•installed and Wilbra Billings was
or needed help. Mrs. Wbbster is sur habits at once, but if you have not abused your completed filling his own houses and
aide. The officers were: Captain
•
all its own. ’Twill
vived by four nieces, Mrs. George stomach, and still suffer from constipation or acid the coming week he has charge of
Frank W. Healey; enwign, Carl
Carter and Mrs. Eugene Stanton of stomach and other similar derangements, don’t harvesting 3000 tons for tlie Port
Ames; clerk, M. P. Smith; account
delay take a few regulated small doses of *‘L. Clyde Fish & Cold Storage Co.
make your salads
Itockland, Mrs. Harry Ring of Bath,
These cere
A large number from this place at ant, Melville Smith.
and Mrs. Frank Beverage of North F.” ATWOOD’S Medicine. It will quickly
perfect
»
monies were followed by a grand
Haven, from whose home the funeral start your digestive organs to functioning prop tended the Masonic installation at
ball. At 6 o'clQck a banquet was
was held on Sunday afternoon. Rev. erly, clear out bile and impurities, drive off the Tenant’s Harbor Thursday evening.
Blues and make you hr for any task.
served to 60 Cantons and ladies.
Manfred Humphrey installed in
M. G. Perry officiating. Those from
THERE ARE 99 SUPERBA PRODUCTS
Small dose—big bottle 50 cents
Pearl Dyer of Rockland and Orel
very able manner.
Then followed
out of town to attend the funeral
Dyer of Woodfords. were in town
an
excellent
program
of
music
and
were Mrs. George Carter, Mrs. HarryOnly 1 cent a dote
readings, -eleeing with- a wonderful the 'past week to attend the funeral
Ring. and Capt. Arthur P. Webster
services of their father, Ulmer,Dyer.
L. F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me- picnic supper.

WARREN HIGHLANDS

Attorney At Law
THE MAINE FEDERATION
Specialty: PROBATE PRACTICE
Women’s Clubs of the State Will
431 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, MAINE
Meet In Waterville Jan. 29.

T*«iaohones—Office 488: House 803-W

Plans are completed for the mid Special Attention to Probate Matters
winter meeting of the Maine Federa
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
tion of Women's Clubs, to be held in
Waterville Jan. 29. this meeting be JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
ing in the nature of a conference,
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
and not for the transaction of busiLINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
ness'
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO EN
Committees will report on the fol
LARGING.
lowing subjects: Americanization',
370 Main Street, Rockland
art, civics, civil service reform,
ciul) extension, conservation and
thrift, education, endorsements, nnd
ARTHUR k ORNE
recommendations, home demonstra
tion, home economics, Indian wel
Insurance
fare. industrial and social conditions,
legislation, literature and library ex
Successor to A. J. Erskine A Co.
tension. publicity and printing, pub 417 MAIN 8T. .... ROCKLAND
lic health, endowment fund, head
quarters fund, scholarst.ip fund, nnd
Not Medicins, Not Osteopathy
the general report of the officers.
The Waterville Woman's Club. C. M. WHEELER, D.C Ph.C
Mrs. Maybelle H. Brown president,
Chiropractor
is to be hostess. The vailroads give
400 Main Street, - - - Rockland
reduced rates, and the committee is
Graduate P.lm.r School *f Chlr.praMI.
planning to make this mid-winter
Offlc. Hour.;
meeting one of the largest and most Monday.. Wadnetd.yt, Erld.yt, 10-12: 2-l|
7-t. Tuesdays, Thursday., 10-12; 2-S;
successful In the history of the Fed
Saturday*. 10-12. T.l. SSS
eration.
Luncheon is to he served at noon
DR. T. L McBEATH
in the vestry of the Unitarian church,
where t-h'e meeting will be held and
Osteopathic
Physician
a tea is to be given otitic home of
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Mrs. E. T. Fish.

every timeyou. insist on

HatchetBrand
CANNED FOODS
Over ISO Kinds

Despondency
Depression

MAYONNAISE

VapoRub

Over 17 Million Jart Ueed ZcotCf

News is scare in tlila little village
and it ihas lieen so icy the past two WE BUY
weeks that one cannot get out to
see what the neighbors have been
doing and Raying
Charles Carleton of South Union,
and Robert Packard of Warren spent
last Tuesday evening with Mr. and
Mrs. L. W. Butler. A most pleasant
hour was enjoyed, because of the
fact that Mr. Carletoq and Mr.
Packard at one time were next door
neighbors to Mr. and Mrs. Butler,
AND DLER SKINS
when the families were living in Ap
If convenient bring 'em in. trade
pleton.
fare to face and get your money on
the spo;; or ship your accumula
Business was rushing In this
tion.
All shipments of furs held
place last week. Every man with
aside for seven days.
Satisfac
his team was cutting and hauling ice
tory Prices guaranteed or furs re
turned.
We pay cartage expenses
to fill the ice houses. The product
both ways.
136-Tu-Sat-9w
was of good quality.
T. P. Carroll is wearing a happy
smile, because of the large pile of
Rockland
wood he has at the door. Thel says Rear 456 Main Street.
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
he Was in fear of cold weather.
Mrs. L. W. Butler visited relatives
in Thomaston last week.
FRANK H. INGRAHAM

—-It’s not a case of
wanting the best;__ ,
___ Its getting it

of Camden,

t

Eastern Standard Timo

Trains Leave Rockland for
Augusta. A17 00 a. in . t7.3(7a ra. fl 10 p.m.
Bangor. A |7 00a. pi . |7 30 a. ra . tl 10 P in. (
Boston. A|7.00«. in., 17.30a. m.. tl.lOp.m.
Brunswick. A57.00a.m., 17.30a.m.. 11.10p.m..

T.l.ph.n. 136
36 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

Graduate of American School of
O.teopathy

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Th. F.ai.u. Sheet Matte you m. advar*
tlwd la all the le.dlni maiaxlsot.
Over
226
oolocti.no—«oa4
far
oatalsiui
MAINE MUSIC CO.. Rockland. Ma.

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

Telephone 323
38 Summer Street, - • Rockland
M-tf

E. W. HODGKINS,
«
* M. D
Ofllo. Haun: I to 3 and 7 ta 6 P. M.
Retldtnto until 9 A. M. and by Ant.lntm.n'

Ttltphtnt 164

THOMASTON. ME.

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
106 PLEASANT STREET

PLUMBING

HEATING

TEL. 244-W
117-tf,

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407
Hour.: 9 te
Rn.ldtnce, 21
Office

MAIN STREET
12 A. M.; I ta » P. M.
Fulton Stront. Ttl. 391-1
Telenhono 493-W

A. C. MOORE

Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law
875 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND,
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Every-Other-Day

Searching for a
Lost Will

LO, THE POOR CAMEL! AMERICAN MOTOR CAR
“SHIP OF THE? DESERT” FOR MECCA’S PILGRIMS’

By H. LOUIS RAYBOLD

"Who is that man turning In at
the gate, Aunt Harriet’" asked I.ols
curiously from Iter rocking chair
Beautiful home
by the window’.
dyeing and tint
Aunt Harriet peered out through
ing is guaranteed
the ruffled curtains. "Oh, shucks.
with Diamond
I do believe it is that crazy dealer
Dyes. Just dip
who is after my kitchen table. He
in cold water to
tint soft, delicate
j pesters the life out of me. At
lrhW
i ways—” Btlt the tnan was at the
shades, or boil to
dye rich, perma
door.
nent colors. Each
"Good morning. Mrs. I’.emls.
15-cent package
Lovely day. Haven't changed your
contains d i r e cmind about that table yet, have
tions so simple any woman can dye
you?"
or tint lingerie, silks, ribbons, skirts
“No, I haven’t,” said Aunt Har
waists, dresses, edats, stockings,
riet shortly. "As I've told you be
sweaters, draperies, coverings, hang
fore, it belonged to my great-aunt
ings, everything new.
Maria, who died over In Lewiston
Buy “Diamond Dyes”—no other
and I'm fond of It.”
kind and tell your druggist whether
"Offering a good price today.
the material you wish to color is wool
Mrs. Bemis. Seventy-live dollars,"
or silk, or whether it is lineo, cotton,
he urged seductively.
or mixed goods.
“Can't help it,” said Aunt Har
riet. “I’ll keep It a while longer."
When he had left Ixls lifted the
cloth and examined the table be
neath. “Doesn’t look like much of
an antique to me," she said. "But
I'tn not up on such things. Jimmy
now—”
“Oh, never mind him." laughed
"THE HOLY OF HOLIES”
her aunt good naturedly. “Your
A remarkable and rare photo
Jimmy doesn't know everything.
graph of Mecca, the hub of the
When I need the money I'll sell. If
Moslem universe, showing in the
I can get $75 from this fellow I can
Needy families of
>rfolk. Neb.,
foreground the Sacred Ka'aba.
get $80 from somebody else. Looks
will not wont for fresh meat this ,
ARABIAN
to me like a plain ordinary kitchen
winter for Norfolk Post of The I
T LAST the American motor
SEA
table, but you never can tell.”
American Legion will distribute 500
Lcar has made itself felt in
But that evening when her Jimmy
pounds of meat a month to the poor j
came Lois showed hint the table.
Islam.
during the thin-blooded months oV
He regnsded It quizzically. “There’s
For center!'? Moslems have made
mid-win ter.
Map shows sea, rail and auto route*—dash line*—to Mecca.
some joke about It," he said at
• ♦ * w
—and are making—pilgrimages to
length. “That table Isn't worth
ride camels, but many make this the trip, which is made in about 28
'
Charges that Franks I>. Palmer,
Mecca, tlie ciuei city cf the H,jaa last stage of their pilgrimage In hoars actual running time. Camel
anything."
editor and Sam T. Green, publisher,
In Arabia and the great holy city American made Maxwell automo caravans require from ten to twelve
"Then you don’t know as much as
used the mailing list of The Ameri •
I thought you did!" flared Lois.
of Islam. From all over the world biles.
days. The trip from Jidda, 45
can Legion in Denver unlawfully for
“That Is a rare piece of furniture.
they come to fulfill their vows.
Bus lines are operated constantly miles, Is about 5 hours.
I
distribution of campaign propa
A man offered my aunt $75 today
They come from India across the between Medina and Mecca and
As pilgrimages are held all the
ganda. were contained in a suit for
for It. and she refused him."
Arabian Sen, through the Gulf of between Jidda and Mecca.
year round the bus line Is busy
$60,000 damages filed in the Denver
Jimmy tapped his temple sug
Aden nnd into the Bed Sea to Jidda.
Medina, with a population of 20,- constantly. During the hajj, the
district court recently by Legion at
gestively. “Both of ’em," he said
They come from Persia over part 000, is 820 miles south of Damascus. pilgrimage at the time of the great
torneys.
The list, it is alleged, was
with
unmistakable meaning, “and
of this route, to Jidda. They come It is famous as the refuge of Ma annual feast, the line is taxed beused to spread propaganda for po
you, too, If you believe It. Come
hy land ar.d sea from Constanti homet on his emigration from Mecca. yo.,.l its capacity.
litical candidates supported by the
now, Lois, you're kidding me or
nople, Cairo, Teheran, Tabriz, Mo It is a renowned place In the Mos- t Every Moslem who Is his own
editor and publisher.
Copies of the
letting them kid you."
sul, Aleppo, Alexandria, Damascus lem world and journeys are made master and has the means Is suppublication were sent to Legion
Now lovers’ quarrels have begun
and Irak—nanr.es which recall the to it by Moslem pilgrims because of
ised to make the pilgrimage to
members throughout rr.e State, It Is
over far less trivial things than a
romance of the tales of the Near the presence there of Mahomet’s
ecca during his lifetime, especially
charged.
East—to Jidda or Medina.
tomb. It Is surrounded by a high
on the 6th. day of Arafa, the last kitchen table, much less one that
* • • *
had at least a tentative value of
Coming overland, they reach the stone wall, with towers, and four month of the Arab year. That is
seventy-five dollars. Before either
Because he said he could not aclast railroad stop at Medina, a city gateways.
the time of the great annual feast.
realized how they had arrived at go
• cept money from a service man’s orwhere fewer Christiana have been
From Medina to Mecca by the The Moslem who has made that
sad n destination they had reached
,y ganiz5itio:i, Mayor Geo’rge Leach, of
than to Mecca.' By water they Inland or high road, the route pilgrimage may call himself a hajj.1
a grave misunderstanding, to put It
T Minneapolis recently returned a
reach Jidda.
which the motor cars follow, la 248
Those who own the bus line are
mildly. Jim had departed In wrath
check fcr $25 to The American
''Not so long ago all these pil miles. Cars are operated at second planning to obtain more Maxwell
and Lois had dissolved in tears.
Legion Post at Hibbing. The money
grims walked nnd rode by camel speed, running axle deep in the cars. Tha number of cars at pres
Aunt Harriet learned all about It
was mailed to the mayor to cover his
caravan from Jidda or Medina to sand. They carry seven passengers ent Is Insufficient to meet tlie de
the next morning. She reflected for
expe.’w.eo in making an address at
Mecca. Most of them still walk and and luggage ana charge $100 for mand for transportation
a moment, then spoke with decision.
Hibbing at the laying of the corner- .
"I'll tell you what I'll do,” she said.
stone of a memorial building. The 1
“And It will satisfy my <rn curios
Legicn will carry out the Mayor’s band music. It was learned here. I committee of The American Legion
SITUATION STARTLING
ity. I’ll find out what other deal
suggestion to donate the money to a Frank Stearns, close friend of the Department of Arizona.
George T.
era will give me."
needy service man.
•
Seven dealers looked at the table
President and the man who is said Wilson, chairman of the Legion’s Some Observations Made By a Maine
* * * *
Fish Culturist and Sportsman.
In the course of the day and their
to have been the first to see in Cal Americanism committee, said the
I
verdict was unanimous. “A plain
Disabled veterans having claims vin Coolidge political timber of pres committee would also recommend
“During the past decade 1 have ordinary kitchen table. The man
before the Veterans Bureau are ad- idential quality is the man who rt- that the Legislature pass a bill re
/ vised by bureau officials that under vealed the President’s only known quiring the teaching in schools of come in contact with forest deple was crazy."
And Aunt Harriet and her niece
aesthetic indulgence, and he’s plujv he effects of narcotics upon the hu- ■ tion, the destruction of spawning beds
recent legislation governing opera
and a growing tendency toward vio decided so, too, when they searched
tions of the bureau, no claim agent or nirg to let the chief executive in- man system.
lating the fish and game laws’’ says the telephone book as well as the
dulgc. • Frank is going to send 'the !
» • • •
attorney, except the recognized rep
entire directory up at the corner
resentatives of The American Le Northampton American Legion hand 1 The first American Legion Auxil- Kaiph C Jackson of Winthrop.
■ If the above conditions continue to store without finding listed any
gion, the Red Cross and s^ch other of 55 pieces to Washington in Ma/cH lary unit in Canada lias been or
ganized in Windsor.
Eighteen exist it is only a question of time be Jasper Soldan with a store on
organizations as shall be approved by to serenade the President at his in
men,tiers signed the application fore we shall be living in the age of Wooster street.
the director, shall be recognized iu auguration.
A month dragged by. No Jimmy,
chartering the unit which is at single shotguns and the babbles.?
the presentation of adjudication of
no Jasper Soldan. Then unexpect
claims. It has been pointed ‘out* Two hundred thousand dollars had tached to Windsor Post of The hook, t\s a fish culturist I have had
edly, the latter appeared ou the
to Veterans Bureau officials that nu been raised by the New York County American Legion, Department of On the opportunity of studying fish and
game conditions in Maine. New York. back step.
merous unofficial organizations have American Legion toward building a;.' tario, Canada.
"Good morning, Mrs. Bemis. A
New Jersey, Wisconsin, Washington.
sprung up throughout the country American Legion Centre in New
beautiful day. How about our
announcing their intent and function York.
Formation of an ex-service men's Oregon and British Columbia. No kitchen table? Worth $80 Io you?’
Tlie total cost of the centre
as that of assisting disabled veter it was estimated hy Mr. Patersoq. "vigilantes squad,’’ equipped with matter where you go. you cannot es
Lois sprang forward, but her aunt
ans b “get their claim through the will he more than $500,000.
Tli'c irmy rifles and organized for de cape the fact that our fish and gan.e checked her. “I am not sure," she
are
decreasing
in
numbers,
size
and
bureau” for a monetary considera proposed building will serve for ail fense in resisting bandit attacks on
said coldly. "Fin thinking of sell
tion.
The Legion, Red Cross and Legion activities and will contain a banks or ether establishments, is condition.
ing It elsewhere.”
"Tho
tragedy
of
the
Blueliack
trout,
other recognized agencies, assuming restaurant, gymnasium and swim proposed by The American Legion
A glint of fear showed In the
Salvelinus
oquassa.
is
a
beautiful
il

’J for the time being the capacity of at- ming pool as well as lounge and posts in Yankton, S. D. Under the
man's eye. “Better sell to me," he
lustration
of
the
breaking
lip
of
the
j tornev in fact for the claimant vs. club rooms for itinerant Legion plan, co-operation with tlie regular
said quickly.
balance of nature. For over 80 years
the bureau.
Aunt Harriet shrugged her shoul
naires from ‘Mown the country’ police, bankers' association and tele
♦ ♦ * *
phone exchanges, the members of the Itangeley Lakes were alive with ders. “All right," she yielded. “I
while in the city.
« • • •
ihe vigilantes squad would be sum these delectable fish. In 1844 they will.”
Northampton, Mass., Dec.—Presi
were taken in huge quantities by the
A moment later she and Lois
Compulsory physical education in moned In an emergency and would Rangeley natives. Nets were set and
dent Coolidge, erstwhile prominent
citizen of this village, beneath all his the schools of the State is included lake post at designated but secret several bushels would be taken hy matched great-aunt Maria’s table
being hoisted Into a wagon.
sombre exterior is very susceptible to in a bill framed by tlie Americanism 1 v,ll”;18e points.
each man in a night.
Lois called Jimmy Immediately,
“According to records, the Biuc- "Oh, Jimmy, I’m sorry we quar
According to American Legion offi backs were placed on sale in Fulton reled. And we sold the table. Yes,
cials who framed tlie Reed-Johnson Market. New York, in 1877. In 1868 for $80. To that Soldan fellow. He
War Veterans Act, more than a rapid decrease was noticed in the Is just carting It away."
a® I World
15,000 cases had been adjusted under numbers of Blucbacks on the spawn
Jimmy came up that evening. He
j its provisions up to November 30. ing bed i.
had a few satisfactory moments
! 1924.
Payments in these cases ag
“It was not until 1899 that a law alone with Lois flrst, then Aunt
gregate $3,248,980,
The greatest was passed making it unlawful to Harriet came In and he heard the
JBATQg
number of the cases—5,529—are tu catch any Bluehacks In any State I table story all over again.
bercular cases, while neuro-psychii- waters.
In 1904 the last Blueback
Millions of Chicks come to life in a QUEEN
He listened amusedly. "A clear
trk‘ come next with 3,263.
Under in existence was taken ' from the profit of $80 Is not bad for a day’s
the provision of the act which allow Rangeleys by the United States Bu work," he admitted. Then his ex
The QUEEN makes hatching A pleasure. The
the admission to hospitals of veter reau of Fisheries for scientific study. pression changed to one of gravity.
QUEEN is simple; easily operated; provides abun
ans in any war since 1X97. there has To tho best o( my knowledge we have "Don’t however, delude yourself,"
dant, even heat and moisture; ha3 self supporting
been a net increase of 4,637 patients no record of this specimen In any he said, “Into thinking that there
trays: is perfectly insulated: made in sizes 85 to
was anything intrinsically valuable
iu the United States Veterans' Bu- waters in the United States.
icau hospitals.
"Dr. James Alexander Henshall. nlmut that old table. Your common
2000 egg capacity. On the market for years: tried
dean of American anglers has lec sense and seven dealers told you
and true: MAXIMUM results are attained
When the American Legion Post ture^ 50 years before societies and that. The facts of the case are
The dealer in your vicinity who sells the QUEEN
in Amesbury, Muss., gave a whist State Legislatures for the protection these" (he paused and placed to
party recently Abe high scorer didn t of fish and game and the evils of j gether tha tips of his fingers):
is a friend of yours. Look him up! Ask fora
carry the first prize home in her water pollution. Maine needs a Dr. . "Your great-aunt Marla left a will
QUEEN catalog — or write for same — also for
hequeuthlng all her property to a
hand hag: she sent a truck after it. I Alexander Henshall.”
our 1925 catalog. .
(I2S)
step-nephew out West But It
Five tons of coal was the prize.
could not be found. Neighbors de
Kendall & Whitney
Ed. 1853
Portland, Maine
Lynchburg News.—"Democrats In clared that she had bidden it In a
VOTED FOR COOLIDGE
no danger," says headline. Neither piece of furniture and told him so
is a man who has just been scat when he returned. That would have
tered over the landscape by an ex Invalidated whatever share of the
legacy you received. Aunt Harrletpress train.
Follow November Instructions.
to-be. This Jasper Soldan Is really
that step-nephew, whom you had
Maine cast a solid vote for Calvin
never seen. One by one, he has
MICKIE SAYS—
Coolidge for President and for
been tracing all your great-aunt’s
Charles G. Dawes lor Vice President
furniture. If you never hear from
of the United States when the six
OUR
MCttCHANIB
CLAM
hint you will know he never found
memlwrs of the Electoral College as
the
will but gambled the $80 and
TWW K IS POOR POLICM TO
sembled Monday.
i lost I”
The session of the electors was
SWOP OUT OF TOVJkl. THEM
I mis, who had been sitting breathopened with prayer, as Is usual. The
SAN NOU CAM BUM WCRS AS
! less on the edge of her chair, fairly
; one unusual feature of the gather
I gasped. “How did you find out all
CHEAPLY AS AkNVWERE .
fifty-two
ing was tlie presence of Mrs. Mary
Where
this, Jlmnjy?"
MERCHANTS, TWAT APPLIES
j Perry Rich cf Rockport as one of the
Jimmy shrugged his shoulders.
j electors. Mrs. Rich is the first Maine.
, TO JOS PR1WTNG TOO.
weeks
I “Oh, It’ Is the business of a lawyer
the trade
woman to have been elected to this
to unravel such Mysteries,’’ he said
DOMT FORGET TWAT
important position and the first to
gravely.
every
have
cast
a
ballot
directly
for
the
APPLES
But between you and me and the
Hoffices of President and Vice Presi
lamp post, I think lie made it up.

SS

fir

B

AMERIGVz
VlEGIOtv
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Ancient Books Shout
Surgery an Old Art
The practice of surgery goes bark
as far rs the time when man first
began to hurt himself or to he hurt
by others. Medicine and surgery
were flourishing in the Orient some
four centuries B. C. Accounts in
ancient hooks tell of mpre than
a hundred Instruments of steel, 14
varieties of bandages, splints made
of bamboo, the sewing of cuts on
the head and face; nnd there was
even an operation for remaking the
nose hy using a piece of skin of the
cheek for that purpose. So it would
seem that the Hindu had a more
thorough acquaintance with the
science than one looking hack over
the faraway centuries would at
flrst suspect.
The figures of patients undergo
ing operations nre carved nn Egyp
tian monuments and among the an
tiquities of that people are such
Instruments as lancets, probes,
knives and forceps. In passing It
may be remarked thnt the latest
centuries need not take credit to
themselves for the Invention of ar
tificial teeth, for that triumph of
the dentists' art has been found In
mummies.
The surgical skill /if the Orient
seems to have been bottled up for
a time, or, at least It was In no
hurry tn cross over to Europe,
where, for a long period the bar
ber was the only surgeon. The
lives of two of England’s greatest
kings might have been saved for
longer usefulness had a little wis
dom been shown in tlielr treat
ment. Henry V died of a malady
which could have been cured by
the knife; Richard the Lion llenrted met Ills death from a wound In
the shoulder caused hy nn arrow
which an Ignorant surgeon aggra
vated by twisting about In Ills ef
forts to remove, thus inducing blood
poison.

year

We also sell other produce which you raise, such
as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips

Best Prices

Quick Returns

KINGMAN and
saHEARTY*^
INC.

20 No. Side
Faneuil Hall Market

BOSTON
MASS.

T-96-tf

dent.
Fred A. Gilbert of Bangor and Mrs.
Rich were named a committee to
| receive and count the votes for
President and Vice President.
Pbineas H. Gay of Newcastle was
unanimously elected as the messen
ger to convey Maine's vote to the
presiding officer of the United States
Senate, and ‘Frank B. Marshall of
Portland was ohosen to cpr.vey the
copy of the vote to the clerk of the
U. S. District court in Portland. A
third copy of the vote will lie sent
by registered mail to the Senate of
the United States and the fourth
copy will be tiled with the Secretary
pf State of Maine

Dubuque Times-Journal.—If Eu
ropean countries really want to
hasten the time for practical arma
ments reductions (tfey should aid in
making the Dawes plan an early
success rather than, in .publishing
meaningless pi’oTdcofs 'fidm Geneva.

Corrects

anv

Sour,

Gassy,

When foods "disagree" ia stomach
and cjtusc indigestion or gaacs,
heartburn, flatulence, acidity—don't
stay miserable and upset.
The moment "Pape’s Diapep.-in"
reaches the btoniacli all becomes
well again— distress just vanishes.
Millions of families keep this
pleasant, harmless stomach correc

1 Msordcred

Stomach

tive, antacid anil digestive always
at hand. They know that if they
eat too heavily or of wrong foods,
they can always depend upon a few
tablets of Pape's I lia pepsin to give
almost instant relief.
Large tat < eut packages guaranteed
hy druggists everywhere.

Strictly a Floor Paint
Made to Walk On
Floors always become worn quicker

Make Today Count as No
Previous One Ever Did

than any other surface in the home.

Make this resolution every morn
ing: "I will play the life game to
day as I have never played It be
fore. I will play It with more en
ergy, more determination. I will
play It with firmer decision, with
better judgment. But while I will
try not to make so many mistakes.
I will not be so cautious as not to
act at all. for I know that he who
hesitates In Irresolution or wavers
Is lost. I am going to make my
self felt today as never before. 1
am going to fling my life Into my
work with all the energy I can
master. I am resolved not to grope
along In a picayune way any more.
I am going to put some dare Into
my efforts. I am going to take
more chances, because I know that
people with vigorous Initiative can
afford to make more mistakes than
the hesitators, the waverers, the
balancers. I am going to make this
day count as no previous day of
my life has counted.—Inspiration.

A paint brush and a little

Sherwin-Williams

Inside Flood Piunt
will always make floors fresh, attractive and
durable. It is made to withstand the constant
scuffing of heels and the hard wear to which
floors are subjected.
Inside Floor Paint is easily ap
plied and dries over night with a
good gloss. It is picparcd in all
popular colors.

Dubuque Times-Journal—Millions
of Russians living 1n the centers of
the best agricultural fields in the
world are threatened with starvation j
as a result of the demoralisation
brought about by the rule of Lenlne
and Trotzky. We arc wondering if
some of our Senators still believe
that Russia has a better government
than the United States.

SHIP YOUR APPLES TO

finds

Ends Indigestion Instantly

W. H. Glover Co.
Distributors
ROCKLAND, ME.

Dodse Brothers
S P eClAL

TYPE-A

SEDAN

To say that the Special Type-A Sedan

looks as good as it really is, is simply to
pay a just and deserved tribute to the

coachwork and the special equipment
The appointments were determined
in the usual Dodge Brothers way— '

strictly on a basis of quality and nof
of cost
Fiva Balloon

Tira a

$1330 f. o. b. Detroit—$1450 dolivered

DYER’S

GARAGE

Rockland Dealers
ROCKLAND,

CONNERSVILLE

>

MAINE

Telephone 124

(Copyrlsht.)

I WHEN MANDY GOT RELIGION
A colored cook came home after I
midnight from a revival meeting
shouting at the top of her voice. |
Her employer, letting her in. said:
"Aunt Mandy, this is all foolish- |
ness. Religion shouldn't be so noisy.
Tell that preacher of yours to give I
,1 sermon on tlie building of King |
Solomon's temple, which arose with
out even t.he soynd of a hammer.
And remember that real religion ia I
quiet and peaceful."
"Lawd. honey!" answered Aunt I
Mandy "Us niggers ain't aimin’ to I
build no temple ylt. We is jes'I
blastin' naw!”—.From Everybody's |
Magazine for February.

0H*
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Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette!

€d. b.
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THOMASTON
ADOLPH ZUKOR

The Ladies’ Circle of the Congre- ;
gational church are meeting in the j
vestry today with supper at 6 o’clock. I
Members and their families are cor
dially invited.
Please take dishes. I
silver and napkins.
Mrs. Willis Spear and son visited :
in Camden the latter part of the 1
week.
Rev. J. W. Strout fell on the ice
Friday injuring his arm so that he 1
vas not able to preach Sunday.
The special service at the Baptist
church Sunday evening was very
enjoyable and well attended in spite
of the severe cold weather.
In place
of the pulpit was a large illuminated
cross, the theme of the evening.
After reading the story of the cruci
fixion, the pastor gave a brief talk
on the meaning of the cross which
was very effective.
The choir sang
from the gallery appropriate selec
tions.
The duets by Miss
a belle
Brown and Mrs. Charles Starrett,
also Miss Evelyn Mossman and Miss
Clara Lindsay with
Miss
Julia
Woodcock at the organ were much
enjoyed.
One of the most impres
sive features of the evening was the
solo; “I 4m Coming To the Cross"
by Miss Brown beautifully illustrated
in pantomime by Mrs. II. S. Kilborn.
The hymns were of the olden time in
which the thoughts clustered around
the cross of the Savior.
The audi
ence joined in the singing.
The "Bang-up Peanut Social" takes
place at the Baptist vestry Tuesday
evening at 7.30 sharp. Take-along-a
dime and come prepared for a so
cial tim<R» Old and young are Invit
ed .
The Thursday evening meeting at
the Baptist vestry will be in charge
of the Sunday school.
Leslie Davis of Monhegan was in
town Monday calling on friends.* He
is having a large boat built by Robert
Mcl^ain «N Son.
Cold day Monday, temperature at
Reechwoods street 21 degrees below;
Mill River 26 degrees below; post
office 12 degrees below.
Georges River is closed even to the
bridge.
Boys were on the ice Sun
day at the bow of the barkentine at
Dunn & Eliot wharf, climbing upon
the anchor.
Inter-class basketball at the High
School gymnasium tomorrow evening.
Mrs. Truman Sawyer fell upon the
ice on Elliot street Friday injuring
the hack of her head.
The cross word puzzle has got
into the Sunday School. One of the
officers and a teacher produced one
Sunday at the Baptist church and tlt^
school got quite an amount of infor
mation in solving it.
lt was scrip
tural in nature.
Miss Gladys Long is out again aftei; her coasting accident.
William Singer of Rockland was
in town Monday.
The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church
will have a cooked food sale at Levi
Seavev’s store Friday afternoon at
1.30 o’clock.
The electrical work on the cross
shown at the Baptist church Sun
day was done by luiwrence II. Dunn.
Compliments for the good work done
are heard.
A card received^ Saturday from
Miss Christine Moore bore the infor
mation that Mr. Smith was improv
ing.

Pearls in Abundance
in Scottish Streams

PRESENTS

S'

in 2 PETER B. KYf'.'E -tory

J,

f

s'

mt

Bound £
Aye, aye, sir, it’s
another triumph for
the Skipper of the
Screen. A sea story
second to none. By
the writer of “Cappy
Ricks.”

a
tyammounl'

\ (picture )
—T&

It Is not commonly known t'jut
the Scotch Itiver 'fay and its tr. Xi
taries provide a rich harvest Of
pearls which are sold up to ns high
us .$50 each. Anyone can go pearlAshing in the Tay, and all have
equal chances.
The professional
pearl-fisher lias a box-shuped bout
in which lie finals downwards witli
the stream, and armed with his
simple lens—a piece of glass sub
stituted for the original bottom of
a tin can—which when immersed,
enables him to see clearly through
tlie surface agitations to the i>ebbly bottom, and a long stick with a
V-shaped notch nt the end, grabs
ali tile shells he sees ns lie lazily
drifts past, and at the < ...I of a day
liis spoil is by no means small. But
the amateur dispenses with ail en
cumbrances except llie notched
stick. With it he simply wades
into the shullows and gathers all
the shells' lie sees within reach.
The shells are of vurious sizes from
an inch up to six indies in length,
and only one in perhaps ten con
tain a pearl of value, although
many may carry freak pearls, black
or deformed' ones, which may be
quite saleable. A ready market for
the peirls obtained is at tire near
est jeweler's shop, but the profes
sional pearler prefers to deal pri
vately und directly with the tour
ists who frequent this district, and
who probably thus become pos
sessors of a pearl at a fraction of
its real commercial value.

Queen Victories Rule

Over Royal Household

Princess Catherine Radziwill in a
book, “Those I Remember," tells
ningham and Paul Sloane—Directed by Ralph Ince.
many stories of royalty.
Queen Victoria, says tlie princess,
AND A TWO-REEL COMEDY
"was n martinet politically as well
as socially. . . . Tlie prince of
TOWN HALL, UNION, THURS., JAN. 22
Wales (King Edward), especially
■Aod in awe of his parent, und
when almost an old man ldniself he
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FR1., JAN. 23
hurdly ever opened his mouth in
GLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., JAN. 24
her presence.
"Her eldest daughter, the late
Empress Frederick of Germany,
used to say that whenever she was
HAD FINE RECEPTION
WARREN
summoned to tlie queen's presence
she firgt asked fur a glass of water
A joint installation of Georges so us to conquer her emotion.”
Thomaston Parent-Teachers River
Lodge, K. of P. and Crescent
Queen Victoria, adds tlie princess,
Held Open House In Fine Temple No. 1 will be held Friday never appeared at state concerts
evening with a 6.30 supper preceding, or balls, but sometimes she would
New School Building.
C. L. Whaley, D. G. C.| of Camden condescend to show herself at a
and Mrs. Willard. Wiley, P. C. of the garden party given by the prince
The Pa rent-Teacher Association Thomaston Lodge will be the install and princess of Wales at Marlbor
came into its own Thursday even ing officers.
ough house.
ing when it held open house in the
She used to arrive late and was
Mrs. Ralph Spear who is conva
new High School building.
This lescing from a surgical operation at driven round the grounds in a little
was the occasion of the first meeting Knox Hospital is gaining daily and pony carriage, beside which her
of the Association since the building is now quite able to receive the calls children dutifully walked, lulking
was completed.
Mrs. Mary Bunker, of her friends.
with her the whole of tlie time, for
vice president, presided in the ab
"Numbering Our Days” is the topic Queen Victoria was not above a bit
sence of the president, Mrs. Elvira of the mid-week service at the Bap of gossip, and liked from lime to
time to be told the news of tlie duy,
Cross. Seats for about 200 were ar tist church tomorrow evening.
ranged in a semi-circle in the gym
An all day farm management meet especially if It dealt with the mar
nasium.
The program consisted of ing will he held at Glover hall tomor riage of Somebody she knew, or tlie
vocal solo, Miss Mahelle Brown; row beginning at 10.30. Speakers at love affairs of some one she bad
reading, Mrs. Aurelia Collamore; this meeting will be; M. D. Jones, met.
Based i n "The Light to Leeward"—Screen play by Jack Cun

vocal solo, Mrs. May Cushing; read Farm Management
Demonstrator
ing, Mrs. H. S. Kilborn: duet. Miss from Orono and County
Agent
Mahelle Brown. Mrs. Ruth E. San Wentworth.
There will be slides
born; violin abligata, Douglas Yinal; showing labor Saving devices and a
remarks. Mrs. Lois Creighton. Special general talk on farm management.
mention should he made of the paper Basket lunch at noon. Everyone in
by Mrs. Aurelia Collamore which vited.
was deeply interesting.
Mrs. Col
The joint installation of Warren
lamore is of advanced age hut no Lodge, I. O. (). F., and Mystic Re
hint of that fayt was gathered from bekah Lodge took place on Friday
RAZORVILLE
her paper.
It was the product of a evening in spite of the snow storm.
mind that is clear and vigorous.
Ansel Hilt with staff of grand officers
One of the best hams in town to
Mrs. Loic Creighton spoke briefly and Miss Clemmie Robbins, I). D. P..
gether with all its con-tests was de on the happiness and satisfaction
and Mrs. Nina Fuller. I). M., of
stroyed by fire between 12 and 1 it gives those who have worked so
Cnion ably installed the following
o'cloc k Thursday morning, the prop hard for the school building to see
officers: N. G.. Robert Packard; P.
erty of B. R. Sidelinger, about a half such a beautiful structure an accom
N. G.. Earle Moore; V. G., Percy
mile below Stickney’s Corner on plished fact.
The audience was in Bowley: it. S.. D. G. Gould: F. *S.,
the road from Washington Mills to terested to learn that the gymnasium
Elwood Moi dy; T.. F. L. Davis; C.
Waldoboro. Besides the barn there would he named in honor of the late
Aden Feyler: It. N. G.. Justin Ames:
were seven nice cows, two horses, a William II. Andrews whose sympathy
♦ N. G.. F. E. Moore. It. V. <;., E. W.
pair of fancy Hereford oxen nearly and timely aid materially forwarded
Perkins; L. V.. Charles Sodcrberg;
eight feet in girth, two hogs, an au the building plans.
Quoted from I. G., 1 erev Kenniston; O. G., W. F.
tomobile, carriages, wagor.s, h,ir- Mrs. Lois Creighton’s paper is this
Overk-ck; W.. Llewellyn Harriman;
nessess and all kinds of farming sketch of the man in whose memory
C., Merrill Ibbinson; R. S. G., G. A.
tools, $25 worth of grain and at least the gymnasium is named.
A.-pey; I. S. S..x Hjelmar Lamtwo-thirds of the barn full of hay.
"Naming the gymnasium for the pinen.
For
Mystic
Rebekahs;
This was one of the best built and late William H. Andrews has a many
N. G., Xfrs. Edna Moore; P. N. G.,
best equipped barns in Maine, fitted . sided appeal.
It net only will show Mrs. Doris French; V. G., Mrs. Shir
up with all modern conveniences in appreciation for the cheer and help
ley Rowley; It. S., Miss Adelle Feycluding a high s rvice water tank in which conies to us with his gift Lu,
iei ; F. s.. Mrs. Doris French; T.,
the top supplying the house and barn Will Andrews was a typical Thomas
Miss Bertha Teague: C., M. Grace
with water pumped by a wind mill.
ton hoy full of fun, health and en Walker; It. N. G., Mrs. Gertrude
Mi. Sidelinger was at the barn about ergy just as the hoys are now and
Inhn; L. N. G., Mrs. Annie Moody:
9 (.’clock in the evening as was his
his career was fine enough to be a It. V. G., Mrs. Alice Ames; L. V. G„
custom to see if everything was all
model for the boys of the 20th cen Mrs. Alice Mathews; I. G.. Mrs. Bes
right, and a little past 12 wait tury to follow.
The son of William sie Bean; O. G. Emerson Perkins: W.,
awakened by a bright light shining
and Harriet Carleton Andrews, he Mrs. Gertrude Starrett; C„ Mrs. Eliz
into his sleeping room, caused by the
was horn in Thomaiston, Nov. 17, abeth Moore.
barn all in flames. It is very hard to
1X60 and lived from his young boy
The black horse owned by Fred
estimate the loss ns the oxen and
hood in what is now the Feehan house Kenniston fell through a scuttle in
cows were fancy stock and all the
opposite the Mall.
He attended the the barn last Friday morning and it
farming tools and carriages of' all
public school and graduated 1X7S was necessary to hoist the animal out
kinds and many other things were
It is inter with a tackle.
He seems to have
safely housed in the barn and barn from the High School.
esting to note the other members of suffered no had effects from the fall.
cellar.
that
class,
whose
names
are
well
.Word received by the home folks
'l he big stand of buildings owned
known: Effie Simmons Seavey, An from Mrs. Mabel Spear Tibbetts and
by Charles E. Savage on the middle
nie Waldo Lord, Ida Simmons Colley, husband who are spending the win
ridge above Razorville came near
burning Friday morning when the Alida Mehan Fessenden, Cora Helen ter months in St. Petersburg, Fla.,
flue caught fire and before anyone Russell, Cora Robbins Winchenbach, report them enjoying the climate
Mr. and Mrs. Tibbetts
knew it the paper on the chimney in Maurice Metcalf, Henry Trowbridge very much.
have built a home in St. Petersburg
the front room was all abaze Thc and Horace Rhinney.
"Following his graduation in ’7X he since going there in the early fall
value of the telephone was proven
for Mr. Savage was away ami Mrs. took a course at Bryant & Stratton’s and have also found time to take a
Savage called W. E. Overlook wlm commercial college in Boston and week’s trip of which an interesting
came with a fire extinguisher. With •soon thereafter entered the employ account will he given at a later date.
Warren H. S. basket hall team lost
the help of Mrs. Savage and Mrs. J of Pratt and Lambert Paint, Gil and
Nora Campbell who happened to be J Varnish Co. * Beginning at the bot lo Bristol 27’to 2 in Friday evening’s
visiting there the blaze was put out. tom.he became president of the con game in Glover hall.
William Partridge who sprained
Charles E. Savage and Willard E. cern with a beautiful home in Buffalo
Clark have bought a new gasoline where the main plant is located. He his ankle not lung ago is able to get
engine to saw wool with and went married first Miss Kate Gresham, about home a hit with the aid of
daughter of Secretary ol State ’Gres a crutch.
to Waldoboro Friday to get it.
Mrs. F. E. Brown of Thomaston
Two chil
Mrs. Abia Clark .and her brother, ham under Cleveland.
John Jones were called here by the dren were horn, Carleton, a daughter, spent thc weekend as guest of Mrs.
Lewis Montgomery, and was also a
critical illness of their mother Mrs. and a son Gorham.
Mr. Andrews revisited Thomaston visitor of her brother, J. S. -Cates.
Elmira Jones.
many times, often while his mother
Samuel Teague of Thomaston is
lived here and occasionally after she the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
THE APPLE MARKET
«
made her home with him.
Will Carroll.
Andrews was no goody-goody boy,
Alfred Sheldon and Dana Smith
Eases Off a Little With Heavier Re
he was no intellectual giant, he was attended two sessions of court in
ceipts—Baldwins Top Notchers.
just one of the best of the run of Rockland last week.
Thrfmaston boys."
F. E. Teague and son Arnold were
Boston, Jan. 14.
The receiving hostesses were Miss in North Waldoboro Saturday on
Receipts of apples have been quite Mary McPhail, Mrs. Mary Bunker. business.
a little heavier the past few days Mrs. John Creighton and Mrs. Ruby
The Bridge End Lunch managed by
and the market has eased off a little Peabody. Mrs. Matie Spaulding had Mrs. John Connell and Miss Mary
in consequence, particularly in unclas charge of the refreshments which Connell closed Saturday. The busi
sified grades.
There are very few always means an abundance of good ness is to he resumed under new
unclassified Baldwins good enough things.
management.
to bring over $3.50 and sane that
Mrs. (’otnlney Hastings is the
show ripe, rough handling or much
owner ot a new Hudson
coach
fungus from $2.50 to $3.
Red line
bought through Warren Garage.
No. 1 Baldwins hold about the same
Mr. and Mrs. I). E. Leighton of
Cnclassjlied Spys. unless they show
South Hope were calling on friends
generally
od color, selling
in town Saturday.
For Military Band School Instruc
Malcolm Watts has traded Fords
tion
cn
the
following
instruments:
50 to $:
No. 1. bbla................
with Warren .Garage.
Bass, Trombone, Baritone, Alto,
No. 1. bxs. .......... . 1.00 to 175
Fred Blackington of Rockland
. 2 50 to :
unclx*dfl<*l. bids
Cornet, Trumpet, Saxaphone and
I 25
hauled a pine log from the Fred
I HR, unclassified, bxs. . .75 to 3.5u
ariett’. s. bbls..................... . 2.oo to ;
Clarinet. Terms on application.
Trowbridge woodlot at East Waldo
aridties, bxs....................... . .75 til 1.25
Telephone 187-4 or write for ap boro last week tlpit measured 40 feet
l Sweets,
in length and scaled 1125 feet. He is
tigs. hbs
pointment with
bills..........
understood to have refused an offer
Mils.........
of $75 lor the stick at the’Snow ship
Mils
H. E. KIRKPATRICK
yard. Thc hauling was accomplished
4vis, bills.
Kingmaii A? Hearty. lie
THOMASTON, ME.
with one of Mr. Blackington’s heavy
9-11
trucks.
House Built on the Apple

BOYS WANTED

People Today Longer Lived
The English races are healthier
and longer-lived than famous an
cient peoples, such as tlie Egyptians
and Romans, says tlie New York
World. And American descendants
of European parents are, on the av
erage, bigger and taller than their
fathers and mothers, according to
L>r. F. C. Shrubsall.
Stature and weight today, he
said, are not less than in the days
of Agincourt or Waterloo. Modern
civilized man is decidedly not de
teriorating. Our expectation of
life is far greater than ever before.
Tlie fossilized bones of the earliest
human beings indicate that our
most ancient ancestors seldom lived
beyond the early adult stage. Mum
my cases in Egypt show that an
Egyptian child of five years might
expect to live to be only thirty-five.
A five-year-old cblld.of Rome under
tlie Caesars could expect a life of
only twenty-nine years. But a child
of five living in present-day London
or New York can expect to live to
be at least sixty-four years old.

Symbolic Ice Skates
A curious sight it was, an old
pair of rusty skates hanging out
side a shop on a tropical Island In
the West Indies! I wondered, says
Mr. A. Hyatt Verrlll In ids book “in
the Wake of tlie Buccaneers." whom
tbe proprietor expected to sell them
to, bo I entered and inquired. Imag
ine my astonishment when the shop
keeper solemnly Informed me that
they bad lieen there for years, and
that no one knew exactly what they
were used for.
"But,” lie ndded, "I am aware
ttiat they are significant of the
holiday season, and so I hang them
outside regularly each year as an
indication to pussers‘-by that my
Christinas stock of merchandise is
on sale.”

Ancient Use of Copper
Copper and copper-alloy objects
are found in the prehistoric remains
of Egypt, dating hack to the fourth
dynasty, 380» to 4700 I!. C. it was
found in Asia Minor dating prob
ably to 3000 B. C., and in China to
about 2500 B. C. The remains of
tlie Mycenean, riienlcian. Baby
lonian and Assyrian civilizations
(1180 to 500 B. C.) have yielded a
variety of copper and bronze ob
jects.

Came as a Variation
A man took home a booklet on

Esperanto and during a meal a
guest regaled tlie party with ex
tracts pronounced according to the
instructions supplied.
At last there came » strange
sounding word, evidently pro
nounced witli great difficulty.
“Is that really Esperanto'/” asked
tlie host, innocently.
“No,” was the reply; "that's fish
bone.”

Judge for Yourself
‘How old is she?”
"I can’t say, but on her last
birthday, when they brought on tlie
cake with tlie candles; several of
the visitors nearly fainted with tba
beat.”

FRIENDSHIP
Will deliver the last of the week.
Send us your order as soon as pos
sible.
A. & P. Tea Co., Thomaston.
—adv.

Every-Other-Day

TOT

# Didn’t Look Like^ ‘
/ Professor ' ’ '

In Everybody’s Column

THE

!

SECOND QUARTERLY DIVIDEND

By JANE OSBORN

Advertisements In this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents/
3 times for 50 cents
Additional Hnew 5
cents each for one time, to cents 3 times.
Six word* make a fine.

“So you're the new English in
of the
structor,” said Bluir O'Neill, scru
tinizing the young woman across
Wanted
from him at one of tlie small tables
of the College inn In the small col
WANTED—Waitress, with experience. Ap
ply Hl (.’KAY Ul'LL CAFE. Lilnerock Streel.
lege town of Kingsberg.
______
i-9
of
the
"And you're tjie new associate
W A N T E D—AIJENTS For AWheullr Hi-iprofesso?,’ 5*,e •“id "i|b S7,nietliii
tnry "Ku Klux Kian." lS8ti.l877. by S. I,.
of (lie same tone thut Blaire hud
Ilavis. bound In elolli, iblrly-uyu full pure
iltuslrnlluns, suntple $.'l Ml pnstpnld.
THE
used in addressing her.
(STAR AMBfWMErNT (X).. Dl.slribt»»ors. I5
“Is there anything remarkable
I ciArt ,S(
. ( orfhuiil. X. Y
Will
be
mailed
February
first
...................................
F9
about that?” he asked.
“Only that you don’t look like a
, For Sale
We invite our customers to share in this attractive
professor un even an instructor, and
FOR SALE—Pl&xtr Piano ({. K. S. iiiiikIc
you don't act like one,” stie said.
investment
rojls. wide range of choice.
While thev last
"And you don't act any noire like
on!v
cents each V P STThLKY. INC ,
an instructor," lie said smiling.
Mu.de hi jar:ment.
m tf
CAMDEN
ROCKLAND WATER CO.
Then in spite of herself Jane Hol
FOR SALE—Set »f light double driving
8-9
land laughed and Blaire O’Neill
ita’ness
(bwnl eondi 'on.
lfft II. L. STlf192 LInierock S
Rockland.
!)*Il
laughed loud and long— laughed -as
perhaps ill became a newly appoint
FOR SALE—Keo Ton ing in A-l condi
tion
Price
Address P. O BOX 113,
ed associate professor of English.
Brunswick.
9*17
“It was really quite funny,” slio
FOR SALE—Bungalow, 25 Chestnut street.
agreed. "What would staid old
CAMDEN
New last year.
Call on premises.
M. W.
Professor Ormsby, head of tlie de
BILLINGS
Te! If.I I
s tf
partment, say if lie knew that or
At tho special town meeting held
FOR SALE—One Westinghonse radio re
the way to Kingsberg tiis new as Friday evening in the Opera House
ceiving set, one set In ail phones, A and B
sociate professor and his nejy in
batteries, and Music Master loud speaker.
Also one Brunswick player avul
structor, neither one knowing the t was voted to grant the request of TrMtwerthy and tinoare? Inter Price $75
3(5 double faced records
Cost $150 will
identity of tlie other, laid mildly he Seahright Woven Felt Co. and ested in a gsod poaition? Then 8c
‘J for $».5.
TEKPHUNK 7H9-W
K 10
flirted for an hour or so? If I'd wempt from taxation the addition to read our ad, pages 100-101, Satur
FOR SALE—Fitted, dry bard wood $9 00.
know n who you w ere'I w ould have he company’s plant as outlined in
Dry slabs. $2 00.
Tel IXX (I Thomaston.
day Evening Post, January 24.
been very reserved when you began
H:EI» L klLI.EUAX
7M2
by asking me If 1 wanted to borrow etters from Mr. Rage which were For further particulars call in per
FOR SALE—Second band doors and wln'ie meeting.
It was also
your nuigazine. 1 wonder why you | eaff at the
dt.ws
A. E. MOIfTUX. 47 James St
Te’.
son cr write
e
♦41 - W
; 9
ever decided to be a professor— ' voted ta ai
accept an amendment of
you look more like some kind of fered by Mr. Wood whereby other
FOR SALE—Female fox bound Black and
402 Chapman Building
tan nine months old: extra good looker: *xwriter.”
i
mills making similar additions may
tra long ears.
Best blood.
HENRY
“The trouble is. I'm only half a Also receive a corresponding rePORTLAND, ME.
WATTS
9-lt
writer,” said Blaire witli souietliiug lftnpiion,
FOR SALE—Baby carriage in excellent
of a sigh.
James Redman who wa« injured
condition.
Apply R. V (LARK at Greg
“Which half?” asked Jane, and while sliding-on Chestnut street hist
ory's
7-y
rtien, “I’ve been told that I had only week and was taken to Knox Hos
FOR SALE—Village farm, G5 acres. IIhalf the essentials of a really suc pital for examination, was brought
rooin house, furnace beat, garage, lee bouse,
cistern, firewood and limber, rear school ami
cessful novelist. I wonder If we home Wednesdiiy. He Is morp comchurch
Terms.
ORRIN .1. DICKEY, Bel
have tlie same failing.”
fortable but still confined to h\s
fast. Maine
^-5-13
“I'm all right on characterization, ll(5l.
FOR SALE—20 tons Ihose hav
BESSIE
personality, local color—that sort
The Friday Club will meet this
E. THORNDIKE, R F. D 2. txiion. Me 5 |;t
PANT STITCHERS
of thing," said Blaire, becoming week with Mrs. Jack Kennedy.
FOR SALE—Double tenement boose at 5
much interested in the trend of the
Experience
necessary.
Steady
Masonic Assembly Thursday night.
Lls'e St.
Apply tp MRS F II. SANBORN.
80
Pleasant St.
Tel H03 \V
5 tf
conversation, "but I'ni lacking in
Miss Dorothy Bryant, R. N.. of
work, good pay. Alao experienced
plot sense. Plot doesn't appeal to Augusta was the guest of Miss Rose
FOR SALE—Residence of tf*e late (’apt.
Cl aries E. Hall. Middle St Heights
ARme.”
PANT PRESSMAN
Blake last week.
THl'K L. ORNE. 417 Main St , Rockland.
"How funny," said Nancy, eyes
Mrs. Duudley Talipot left Tuesday
1-tf
wide with interest.
"Plotting is I for Boston where she will visit Apply—
FOR SALE—3 second band upright pi
the only tiling I can do.”
friends before continuing her journey Bangor Clothing Mfg. Co.
anos ; 1 Brunswick cabinet phonograph; 1
music cabinet; I Victor: 1 flat back man
"Between tlie two ef us we ought
<> Ashland. Ohio, where she will
128
Exchange
St.
Bangor,
Maine
dolin.
V F. STUDLEY INC.. Music Dept
to make one first-rate story writer. jpend the remainder of the winter
1-tf
Let's go into partnership."
with iber daughter, Mrs.. John A.
FOR SALE—y room noose; hot water heat,
“Wouldn't that lie wonderful." ex ('hater.
cement cellar; modern Improvements; larft~
claimed Jar.e, clapping her hands.
The annual roll call and business
garden.
New grocery business well stocked
"And we can sign tlie tilings Jane meeting of the Congregational church
WAo Knows?
M G GVRNEY. :’LPark St. Camden.
1 tf
O’Neill or Blaire Hoilund—some will be held in the chapel Wednes
FOR SALE—liar,I wimtl lit!-.I ami in junks,
It was in a restaurant. Tlie anx
thing like that.”
quit
k
delivery
Tel.
169
4
Thomaston
day evening at 7.30. Supper will be ious waiter was hovering round the
Before autumn had come both as served at 6.30 by tho Ladies’ Circle upuleDt-loukiuK and benevolent or write It .1. COGAN, Thomaston, Maine.
sociate professor and instructor had ind members of the church and diner.
FOR SALE—We have a parlor, library ana
tendered their resignations from the circle are Invited. A reasonable
"Do you believe that history re bed room set. Including mattress and spring.
faculty of Kingsberg college, but no •barge will be made.
peats itself, sir?" he asked anxious- ReMt •iii.Eity of used modern furniture which
we wilP^ell <»r exchange for antique furni
one there guessed that the identity
.1. A. Brewster left Monday night
115 if
of the much-talked-about Blair Hol for New York on a brief business >J.“I eertainly do,” replied tlie cus ture. COBB be DAVIS.
FOR SALE—Mouse at Atlantic, (Swan’t
land was really those two’ rather trip.
tomer as he rose from tlie table and Islam!.)
6 rooms, oak flnlsb, well-built; sightly
quiet and unassuming personages.
put down the napkin he had been location close by shore. Garage and out
By this time they had rented an
buildings, water in bouse
Acre and halt
using.
office in the city and spent four or
land.
Fine pla'*e for summer home.
At
The waiter's face lost something of
ROCKPORT
a bargain.
Address DR. 1. B GAGE. At
five hours a day there—sometimes
of that anxious look.
lantic. Me
57*tf
longer—collaborating, writing, re
“Well," he said, “a gentleman
writing, amending, planning—but
Mrs.
Raymond
Rhilbrook and who was here yesterday gave me $1
Used Cara
never a word bad they for anything daughter Dorothy of Rockland spent for a tip.”
but one or another of the stories Sunday with her mother. Mrs. Xnnie
1921
AMERICAN
SIX. Just overhauled and
“Oh. well.” replied the patron, in first class condition
—tires practically new '
they had under way.
L. Small.
buttoning up his coa( to leave, “per
A bargain ‘1 sold at once. BERT ANGEL.
“I was just thinking," said Jane
Invitations arc out for a da/neing haps he will be in aguin today.”— Grav Guff laktaurant, Limefock St , R«ckone morning after siie liad seen her party to be held at the Towrt Hall Loudon Answers.
’•nd
«
>44*lf
partner dancing interestedly with Thursday evening with music «by
another girl the night before, “I was Emery’s Orchestra, Camden.
Miscellaneous
Old~Time Shoes
just thinking that perhaps for our
Miss Ruth Orbeton was a weekend
mutual protection we ought to draw
Henry
VIII
suffered
from
Rout
NOTICE—To whom it may concern where
guest at Ephraim Limb’s in Rock
up some sort of contract—”
and. Judging by their footwear, so as mv wife. Hazel S. Fivsette, has left mv
without just can a*, this is to notify all
“Exactly what I was thinking.” land.
did most of his subjects. Shoes be home
per.M.'i.s that after this date I shall not be
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
A.
Libby,
said Blaire O'Neill, with a curious
came of such extraordinary width rejflmnsihle for any hills or obligations con
unsteadiness in tiis voice. He was Miss ('atrie Libby and Mrs. Blanche that, ow ing to tlie fact that England tracted by her. (Signed) T. ( FISSETTE,
9G1
thinking of the interesting stranger Spear were guests of Capt. and Mrs. Is an island and space limited, a law toek’nrid. Jan 19, 1925.
w ho had danced three dances in suc E. O. Ratterson Saturday at 6 o’clock was passed forbidding any one to
FARMERS TAKE NOTICE—WA NTED—
cession with Jane at tlie club dance linner.
wear shoes wider than six inches Fggt. Poultry. Round Bog and all kinds of
Mrs. Wesley Thurston was the across the toe. Elizabethan Imots Vegetables at the NARRAGANSETT HOTEL.
the night before.
"Together we
!» 11
can make a more than enviable In guest of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mann were tlie most ornate. Worked in
NURSING—MRS A T S\ll I'll. :(i. ihirVJ
come and can have the joy of writ in Rockland over Sunday.
gold nnd silver, they cost at least is still staying at Mrs. Leo’s, Gurdy St., and
Tbe Girl’s Club was very pleas $50 a pair. In 16X3 tlie present is ready to take easjy.
ing successful stories. If one should
9-Il
draw off the other would lie in the antly entertained Friday evening at type of shoe was evolved, and in
GLASSES TO FIT YOUR EYES—$ . 15.'
lurch. Of course you would he more thc home of Miss Marieta Shibles 1668 buckles came into fashion; but Will call at your house. II LEVY, 226 Main
8 tf
likely to desert. I'll always have After the business meeting the even It was not until the Nineteenth cen- St.. Rockland
IF YOU WANT a good job done hi Automo*
to earn a living, anyway. It doesn't ing was spent socially and refresh tufiy that slioes were made specially
painting coiyc to STEVENS’ Paint
seem fair to me to ask you tu, prom ments were served.
to tit tlie right and left foot.—From bile
Rooms.
Work done by Ulmer & Stevens.
ise—"
Benjamin F. Jones has returned , T. P.’s and Cassell's Weekly.
Used cars for sale at your own price.
STE
“But I want you to promise, too. from the Silsby Hospital, Rockland
VENS GARAGE. 57 Pacific St.
Tel. 563-R
8 10
If you—you should marry—some and is recovering from his recent ac
Danger as Years Pass
one—that some one mightn't like cident.
NOTICE I forbid all persons trusting my
I shall
As tlie years go by we are all wife, Minnie I’olky, tui my account
having you spend so much time witli
Miss Corti Whitney. the young
no biffs contracted by her after this day.
another girl every day. She might daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William , more or less subject to two dangers, pay
Longcove, Mx»., January 11. 1925
JOHN
be jealous. But if you had signed Whitney, entertained eight of her the danger of petrification und the E. HILKY.
8*10
danger
of
putrefuction
;
eittier
Hint
a contract you could Just show it school friends Friday evening on the
REDUCTION IN "PRICE OF WOOD Very
best
dry
mountain
rock
maple
and
birch
we
shall
become
hard
and
callous,
to her, and then she'd have to let i occasion of her eleventh birthday
lefted hard wood per ft fitted $2.15;
cd
crusted over with customs and con $7.5(1;
you.”
which was a most enjoyable event.
birch edg. per ft fitted $2 25;
cd.
“Little cltnpce I’ll ever marry— Refreshments of ice cream and cake vention till no new ray of light or of $8 5« ; soft wood slabs per ft. fitted $1 75;
Joy can reach us, or that we shall ”d $6.50. Some extra nice fire place and
at least anyone that would be jeal were served.
become lax apd disorganized, losing furnace wood. All wood under cover free
ous of you,” said Biair.
Charles Staples of North Haven
from snow and ice—(why pav more). Fr«e
“Of course, I shan't marry. I’m was the guest of his niece, Mrs. C. , our grip upon the real und vital delivery.
SOITH END WOOD YARD, C F.
sources of happiness nnd fiower, Prescott, Mgr Tel. ,462-J.
quite sure of that—”
8*10
Steward last week enroute to I writes John Burroughs. Now there
Then in their embarrassment
WATCH
AND
CLOCK
REPAIRING
S
\1(
their eyes met, and cncli held tlie Lewiston where he will spend the ls no preservative und antiseptic, THl’R MACOMBEK. 23 Amsbury St.. Rock
nothing keeps one's heart young, land. Me. Tel. 945-M._________________ 3*S
other in a long glance, .lane dropped remainder of the winter.
Mrs. Myrtle Rhilbrook who took like love, like sympathy, like giving ~ MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, plcot edge.
her eyes and Blair walked slowly
over to the chair where she had the part of Natalie MacDowell In the one's self with enthusiasm to some •overed buttons, plaiting PHYLLIS TO IO
NIAN MORSE, 359 Main SI Tel. 868 M
been sitting correcting nianuseruit musical comedy “Isle o’ Smiles," { worthy thing or cause.
1 tf
He carefully took tlie papers ,fud given in Rockland lanti ■week, was
TRUCKING. MOVING AND
ERRANDS
pencils from tier lap und then he presented with a handsome corsage
“Bidding Prayer”
•one nromntlv.
Go anvwbcre
C. O. HARv
sat down on tlie floor nt her knew. bouquet by the Mah long < ’lub of
Tel. 156 M or 629-4.
1 tf
A prayer which bids or directs ADEN
“Suppose we marry each oilier. which she is a prominent member.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
what
Is
to
he
prayed
for
ls
fre

Tluiraday, February 5 Is the date
It occurred to'me that first day we
be Rockland Hair Store. 3: 6 Main St
Mall
HELEN C. RHODES
met—when we were going to Kings of the second concert which is toabe : quently known as a bidding prayer. orders solicited
1
tf
Tills
form
of
exhortation,
always
berg—that you were tlie woman I given for the benefit of the Town
wanted to marry. Then you turned Hall and a prbgrjim will Ire presented ] concluding with the Ixird's Prayer,
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
ll*tf
out to lie an English Instructor, and which will equal that of the first | was enjoined by the fifty-fifth canon Trucking and Moving.
1 was afraid to ask you, ami then which was enjoyed by" a large au- ( of the Anglican church in 1603, tu
be used before all sermons and
we went into partnership and you dience.
.
•
To Let
seemed so much preoccupied with
The Nitsumsosum Club was pleas homilies. It was, and in its nhridged
form
still
is.
very
impressive,
allow

TO
LET
—
Rooms
for light. housekeeping,
your ttUrk that I thought you’d antly entertained last evening at the
ing Individuals to supply from their all modern conveniences. 12 ELM ST. 9-tf
never want to think i f marrying— home of Mrs. Nina Carroll.
The
TO LET OR FOR SALE—Small house^of 3
me. And then lust niglif il—oh. usual good tjme and luncheon were ‘ own knowledge special cases of rooms
Autumn street, electric lights and
necessity under the different heads. water. on Land
Jane, I don't want to seem jealous, !enjoyed.
95x100 fed with barn.
W.
A.
CLEVELAND.
33 Pacific St.. Rockland.
but I guess that's what lt is."
Retry Rerry Is at the Silsby Hos
__________________
________
7
3
“I know I'm jealous,” said Jane. pital, Rockland for treatment.
Postgraduate Course
TO LET—Small tcnenuwt on Union street.
“I'd been wondering what 1 would
The Hoboken School Improvement ,
Customer—You charge more for Inquire of MRS. C. F SIMMONS, 21 Middle
say If you ever should ask me to League recently had a tag day and , cutting a woman's hair than a St.
6-»f
marry you, though I didn’t much ex are purchasing a viclrola for their man's. How come?
TO LET—Two tenements on Otis street;
pect you would.
Ann! then Iasi
Barber—We barbers have liad to each lias 6 rooms and bath. Apply to F. P.
night there was that other girl, and room which is being greatly enjoyed learn
an entire new line of con KNKfflT. Windst.r House Tel 611 W. 5jf
I Just made up my mind you'd have ! by tbe young pupils.
TO LET—Office centrally located, steam
versation
for you ladies.
to marry me. I’d made tip my mind
bear
Apply to VESPER A. LEACH.
4 tf
OFFENDING MAIL BOXES
If you did marry anyone else I'd
TO LET—Garage at l» PLEASANT ST
never work witli you again.”
Field's Tribute to Riley
(Copy right.)
•
Creates An Issue For League of Na- I
LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St ,
Among tlie finest tributes which allTOmodern
tions In Free City of Danzig.
conveniences.
P. L. HAVENER.
one man of genius has paid to an Tel. 792-It.____
140-tf
other
Is
that
of
Eugene
Field
to
liis
WITH THE BOWLERS
The Free City of Danzig, which has friend and brother poet, James
Lost and Found
Thc
Cobb-Valley
combination a local Interest because of the fact Whitcomb Riley. He put it in the
proved too strong for thc Portland Ihal David H. Buffum is attached to language of an Indlann villager, and
IF THE BOY who picked up envelope marked
duo at thc Star alleys Saturday night, the f. S. Consulate there, appears to the essence of it was this para
“8 Cniversalis-t {Turrell" containing a $5 bill
winning their lO-str'.ng match by 31 be getting into the spotlight. A Jun. graph ;
on Masonic St . Sunday morning, will I'eturn
pins. The local bowlers got the jump 14 despatch to the New York Herald
“Riley has got true genligt; can’t the same to THIS* OFFICE be will receive a
9-11
on the Forest City-men in the first Tribune from that city says:
call It anything else. When he reward.
"Th<>
League
of
Nations
is
faced
LOST—Girl's green sled Thursday.
Re
two strings, after which the contest
was born (lod give him the tongues
6*8
waged fast anil furious. May had by :i difficulty in tlje ceqently estab of tnen and of ungcls, sal threw in ward If returned to 11 GAY ST.
lished
Polish
postal
system
in
the
thc highest total, averaging tili.l f ir
charity for good measure. Vtg-e
the ten strings, while Valiev liad Ihe Free City of Danzig which threatens, haln't no Shakespeare buslirss
’ to rank with tlie Vilna and Memel about lilm, nor no Byron. Jim is
highest string. Tile score:
Rockland
-v.
Portland situations as a crisis maker for thc a straightaway poet, and his pieces
w£i\r tof
ftay
Cobb
league.
M. 8. MacDonnell, Hlgn are as full of honey and dew us
Valley
Gntlll
9.8
85
Commissioner of the league for Dan the flower the htiminln’ bird plays
f 85
i1
106
zig. advised the Dahzig Senate to tag with In the cool sunlight of an
121
/ 91
102
81
90
day that he had asked the Polish di- early summer morning. Yon don’t
83
89
10.8
82
107
97 ' plomatlc representative, M. Strass- have to have anybody tell you what
ONI
93
hurger, to remove 20 offending letter Jim means In them pieces; there
99
83
89
86
7.7
113
lioxeti placed throughout the city os haln't no need of footnotes and
77
•SbcjAi,
120
108
tensibly by orders of the Polish gov there liain’t no disputed passages.
109
loi
90
89
ernment.
M. Strassburger refused It ls all plain music from the word
82
JHE COURIER-GAZEr.x
116
89
89
to comply with Mr. MacDonnell's re go, and that’s the klpd of music a
95
90
91
95
8.8
quest, and Isith he and the high com feller’s heart loves to dance to.”
H0CKLAX9

PREFERRED

STOCK

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.

A

ARE YOU A MAN?

WANTED

4*€dd^gStati

958

4113
otal ... ... l'JOl

961

906

Total .... .... 1S67

missioner have communicated with
I the secretary general of the league at
1 Geneva.”

KAINK

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 20, 1925.

Every-Other-Day

Social Circles
In addtlonal If personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, lhe department es
pecially 'desires Information of social hap
penings. parlies, musicals, etc.
Notes sent
tu mall or telephone will be gladly received

SAV

D’you know that COMMUNITY FAIR
is FEB. 23-28? Yes, it’s going to be
1 *' some week and it’s held in the Arcade.

Who will benefit? All of us, foh it’s
for the New High School and the
Broadway Athletic Field.

TELEPHONE............................................... .. 770

Class 3 of the B. anti P. W. Club
course in English literature meets
tonight at the club rooms. Thia ls to
he the first study of the contributors
to modern literature as they art pre
sented through the leading literary
magazines. The course (is given in
form of lectures by Miss Anna E.
Coughlin and anyone interested is
urged to he at the club rooms on
Main street at 7.30 o'clock.

T

“The scenery between San, y^nt-onio and El Paso is quite a log dif
ferent from 'that of New England,"
writes E. L. Brown. “Very little
green, but plenty of cactus, ‘ sage
brush, s.nul and dust. Overcoat
weather on tap today, Jan. 15,

Mrs. Adriel U. Bird, who has been
on an extended visit to her former
southern home, spending most of the
time in Richmond, Va„ with a short
time in Florida, arrived hack lo the
land of snows Saturday, being accom
panied front Boston by Mr. Bird.
During the time Mrs. Bird has con
tinued her wrtrk upon the book she is
to bring nut dealing with the homes
of New England writers, several of
the artie'.es have had advanie publi
cation in newspapers.

Ruth Mayhew Tent will have a
special meeting next Monday even
ing with supper at fi o’clock, toiwhich
Miss Dorothy M., daughter of Mr. ill members of the older are invited.
and Mrs. N. L. Witham. entertained
The home of Mr. and Mrs. AVthur
111 of her little friends Saturday
Mrs. Elizabeth Haskell, who has
afternoon in honor of her seventh SI. Clair. Trinity street, waa the
scene of a merry little party Satur been ill in Knox Hospital, was able
birthday.
day afternoon when Master Arthur to return home Saturday.
ntertained eight little friends, it beThe World Wide Guild of the
in’g his second birthday. Ice cream,
The Baptist Bible Study Group
Littlefield Memorial church will hold
cake and fancy crackers were sePved held an impromptu birthday celebra
Its program meeting with Miss
mil a pretty birthday cake was cut tion yesterday at the Spring streetDorothy Choate, 30 Spruce strict,
after Arthur had blown nut the home of Miss Nancy Sleeper, in
Thursday evening.
anilles and the picture of lhe little honor of her khtli birthday anniver. Miss Carolyn Erskine read
ones taken.
Those present were: !
Thc Opportunity Class will ttiw-t Mrs. James McLaughlin and tfhtiil- Whittier's “Birthday I’oenC most efWednesday afternoon at 1.30 with i i it Vallle, Riilih and Theresa of i fectiveiy and a very enjoyable ufterMrs. Nellie Magune. 2X Birch street, rhomaston, Mrs. Ambrose Melvin I niM,n Wis sjient in tlie playing of
to do white cross work.
nil daughters Dorothy and Lucille, I gamPa and the expressing of fellcltaOrrin Benner, little Richard, aged1 ii,,ns. Delicious refreshments were
The A.R.T.H. Club met last Fri ight pionths, and Arthur -SI. Clair. served. T^is Bilde Study Group has
day afternoon with Mrs. Elizalie.lt
become^, sturdy factor in the city's
Crockett. North Main street:
Ihe
Luly Knox Chapter. f>. A. TL, is religious organizations and some of
craft class was deep in the mysteries giving its annual auction party at its most enjoyable and prolific meet
of shirt making, and block work, Hie Ccpper Kettle tomorrow after ings hnve 'been held with Miss
ltefreshments were served and a noon at 2 30. The regulat- meeting Sleeper.
of the chapter w/il lie held with Mrs.
•pleasant afternoon was passed.
Lucy Walsh Fell. 2. the n gents
PARK THEATRE
There will lie music, dancing and iftcc-noon having been postponed orttf
Today
will be the final showing of
month.
Mrs.
Walsh
will
give
a
paper
dining at the Country Clul) Thurs
Mary Bickford* in “Dorothy Vernon of
day evening from 0.30 until 10.30. It on “Tales of the Revolution."
Haddon Hall’’ which is called one of
is hoped that many members will
Laura anil Lillian, twin daughters her best pictures.
avail themselves of this opportunity
“North of 36” is a film with as
lo come to supper and that Hi >s<- r Mr. anil Mrs. A. II. Tibbetts, cele
‘who cannot lie there far suppei will brated their fourteenth birthday Sat many hair-raising thrills as there are
come later and dame. Plans far the in day liy giving a skating party to feet of film and will be seen here
After Wednesday and Thursday. Here’s a
cabaret are progressing happily and eighteen of their friends.
it is rumored that Al Jolson, himself, games on the ice th^ young folks story of tbe pioneers—a story of
may be among the entertainers. Tlie gathered in tbe dining-room, where Texas, that’ll knock you right off
they spied a table laden with good- your feet.
The time is directly after
committee, with Sfis.1 Iloiner E. Hot
Insert as chairman, promises everyone ies, the centerpiece being two cakes, the Civil War when the Lone Star
a merry time. This is the menu that each hearing 14 lighted candles. Slate was almost broke and at a loss
The room was prettily decorated in , for a market for its herds.
Word
will he offered:
The .twins re- comes through that such a market is
Tmiia,II Bouillon
Isiintcr Slew pink > crepe paper.
ceived many nice gifts. Those pres- to he found far up “north of 36” and
I'tltl-krn Salad
Lobster Salad
Fruit Salad
...........
ent were Lucille Eagan, Mary and a girl is the first to undertake the
Chlrkrn a la King
>*"’ ,!,,lls
)orothy Lawry, Dorothy Feeney. perilous adventure—nnd Texas is
Aspaiagm lips nil Toast
If there ever was a real
Marguerite Tibbetts. ThelmA and- Ger saved.
Chicken Salad Sandwiches
bother Salad KatidwHus trude Blackington, Barbara Blai^ell, honest-to-goodness rival of
“The
Walnut Ice Cream. Raspberry Sauce
Helen Matson. Virginia Richardson. Covered Wagon,” this is it! The pic
Cakes
Clhiuot Club (linger AJe
Elsie nnd Edna Howard, Pat . Tib tures are the same as far as big
Tea
Coffee
betts. Donald and Carl Ward, Aland ness of production is concerned, but
Stanley Gay and Raynold Tibbetts. the-stories ar^ entirely different.—ad.
A visitor In the city last week was
I. C. Thurston, the well-known South
I’nion manufacturer, who was ah ut
hands of the horse dray and the
MOTORING IN EUROPE the
■ starting on a trip to the Pacific coast
pushcart is, so to say, on rubber
Mr. Thurston's former visit In those
tires. I felt in London all the time
pleasant regions taught him how the Famous Plant Explorer Gives
as if the gem ral public which ‘jay
rigors of a Knox county winter could
walked’ all over the .place rather re
he side-stepp'd and he is again tak
Tourists Benefit of His sented the ieda that I had a car and
ing advantage of the discovery.
was taking up more room than they
“System.”
were on foot. There were pot rcgrfTy
For the Methehescc Clul, meeting
any who scowled at me but I had an
Seeing
England
by
/addling
J,
Conext Friday after,,, on at 2.30. with
uncomfortable feeling of riding down
Miss Annie Frye, 14 Summer street, r.adian canoe, todring Holland in a people wherever I went.
a Joseph Lincoln program has lieen canal boat, and. more recently, view
prepared anil the leaders of the af
A “Terrible Traffic Problem”
ing the continent from the air af
ternoon will lie Mr.-. Louise Ingraham
ford
new
thrills
—
and
sb
did
the
i
“
I
wandered in and out of the tiny
and Mrs. Matie Little. Members are
desired to come prepared to Select novel adventure of a Washington little streets and go«t an idea of Lon
the twelve books whicli constitute man who drove his own automobile ; don which it is impossible to get
Maine's best contribution to lhe lit through London and continental without a car of your own. London
1a •
has a terrible traffic problem to face.
erary yvorld. The list may Include cities.
David Fairchild, famous plant ex- f She must either give up the idea of
jioetry, essays, scientific, historical
nnd other works by Maine writers poorer, writes to the National Geo- speeding up her commerce and get
or by writers liorn in A pine or gr fphic Society of his experiences it up on tires or broaden scores of
whose literary work has s, closely amid r.ew traffic conditions, ranging streets and run through broad aveidentified them with the State that from horse dray and pushcart oh- nues somewhere.
“In Holland there are still so few
they may be considered Maine writers. structions to a congestion of bicycle
automobiles that there is not, yet
Writers of fiction, unless it his been riders, as follows;
“Well f should say the way to any problem of traffic. You travel
written liy clul, members, must lie ex
have experiences in Europe Is to solitary and alone over roads which
eluded.
come over in your cwn hand driven have cost more than the thoroughThe Kalloch Class of the First car. leaving every ?estige of a pro- fares in America and which were
Baptist church will meet Thursday fessional chaffeur behind, and poke built centuries ago and ccme after
afternoon in the church parlors to around through the narrow streets a while to discount every derogatory
and the beautiful highways of these remark cf the inhabitant as regards
tack comforters.
remarkable countries.
to the bad roads of his country.
Forebodings of^Friends
There simply are no had roads, in an
Miss Ciemice Blackington returned
“It was something of an accident American sense, in this part of EuMonday to Mount Ida School, in
Newton, Mass.
which landed ns in Europe with the rope.
"Years ago : ■Dutch friend of mine
140th (Uitomobii. to cross the Atlan
William Porter from California tic this year. It w is my stubborn who was in John Hopkins as profes
and Freil G. Porter, from Massachu disbelief in thc Information I got. sor predicted that the bicycle- would
setts’, are in ihe city on business in which vailed from the statement disappear because it was only a fad
connection with lhe settlement of the that it was just as expensive to Imagine my surprise to find bicycles
estate of (heir mother, the late Kilna travel in Europe as it is in Atberica. in his country in such quantities
8. Portin’.
to the discouraging one that it tlwt. like locust swarms, they block
would lie difficult to drive in London ed thc wliels of traffic. I never saw
Mr. anil Mrs. Asa I’. 8t. Clair ye because they drive to the left there, so many. Every family must have
turned the last of Ihe week from and thc streets are so congested that one for each member of it. And they
Concord, N. II.. where they visited
man cannot drive for himself nt never try to get out of your way at
their daughter, Mrs. Eugene Stod all.I.
all but take up as much room as they
dard.
"Tho misinformation about motor- «Lint mid crowd you off Into the
ing in Europe which exists on your ditch, so to speak. Dut thc streets
C. A. Jameson is recovering from i side is celossai If you can interview arc so narrow and so crooked that
serious ill turn.
people and speak a Httle of tile lan it is impossible to go fast and conse
guages of thc land you visit, motor quently it Is quite ns safe driving
Mrs. Adelyn Busfhnell Brndstreet ing in Europe is tile only way by, about as it is to run a machine
who lias lieen spending a few days which you can compare it with through a crowded garage You do
in this vicinity, lias gone to Wiscon America'on the same jMfine. If yen it carefully and slowly. I once hid
sin.
have a car at home and run about to wait several minutes while a poeverywliere and come here and dc- ficeman let a -stream of bicycles
The Fnivei salist Club will serve pend on taxis you will not learn any pass by. Usually one is surrounded
supper Wednesday night with Mrs. more about the country than you nil all sides by pedestrians. They
Ada Mills. Mrs. Margaret Benner. would with taxis in America.
have never ceased to be curious Lut
Mrs. Alary Messer, Mrs. Emma
"I have found thc garages small ate not in the least afraid.
Crockett, Mrs. Martha Feeney. Mrs. and dark affairs Lut <they costyonly
Frontiers Easy to Pass
Katherine Mather. Mrs. Maud Hherer. from 25 to 50 cents ii qiglit. I tiavc
Mrs. Jean Pratt and Mis. Edith left tools jn the car continually and
“Before I tame I heard that at
O'Brien as housekeepers.
nothing has disappeared. I have each boundary 1 would have ditliliecn arrested in London and have a cui(|ps of all sorts to go through
The winter social season nt the letter from Scotland Yard excusing with. This is a mistake. It is about
Country Club has struck a successful meA-for really the reasons fof the as easy to pass a frontier now in a
stride anil each occasion sees good arrest were technioal ones, pure ami
car as it Is to back up to a gas tank
attendance ami nmeh spirit exhibited simple.
j
and taftc In -ten gallons of gas. You
liy members of this popular organiza
A "System” For Driving
show your Carnet de Voyage, thc
tion. Tlie following letter issued by
"I can find my way all oven-that oltlcer writes out a. leaflet and the
the house committee of which Albert
T. Thurston is cliairnian, lias met town, nnd m.v ‘system’ is as simple stiili and detaches it and .bows you
With much commendation:
“The as A. B. C. I get the best mag pos through. Not one ugly word or sign
House Committee advise y ill that sible and place m.v son on the front of imtioliteness have I had shown me
-they are now aide to serve and are seat and lie ealls out the streets and either liy Custom officials, Immigra
soliciting private parties to be held unless wc get started wrong wh go tion Officials, or policemen. Even
at the club house. We are aide upon right througli thc narrowest (fleets when I was arrested on Piccadilly by
proper notice tu give you tlie best and alleys of that groat Jumbled up two policemen because m.v car had a
: bumper and the bumper concealed
possible price upon an^ menu you tiling called London.
“This going around in London' is the license tag and the policemen
may suggest and to assure you of
first-class service. The club needs the most time robbing bueincsk for didn't understand what the bumper
the revenue from these parties in or the traffic is simply chaotic because was for anyway, I patted with
der to help defray the house expenses, of no broad avenues and because into laugh on their fachs wheq/ 1 told
especially during the winter months the Strand and Piccadilly and Ox- them that we had in Washington
when the house is used practically ford street ■'the pushcart and dray. 104.000 cars with bumpers and that
only once a week. Hereafter there and tuts, and even tlie. baby c.th'iage if I had done what they, directed me
will be no guest charge for non- traffic delxiuches frorA all the side to do—viz. turn right around in a
members nt these private parties; streets until for miles the traffic crowded street—in Washington they
the club to do all catering. The guest tqoves, in the late afternoon, at a would have arrested me for that act.
charge for non-members at regular stiail's pa’c. At first I thought it Thp only real quarrel I have with
‘ club parties will remain, (’onsider- was like it is in New York lint it Is London is that they will not allow
. able confusion and loss has resulted very different, for the rate of travel you to park cars on the deserted side
from reservations made and not used; is that of the small pushcart when ! streets unless you tip someone to
‘ hereafter all reservations made to the street is crowded. How on earth I watch the car. I 'think the idea
^committees unless cancelled at a London pail hold her own in com-! comes down from tlie days of horse
reasonable time before party shall be merce without doing something to traffic when the horse might run
considered final and an obligation of sliced up the exchange of informa- away. There are a few widely sepathe members. We take this oppor tion and the transfer of people is rated parking places designated by
tunity, to thank the various commit beyond m.v comprehension.
the police hut utterly useless to one
tees '"for their co-operation nnd t>
"Ill respect to this exchange of j who wants to do any business. And
thank the club members for their at people. Paris is far ahead of London, this, mind you, whqre there are not
tendance, which makes for the suc for its avenues are tiro.ad and itsja small fraction of the ears which
cess of these parties.”
traffic, instead of being so largely in we have in our American cities.”

Collegian’s Faith in
Card Proved Justified s
Henry Alston was very careful j
und methodical—a circumstance
tlia’t called forth much good-na
tured teasing from tiis college roommale, Tom Bowers.
“If tlie card witli your name and
address that I just saw you putting
in your pocketbook ever does a par
ticle of good, Hank,’’ said Tom,
“please let me know how, when
and where, l'ou lose the purse and
see how quick you get! it back1"
"Bet you that card would help!”
declared Henry.
“Bet you it wouldn't!’’
Some time later Henry's sailing
canoe upset, and Henry was res
cued after he liad been in tlie wa
ter several hours. On removing
liis wet clothes lie discovered that
liis pocketbook containing $22 was
missing.
He could ill afford to
lose the sum.
"Never you mind, though," Tom
comforted him, “some big, kind fish
is going to rend thut address card
and come waddling up here witli
your money stuck right under his
fin1”
Ail that fall nnd winter a knock
nt their door usually elicited from
Tom some such remark as, “Hurry
up, Hank, hurry up! Here's that
obliging old fish with your wal
let !'“
One warm day the following
May Henry received u letter Clear
ing tlie postmark of a nearby town.
As lie finished reading he uttered a
joyous howl und thrust it under
the eyes of Ills roommate.
“Hear Mr. Alston,” tlie letter ran,
yesterday my wife asked me to
pound uii some ice for ice cream,
und white using the mullet in vig
orous style I came across something
lilu«'k und pliable—a leather wallet
containing $22 in bills and a card
bearing your name and address.
The case is a little tlie worse for
wear, but tlie money is O. K. A
queer chance my findinji the article,
and I’d like to hearWhe history
sometime. Am returning all to you
intuct by registered mall. Yours
truly, I.. M. Hawkins.”—Youth’s
Companion.

Cliff’s Fall Laid Bare
Treasure Long Hidden
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Opera Music Made Available
To Radio Audiences Through
Star Broadcasting Experiment

America's most famous opera
and concert stars have been placed ;
at the disposal of thc radio public
through the effort^ of E.«lt. John
son, president and founder of tbe
Victor Talking Machine Company,
in co-operation with the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company,
This departure from what Her
bert Hoover recently termed "aa
endless diet of jazz” in radio pro
grams, is the outgrowth of a I
movement on the part of both I
companies to improve the stan
dards of radio music, and, it ls be
lieved, will have far reaching con
sequences.
It is Mr. Johnson's
opinion that the influence of good
music In the home is as important
to the growing child as thc in

One of tlie most dramatic discov
CAPRICIOUS NATURE
eries in the history tf archeology
occurred when a fall of tlie cliff c
£ L
C
TL’
i
nharByblos, Syria, scooped a corner Some Or the Strange 1 hings
uut of a rock-cut tomb over J.itott
It Has Done For That
years old, the existence of which
had long been suspected but never
Fascinating Country,South
proved.
America.
Tlie slide revealed to a gasser-hy
a huge surcopliagus witl. a unique
A resume of the remarkable con
lid, having large niushrooui-sliuped
knobs by which, no doubt. It was tributions South America has made
originally handled. Tlie rock here to civirjrfition • und the unusu.nl
abouts is very porous, and a layer geographical features of that conti
of muddy soil, knee deep, which
liad filtered down througli tlie ages, nent are contained in an address by
.John Oliver LaGorce, Vice President
covered tlie floor.
In tlie gallery a further small of the National Geographic Society,
tomb or grotto was found. Tlie to the Third Pan-American Scien
tomb was originally entered by
three pits, which were afterwurd tific Congress meeting at Lima, Pc: n.
“In Peru originated the potato, the
walled in below and filled in above.
Among tin objects found were an- world’s greatest fLngle crop; Chile
utomicul ashes and bone fragments,
a lamp of bronze or gold, silver contributes the guano fertilizer which
vases, a goblet of obsidian and gold, Rejuvenates the soil of many lands;
two gold snlvers, an alabaster case, the pampas, <.f Argentina bestow
a bronze vase, and plaques of ivory meats and wool upon millions outside
her borders; BnazJ helped make pos
or luster ware.

fluence of liappy environment and
home life. Under tentative ar
rangements between the two com

panies the Victor artists will appear
at regular intervals during the
present year, giving radio recitals
and concerts.
Among the stars from whom
selections will be made are many
whose names are household words
ill American homes.
They are
Frances Alda; Harold Bauer;
I.ucrezia Bori; Emilio de Gogorza;
Guiseppe de Luca; Miguel Fieta;
Jean Gordon; Maria Jerilzu; Gio
vanni Martinelli; Margarete Matzenauer; John McCormack; Rosa
Ponselle; Ernestine SchumannHeink; Antonio Scotti and the
Flonzaley Quartet.

sible the automobile by teaching the
use of rubber and Mexic > furnislies
Earning Her Keep
the twine to bind civilization’s har
A statistic-inn cl..inis tu have dis vests—to mention only a few of the
covered that a married -woman, who , important economic services of the
does all tlie work of her own house ! continent,” Mr. LaGorce said.
hold, will, in the course of 30 years
“The United States and South
married life, prepare nearly'200,- , A-tnerican countries have always
OOO meals. This is counting a meal ! manifested their friendship by their
as tlie amount of food required by (trade,” the speaker continued. “In
one person.
recent year Argentina bought threeDuring this period she will prob- I h ghtha ^of ’ lier imports from our
ably order for household consump ! ountry; Brazil spent in the United
tion about 3,000 jars of jam, will I - ;at?s approximately cne-half of her
boil 500,000 potatoes, and devote expenditures for imports, and Chile
about 35,000 hours to sweeping, •-uve the United State® practically
washing und scrubbing.
j he same proportion of her foreign
Valuing this tyork ut tlie accept purchases. Colombia was an equally
ed price now paid for ’’professional” good customer in proportion to her
aid, tlie housewife who does tier total importations, while Peru gave
own housework probably earns fully he United States nearly two-thirds
ns much as tier husband. But that
her total foreign orders. More
is not to say that she gets it—oh, of
than two-thirds of Venezuela’s for
dear, no!—London Answers.
eign business was done with Ameri
can houses, anti, in Ecuador, the pro
All the Details
portion was 45 per cent.
Young Si had just returned from
‘ In our turn we bought more than
tbe city, ami his chum was asking half of the exports of Chile, Co
lilm nbout the experiences, in par lombia, Peru, and Venezuela, nearly
ticular how he enjoyed eating in half of those of Brazil, and nearly a
an automat restaurant.
third of those of Argentina.
“How do they work?” tlie friend
“To the geographer these figures
asked.
tell far more than a profitable busi
"Well, you put your nickel bi tbe ness relationship; tbe.'X betoken a
watcheniucallit nnd press tlie mutual dependenicy based on mutual
thingumbob, nnd the dooldnkus needs. It is a happy geographic fact
turns around nnd gives you your that our two continents, thrown into
food,” explained Si.
close proximity, need each other and.
“Isn't that marvelous?" echoed in sq many ways, complement each
the churn. “I knew they were won othet.
derful tldr.gs, Lut I nin't heard tlie
“The physical geography of South
details before.”
America is fascinating. It is distin
guished by the absence of clearly de
fined watersheds .between its great
Only a Dream
Ills river basins. From the Orinoco delta
Hubby listened Intently
the Rio de la Plata estuary there
wife nnd her mother were talking. to
is almost a, continuous overlapping
Tbe latter was saying: "You of
these basins. In southern Venezu
have Indeed secured a splendid hus
band, anti I think you ought to treat ela, where thfrt country thrusts a
him with a little more tact and con political peninsula into northern Bra
sideration. Don’t always want to zil, below the town of Esmeralda, the
know where he Is going, nnd if lie waters of the upper Orinoco suddenly
comes home a little late, be agree decide to part company, some of
able nnd wait until be Explains be them reaching the Amazon and the
fore you begin asking a lot of awk sea through the Brazos £asiquiar<‘
ward questions. He’s Just the sort and the others forcing their way t >
to nppreciate any generosity on the lower Orinoco over tbe rapids
of the eroded mountain harriers at
your part. Be kind to him.”
Hubby stirred uneasily, trying to Maipufes and Atur?s.
Although the communications be
bear more, when—lie awoke.
tween the Amazon and the Rio de la
Plata basins are not so marked as
"Find” on the Farm
those between the Amazon and the
The, city kid was roaming about Orinoco basins, there are numerous
in the country when he came upon places where the flip of a bird’s wing,
a dozen or so empty condensed the direction of the wind, the abund
milk cans. He yelled to ills com ance of local rains, the formation of
panions ;
a sand-bar, or the slip of a bit of
"Hey, fellers, come here quick! land, njay determine the destiny of a
I’ve found a cow’s nest!”—Farm drop of water, whether it shall flow
and Fireside.
past Para or Buenos Aires.
“Nature has been prodigal of her
blessings to South America—bless
Ninety-Nine Years
ings which, in some instances, are
Proseculing Attorney—You admit just being revealed.
tliat you chloroformed I liis man.
“A rich asset of our eastern sea
and yet you say that you didn’t In board
of North America has been its
tend to roll him. Explain yourself
Burglar—I saw Ills face, and il rugged, indented coast line, which
affords sheltering harbors from
was almost as ugly us yours.
Maine <o Florida. South America’s
coast line is more regular; but she
has what now is proving an even
greater boon, navigable rivers of
enormous length—Nature-made Fi
nals which effer ready transp rtati >n
to regions of some Kf her richest
products.
“Our Miwissippi and its tributaries
have 17.000 miles of navigable waters,
nnjnr portion of them exceeding
tttnrefm*ncE5AMnrtAriE0iciN£ the
ly shallow, Thc Amazon and its

BSoBcSSTT®

tributaries have twice as many miles,
and several times as many miles
capable of accomodating; ocean-going
steamers. Which,
example, asa’cn l

fill-

2of'30"14-mllM
foot

,<’uf,GS' whIle ves",’ls

draft can ascend' nearly
560 miles beyond that point.
“South America tpkiss that for
granted; but we of the United
States marvel when we realize that
it is as though one could travel on a
ship if 14-foot draft from New York
direct to Salt Lake City by way of
Chicago and Cheyenne. A glance ut
a map of South America reveals that
South America has 'the finest system
of inland waterways in thc 5vorld.
“The map also reveals* the wonder
tale of South America’s future—her
future of cnmniercjil importance, be
cause *he holds so much wealth in
natural resources which the world
needs.
“There are d-lineated the vast ex
tent of the rubber forests of. the
Amazon basin; the regions whence
Argentina,
Paraguay.
Uruguay,
Colombia, and Venezuela draw their
valuable exporta of cattle, hides,
mutton, and wool; the nitrate lands
cf Chib- and Peru; the rich coffee,
sugqr, and capao plantations of
Brazil, the Guianas. Venezuela, and
Colombia; and the silver, copper
gold, iron, and tin deposits of various

countries.
“The Andes are the Alps of South
America only on a 'tremendously
large scale. Everything in South
America seems scaled large, especiially in contrast to classic Old World
standards.
•
“Your continent has twice the area
of Europe, yet your people number
only about twti-thirds the combined
1 a pul.rLon of France and Italy.
You have plenty of elbow room in
your continent of natural wonders,
rich resources, and progressive gov
ernments.
“So towering and so extensive are
yctir Andes Mountains that if all the
highlands were plowed down and all
the lowlands were filled up. the con
tinent would be a plateau 1.312 feet
above se.i level, and 820 feet of this
would be represented by the material
which constitutes the Andes.

Every Issue of Tne Courier-Ga
zette is a Hulesman, visiting three
times a week tbe homes of this vi
cinity and soliciting business for Its
Advertisers.

TRAVEL FALLS OFF
Mankind Vainly Seeks
Nature’s Great Secret What the Boston and Maine

We may be quite certain that Na- !
ture holds in reserve causes of .
resurrection, as it also holds in its
hands Ihe causes of destruction. For 1
Nature, time is nothing. An action
which requires a hundred thousand
years to accomplish is as clearly
determined and planned as an ac
tion which requires only a minute.
Absolutely speaking, eternity exists
alone, and time is but a relative
form.
As to our human personalities,
which are a part of this universal
tuutter, and their lmmortulity or
resurrection, it would be of tlie
highest interest for us to know llie
essence of tlie soul. Each of tlie
constituent atoms of our bodies is
Indestructible and incessantly trav
els from one incorporation to an
other.
Logie lends us to think that our
vital force, our psychic monad, our
individual self. Is equally Inde
structible, and more justly. But in
what conditions does it exist? Un
der wliat forms is it reincarnated?
What were we before birth? What
shall become of us after death?
Astronomy gives us tlie first re
ply worthy of tlie majesty of Na
ture. But tills reply cannot lie
merely llie corollary of a psychologi
cal solution. Let tlie philosophers
Imitate tlie astronomers. Let them
work witli facts Instead of specu
lating with words, and one day tin*
veil of Isis shall be entirely raised
for our souls, which so eagerly long
for 'the truth. Positive science,
science nlone, will reply: "Life ls
universal and eternal."—Hr. Arthur
Selwyn Brown iu the New York
Herald-Tribune.

After All, Foundations
Are Things That Count
As you have watched a sky
scraper rise slowly from a deep
foundation, lias it ever occurred lo
you to liken your life <o the erect
ing of u building? A huge sky
scraper was under construction in
our neighborhood. Il seemed tu take
a long time to dig the fuundatlnn.
Progress in getting tlie basement
built' also appeared very slow, it
took quite a while for tlie walls to
rise to the street level. After that,
however, the skyscraper rose rapid
ly. To anyone who liad not fol
lowed tlie early stages, it must have
appeared that tlie building towered
up almost overnight.
Isn’t it very much tlie same witli
a successful career? Every now and
again a man seems lo climb spec
tacularly. To those who don't know
him, his progress looks phenome
nal. But that Is because they have
not followed closely alt tlie founda
tion-laying the man has dune. Usu
ally those least astonished liy a big
man’s rise are those wlm have been
most familiar witli his earlier rec
ord. They have seen tlie digging,
llie planning, tlie sweating. Any
man wlm aspires to raise a monu
ment to liltnsclf must first expend
endless toil in preparing the right
kind of foundation.—Forbes Maga
zine.
Houston
l’ust.-I>is|»,iti'li. — Some
times it seems to us that if we wildeyed p-iiitical reformers wnuIII em|»loy a little more common sense, the
Government would become more
honest and efficient automatically.

Found At North Station,
Boston.
The annual count of the passenger
throngs who move in and out of the
North Station over the Boston and
Maine Railroad, which has just lieen
nipleted for 1924, shows a loss
of 2,XK6,X03 riders. The total for the
12 months was 27.717,242 passengers,
comprising commuters and others.
The travel through the big train shed
in 1923 was 30.604,045 persons.
This loss which threatens the dis
tinction long held by the Boston and
Maine of handling through the North
Station the largest number of pas
sengers served by a single railroad
through a single station, has been
found to extend to passenger travels
over the entire system.
For the 11 months ending Nov. 3Q,
1924, which are the latest figures for
the road as a whole, the aggregate
number of revenue passengers was
36,418,818.
The system totals for
the same period in 1923 were 42.422.500 pay riders. The loss In the reve
nues of the road in these compara
tive 11 months was 6,003,682 passen
gers.
These losfteb affected both commu
tation and full fare travelers.
The
probable causes included diversion of
riders by private automobiles and
motor buses, and industrial depres
sion. Operating economies were ne
cessitated. and were practiced, and
the management of the road is giv
ing every attention to meeting these
conditions of reduced passenger rev
enues with the least practicable dis
turbance to tho traveling public.

EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

Last Time Today

“When a Girl Loves”
—wn ii-

Agnes Ayres
—Also—

“Ten Scars Make a Man”
W ednesday-Thursday

“THE GIRL
ON THE STAIRS
—With—

Patsy Ruth Miller
An extraordinary mystery drama
with a great cast including
NILES WELCH

COMEDY

NEWS

FRIDAY—“MARRIAGE

CHEAT”

JtPARKd*
THREE SHOWS—2:00. 6:45, 8:30

1

ANNIVERSARY MONTH

MARY PICKFORD

LAST TIME

TODAY

—inI

Dorothy Vernon ot Haddon Hall
NEWS

COMEDY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
A SUPERB SPECTACLE—

din IRVIN
WILLAT
PROCUCTIOH
PRESENTEO BV
ADOLPH ZDKOR
JESSE L. LASKY

STRAND

JACK HOLT
ERNEST TORRENCE
LOIS WILSON
NOAH BEERY

TODAY

Aileen Pringle
—And—

John Gilbert
-in—

“HIS HOUR
From the thrilling novel by
Elinor Glyn. The story of the ex
quisite Tamara and the reckless
Prince.
Afternoons 25c; Evenings 25c, 35c

Wednesday-Thursday

BETTY COMPSON
-III—

u MIAMI”
A brilliant expose of society
gone mad ! A story of opulent,
riotous ycuth coasting over the
danger places of life as nonchal
antly as it coasts over the golden
waters of America’s gorgeous win
ter paradise—risking all for a new
thrill.

Ci (paramount
(picture
Stampede ! The maci swift rush of thousands and thou
sands of frenzied cattle.
You'll tee this and a thousand other real thrills in thc big
companion picture to "The Covered Wagon.”
NEWS

COMEDY

FABLES

FRIDAY-SATURDAY—“NARROW STREETS”
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THOMASTON
ADOLPH ZUKOR

PRESENTS

The Ladies’ Circle of the Congre
1/
gational church are meeting in the
vestry today with supper at 6 o’clock.
Members and their families are cor
dially invited.
Please take dishes,
silver and napkins.
PETER E. KYNE -icry
Mrs. Willis Spear and son visited |
in Camden the latter part of the J
I
week.
Rev. J. W. Strout fell on the ice
Friday injuring his a rm so that lie |
v.'is not able to preach Sunday.
(•
The special service at the Baptist*
church Sunday evening was very
enjoyable and well attended in spite
of the severe cold weather. In place
Aye, aye, sir, it’s
of the pulpit was a large illuminated
another triumph for
cross, the theme of the evening.
the Skipper of the
After reading the story of the cruci
Screen. A sea story
fixion, the pastor gave a brief talk
on the *meaning of the cross which
second to none. By
was very effective.
The choir sang
the writer of “Cappy
from the gallery appropriate selec
Ricks.”
tions.
The duets by Miss ^Mabelle
Brown and Mrs. Charles Starrett,
also Miss Evelyn Mossman and Miss
Clara Lindsay with
Miss
Julia
Woodcock at the organ were much
enjoyed.
One of the most impres
sive features of the evening was the
solo; “I 1m Coming To the Cross"
by Miss Brown beautifully illustrated
in pantomime by Mis. 11. S. Kilborn.
The hymns were of the olden time in
which the thoughts clustered around
the cross of the Savior.
The audi
ence joined in the singing.
The "Bang-up Peanut Social" takes
place at the Baptist vestry Tuesday
/ G
evening at 7.30 sharp. Take-along-a
CparamountWM
dime and come prepared for a so
\ (pictureJ w
cial tim^* Old and young are invit
ed.
y'
* 1
7
The Thursday evening meeting at
the Baptist vestry will he in charge
of the Sunday school.
Rnsnl i n ‘‘The I.ight to I.eew.irJ"—Screen play by Jack Cun
Leslie Davis of Monhegan was in
ningham anil Paul Sloane—Directed by Ralph Ince.
town Monday culling on friends.
He
is having a huge boat built by Robert
AND A TWO-REEL COMEDY
Me I .a in
Son.
Cold day Monda?, temperature at
TOWN HALL, UNION, THURS., JAN. 22
Beech woods street 24 degrees below;
Mill River 26 degrees below; post
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FRI., JAN. 23
office 12 degrees below.
Georges River is closed even to the
GLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., JAN. 24
bridge.
Boys were on the ice Sun
day at the bow of the barkentine at
Dunn & Eliot wharf, climbing upon
the anchor.
HAD FINE RECEPTION
WARREN
Inter-class basketball at the High
School gymnasium tomorrow evening.
A joint installation of Georges
Mrs. Truman Sawyer fell upon the Thomaston Parent-Teachers
River Lodge, K. of P. nnd Crescent
ice on Elliot street Friday injuring
Held Open House In Fine Temple No. 1 will he held Friday
the hack of her head.
evening with a 6.30 supper preceding.
The cross word puzzle has got
New School Building.
C. L. Whaley, D. G. C.| of Camden
into the Sunday School. One of the
and Mrs. Willard Wiley, P. C. of the
officers and a teacher produced one
The Pa rent-Teacher Association
Sunday at the Baptist church and th^ came into its own Thursday even Thomaston Lodge will he the install
school got quite an amount of infor ing when it held open house in the ing officers.
Mrs. Ralph Spear who i.s conva
mation in solving it.
It was scrip new High School building.
This lescing from a surgical operation at
tural in nature.
was the occasion' of the first meeting
Miss Gladys Long is out again af- of the Association since the building Knox Hospital is gaining daily and
is now quite aide to receive the calls
tei; her coasting accident.
was completed.
Mrs. Mary Bunker,
William singer of Rockland was vice president, presided in the ab of her friends.
Numbering Gur Days" is the topic
in town Monday.
sence of the president, Mrs. Elvira of the mid-week service at the Bap
The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church
Cross. Seats for about 200 were ar tist church tomorrow evening.
will have a cooked food sale at Levi
ranged in a semi-circle in the gym
An all day farm management meet
Seavey’s store Friday afternoon at nasium.
The program consisted of ing will he held at Glover hall tomor1.30 o’clock.
vocal solo, Miss Mahelle Brown;
The electrical work on the cross reading, Mrs. Aurelia Collamore; iow beginning at 10.30. Speakers at
this meeting will he; M. D. Jones,
shown at the Baptist church Sun
vocal solo, Mrs. ?.Iay Cushing; read
Demonstrator
day was done by Ijiwrence If. Dunn. ing, Mrs. II. S. Kilborn: duet. Miss Farm Management
Agent
Compliments for the good work done Mahelle Brown, Mrs. Ruth E. San from Orono and County
Wentworth.
There will he slides
are heard.
*
born; violin abligata, Douglas Vinal; showing labor saving devices and a
A card received? Saturday from remarks, Mrs. Lois Creighton. Special
Miss Christine Moore bore the infor mention should be made of the paper general talk on farm management.
Everyone in
mation that Mr. Smith was improv by Mrs. Aurelia Collamore which Basket lunch at noon.
vited.
ing.
was deeply interesting.
Mrs. Col
The joint installation of Warren
lamore i.s of advanced age but no Lodge, 1.
<). F.. and Mystic Re
hint of that fayt was gathered from bekah Lodge took place on Friday
RAZORV1LLE
her paper.
It was the product of a evening in spite of the snow storm.
mind that is clear and vigorous.
Ansel Hilt with staff of grand officers
One of the best barns in town to
Mrs. I/dc Creighton spoke briefly and Miss Clemmie Robbins, I). D. I*.,
gether wi’th all its contents was de on the happiness and satisfaction
and Mrs. Nina. Fuller. I). M., of
stroyed by fire between 12 and 1 it gives those who have worked so
Fnion ably installed the following
o’clock Thursday morning, the prop hard for the school building to see
officers: X. G., Robert Packard; P.
erty of B. It. Sidelinger, about a half such a beautiful structure an accom
X. O.. E ar’.e Moore; V. G., Percy
mile, below Stickney’s Corner on plished fact.
The audience was in Bowley: it. S.. D. G. Gould: E. S..
the road from Washington Mills to terested to learn that the gymnasium
Elwood Moody; T.. E. L. Davis; C.
WaUoboro. Besides the barn there would be named in honor of the late
Aden Ee Ier: II. X. G.. Justin Ames;
were seven nice cows, two horses, a William H. Andrews whose sympathy
♦ . X. G.. E. E. Moore: I. V. <J.. E. \V.
pair of fancy Hereford oxen nearly and timely aid materially forwarded
Perk inr; I a V.. Char! es Sodcrbetg;
eight feet in girth, two hogs, an au the building plans.
Quoted from I. G.. 1 ercy Kenniston O.
W. I'.
tomobile, carriages, wagons, hgr- Mrs. Loig Creighton’s paper is this
-Overl < k ; V/.. Llewell vn Harriman;
nessess and all kinds of farming sketch of the man in whose memory
C., Merr 11 Rrbinson; I. S. G., G. A.
tods, $25 worth of g:.tin and at least the gymnasium is named.
A.-pey; I. S. S..x Hjelmar Lamtwo-thirds of the barn full of hay.
"Naming the gymnasium for the pinen.
E.ir
Mystic
Itrhekahs;
This was one of the best built and late William H. Andrews has a many
X. G„ A *rs. Edna Mot re; P. X. G..
best equipped barns in Maine, fitted . sided appeal.
It n/t only will show Mi’s. Doris French; V. G.. Mrs. Shirup with all modern conveniences in appreciation for the cheer and help
ley Bow ( \ ; R. S.. Mh s Adelle Eeycluding a high s rvice water tank in which comes to us with his gift Lu.
ier; E. S.. Mrs. Doris French; T..
the top supplying the house and barn
Will Andrews was a typical Thomas Miss Beriha Teague:
M. Grace
with water pumped by a wind mill.
ton hoy full of fun. health and en Walker; R. X. G., Mis. Gertrude
Mr. Sidelinger was at the barn about
ergy just as the hoys are now and Hahn; L. X. G., Mrs. Annie Moody:
9 o’clock in the evening as was his
his career was fine enough to he a R. V. G.. Mrs. Alice Ames; L. V. G.,
custom to see if everything was all
model for the hoys of the 20th cen Mrs. Alice Mathews; I. G., Mrs. Bes
right, and a little past 12 was
tury to follow.
The son of William sie Bean; O. G, Emerson Perkins: W.,
awakened b.v a bright light shining
and Harriet Carleton Andrews, he Mrs. Gertrude Starrett; C., Mrs. Eliz
into his sleeping room, caused by the
was horn in Thoma«ston. Nov. 17, abeth Moore.
barn all in flames. It is very hard to
I860 and lived from his young boy
The black horse owned by Fred
estimate the loss as the oxen and
cows were fancy stock ami all the hood in what is now the Feehan house Kenniston fell through a scuttle in
lie attended the the barn last Friday morning and it
farming tools and carriages of all opposite the Mall.
kinds and many other things were public school and graduated 1878 was necessary to hoist the animal out
It is inter with a tackle.
He seems to have
safely housed in the barn and barn from the High School.
esting to note the other members of suffered no bad effects from the fall.
cellar.
, Word received by the home folks
'I he big stand of buildings owned that class, whose names are well
by Charles E. Savage on tin- middle known: Effie Simmons Seavey. An from Mrs. Mabel Spear Tibbetts and
ridge above Kazorviiie came near nie Waldo Lord, Ida Simmons Colley, husband who are spending the win
burning Friday morning when the Alida Mehan Fessenden, Cora Helen ter months in St. Petersburg, Fla.,
flue caught lire and before anyone Russell. Cora Robbins Winchenbaeh, report them enjoying the climate
Mr. and Mrs. Tibbetts
knew it the paper on the chimney in Maurice Metcalf, Henry Trowbridge very much.
have built a home in St. Petersburg
the front room was all abaze The and Horace Phinney.
"Following his graduation in ’78 he since going there in the early fall
value of the telephone was proven
for Mr. Savage was away and Mrs. took a course at Bryant & Stratton’s and have also found time to take a
Savage called \V. E. overlook who commercial college in. Boston and week’s trip of which au interesting
came with a lire extinguisher. With i soon thereafter entered the employ account will he given at a later date.
Warren IBS. basket hall team lost
the help of Mrs. Savage and Mrs. of Pratt and Lambert Paint, Gil and
Nora Campbell who happened to be Varnish Co. • Beginning at the bot lo Bristol 27’to 2 in Friday evening’s
visiting there the blaze was put out. tom-he became president of the con game in Glover hall.
William Partridge who sprained
Charles E. Savage and Willard E. cern with a beautiful home in Buffalo
Clark have, bought a new gasoline where the main plant is located. He his ankle not long ago is able to get
engine to saw w»«i-l with and went married first Aliss Kate Gresham, about home a hit with the aid of
daughter of Secretary ol State Gres a crutch.
to Waldoboro Friday to get it.
Two chil
Mrs. E. E. Brown of Thomaston
Mrs. Abia ('lark and her brother, ham tinder Cleveland.
John Jones were called lu re by the dren were horn, Carleton, a daughter, spent the weekend as guest of Mrs.
Lewis Montgomery, and was also a
critical illness of their mother Mrs. and a son Gorham.
Mr. Andrews revisited Thomaston visitor of her brother, .1. S. Gates.
Elmira Join s.
many times, often while his mother
Samuel Teague of 'Thomaston is
lived here and occasionally after she the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
THE APPLE MARKET
made her home with him.
Will Carroll.
Alfred Sheldon and Dana Smith
Eases Off a Little With Heavier Re Andrews was no goody-goody hoy.
he was no intellectual giant, he was attended two sessions of court in
ceipts—Baldwins Top Notchers.
just one of the best of the run of Rockland last week.
Thdmaston hoys."
F. E. Teague and son Arnold were
Boston, Jan. 14.
The receiving hostesses were Miss in North Waldoboro Saturday on
Recei/fts of apples have been quite Maty McPhail. Mrs. Mary Bunker. business.
a little heavier the p. st feu days .Mrs. John Creighton and Mrs. Ruby
The Bridge End Lunch managed by
and the market has eased off a little I Peabody. Mrs. Matie Spaulding had Mrs. John Connell and Miss Mary
in consequence, particularly in unclas (barge of the refreshments which Connell closed Saturday. The busi
sified grades.
There are very few [always means an abundance of good ness is to he resumed under new
unclassified Baldwins good enough , things.
management.
to bring over $3.50 and s une that
Mrs. Courtney Hastings is the
show ripe, rough handling or much
owner of a new Hudson
coach
fungus from $2.50 to $3.
Red line
bought through Warren Garage.
No. 1 Baldwins hold alxmt the saim
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Leighton of
Fnclassjlied Spvs, unless tl » v show
South Hope were calling on friends
extra good color, selling ■ enemlly > •>
in town Saturday.
For Military Band School Instruc
10 $2.50.
Malcolm Watts has traded Fords
tion cn the following instruments:
. .$ 10 tn $5 (HI
ns, No. 1. bbls. ...
with Warren .Garage.
1 HO In 1.75
Bass, Trombone, Baritone, Alto,
ns. No. I. bxs. ...
Fred Blackington of Rockland
2 50 In 3.50
ns, unrlawdOrtl. hhl
Cornet, Trumpet, Saxaphone and
hauled a pine log from the Fred
iin, unclassified bxs
arietlcs. bids. .
Clarinet. Terms on application.
Trowbridge woodlot at East Waldo
arietlcs. bxs. ..
Telephone 187-4 or write for ap boro last week that measured 40 feet
i Sweets. bids.
in length and scaled 1125 feet. 11c is
igs. bb!«............
pointment with
bt.ls......................
understood to have refused an offer
Mils..................
i< f $75 for ih-> stick at the’Snpw shipbbls ...........
H.
E.
KIRKPATRICK
2 on tn
jyard. The hauling was accomplished
iris, bhla
kiog'in.iii A- Hearty. In<
THOMASTON, ME.
with one of Mr. Blackington’s heavy
llou.se Built on Ult Appit
U-l I
trucks.

Bound” i

BOYS WANTED

Pearls in Abundance
in Scottish Streams
It Is not commonly known t^ut
the Scotch ltiver Tay and its tr. lu
taries provide a rich harvest Of
pearls wliich are sold up to as high
as $ot) eucii. Anyone can go pcaritisliing in tlie Tay, und all have
equal chances.
The professional
peurl-flsher lias a box-sliuped bout
in which he (loafs downwards with
tlie stream, and armed with his
simple lens—a piece of glass sub
stituted for tlie original bottom of
u tiu can—which wlieu immersed,
enables him to see clearly through
tlie surface agitations to the peb
bly bottom, und a long stick witli a
V-shaped notch at the end, grabs
all the shells he sees as lie lazily
drifts past, and at tlie i ...I of a day
iiis spoil is by no means small. But
the amateur dispenses with all en
cumbrances except tlie notched
stick. With it he simply wades
into the shtillows and gathers all
the shells' he sees within reach.
The shells are of various sizes from
an inch up to six Indies in length,
and only one In perhaps ten con
tain a pearl of value, allbough
many may curry freak pearls, black
or deformed ones, which may be
quite saleable. A ready market for
the peflrls obtained is at thfe near
est Jeweler's shop, but the profes
sional pearler prefers to deal pri
vately und directly with the tour
ists who frequeut this district, nnd
who probably thus become pos
sessors of a pearl at a fraction of
its real commercial value.

Queen Victoria's Rule
Over Royal Household
Princess Catherine Itadziwill in a
book, "Those I Remember,” tells
many stories of royalty.
Queen Victoria, says tlie princess,
"was u martinet politically ns well
as soclnlly. . . . The prince of
Wales (King Edward), especially
sftiod in awe of his parent, and
when almost an old man himself lie
hurdly ever opened hls mouth in
her presence.
"Het eldest daughter, the late
Empress Frederick of Germany,
used to say that whenever she was
summoned to the queen's presence
she firpt asked for a glass of water
so as to conquer her emotion.”
Queen Victoria, adds the princess,
never appeared at state concerts
or balls, but sometimes she would
condescend to show herself at n
garden party given by the prince
and princess of Wales at Marlbor
ough bouse.
She used to arrive late and was
driven round the grounds in a little
pony carriage, beside wliich lier
children dutifully walked, talking
with her the whole of the time, for
Queen Victoria wus not above a bit
of gossip, and liked from time to
time to be told the news of the day,
especially If It dealt with the mar
riage of Somebody she knew, or the
love affairs of some one she had
met.

People Today Longer Lived
The English races are healthier
nnd longer-lived than famous an
cient peoples, such as the Egyptians
nnd Homans, says the New York
World. And American descendants
of European parents are, on ihe av
erage, bigger and taller than their
fathers and mothers, according to
L»r. F. C. Shrubsall.
Stature and weight today, he
said, are not less than in the days
of Aglncourt or Waterloo. Modern
civilized man is decidedly not de
teriorating. Our expectation of
life is far greater than ever before.
Tlie fossilized bones of the earliest
human beings indicate that our
most ancient ancestors seldom lived
beyond the early adult stage. Mum
my cases in Egypt show that an
Egyptian child of five years might
expect to live to be only thirty-five.
A five-year-old child,of Rome under
tlie Caesars could expect a life of
nnly twenty-nine years. But a child
of five living in present-day London
or New York can expect to live to
be at least sixty-four years old.

Symbolic Ice Skates
A curious sight it wns, an old
pair of rusty skates hanging out
side n shop on n tropical island in
llie West Indies! I wondered, says
Mr. A. Hyatt Verrlll In Ills book “In
the Wake of the Buccaneers." whom
the proprietor expected to sell them
to, so I entered and inquired. Imag
ine my astonishment when tlie shop
keeper solemnly informed me that
they had been there for years, and
that no one knew exactly what they
were used for.
"But," he added, “I am aware
that they are significant of the
holiday season, nnd so I hang them
outside regularly ench year as an
indication to passers'-hy thaf my
Christmas stock of merchandise is
on sale.”

Ancient Use of Copper
Copper and copper-alloy objects
are found in the prehistoric remains
of Egypt, dating hack to the fourth
dynasty, 380 to 4700 I!. C. It was
found in Asia Minor dating prob
ably to 3000 B. C., and in China to
about 2500 B. C. The remains of
the Mycenean, riienlcian. Baby
lonian und Assyrian civilizations
(1180 to 500 B. C.) have yielded a
variety of copper and bronze ob
jects.

Came as a Variation
A man took home a booklet on
Esperanto and during a meal a
guest regaled tlie party with ex
tracts pronounced according to the
instructions supplied.
At last there came 'a strange
sounding word, evidently pro
nounced witli great difficulty.
“Is tliiit really Esperanto?” asked
tlie host, innocently.
“No,” was the reply; “that's fish
hone.”

Judge for Yourself
‘How old is she?”
“I can't say, hut on her last
birthday, when they brought on the
cake with tlie caudles’; several of
the visitors nearly fainted with the
heat.”

FRIENDSHIP
Will deliver the Inst of the week.
Send us your order ns soon n;; pos
sible. A. & I‘. Ten Co., Ttionmston.
—adv.

Every-Other-Day

TTT~

# Didn’t Look Likely
z Professor ' ”

Advertisements In tills column not

“So you’re tlie new English in
structor,” said .'.lair O’Neill, scru
tinizing the young woman across
from him at one of tlie smalt tables
of the College Inn In the small col
lege town of Kingsberg.
"And you're tjie new associate
professo?,” 5*ie su*d with STiiuethii
of tlie same tone that Blaire had
used in addressing lier.
"Is there anything remarkable
about that?" he asked.
“Only that yon don’t look like a
professor oweven an instructor, and
you don’t act like one,” she said.
"And you don't act any more like
an instructor," lie said smiling.
Then in spite of herself Jane Hol
land laughed and Blaire O’Neill
laughed loud and long—laughed’ns
perhaps ill became a newly appoint
ed associate professor of English.
"It wns really quite funny,” slio
agreed. “What would staid old
Professor Orinshy. head of the de
partment, say if lie knew that on
the way to Kingsberg his new as
sociate professor and Iiis n«qy in
structor, neither one knowing the
identity of the other, had mildly
flirted for an hour or so? If I'd
known who you were‘I would have
been very reserved when you begun
by usking me if 1 wanted to borrow
your magazine. I wonder why you
ever decided to lie a professor—
you look more like some kind of
writer."
«
"Tlie trouble is. I'm only half a
writer,” said Blaire with sometliiug
of n sigh..
‘
"Which half?” asked Jane, and
rliett, “I've been told that I laid only
half the essentials of a really suc
cessful novelist. I wonder If we
have tlie same failing.”
“Fm all right on characterization,
personality, local color—that sort
of thing," said Blaire, becoming
much interested in the trend of tlie
conversation, "hut I'u( lacking in
plot sense. Plot doesn't appeal to
me."
"How funny.” said Nancy, eyes
wide with interest.
“Plotting Is
the only thing I can do.”
"Between tlie two of us we ought
to make one first-rate story writer.
Let's go into partnership,"
"Wouldn't that lie wonderful,” ex
claimed Jane, clapping lier hands.
"And we can sign tlie tilings Jane
O’Neill or Blaire Holland—some
thing like that.”
Before autumn hail come both as
sociate professor and instructor had
tendered ttieir resignations from the
faculty of Kingsberg college, hut no
one there guessed that the identity
of the niuch-talked-uhout Blair Hol
land was really those two" rather
quiet und unassuming personages.
By this time they had rented an
office in llie city and spent four or
five hours a day there—sometimes
longer—collaborating, writing, re
writing, amending, planning—hut
never a word had they for anything
hut one or another of tlie stories
they had under way.
"I was just thinking,” said Jane
one morning after she had seen lier
partner dancing interestedly with
another girl tlie night before, "I was
just thinking Unit perhaps for our
mutual protection wc ought to draw
up some sort of contract—”
“Exactly what I was thinking.”
said Blaire D’Neill, witli a curious
unsteadiness in Ills voire, lie was
thinking of Die Interesting stranger
w lio had danced three dances in suc
cession with Jane ut tiie club dance
the night before.
"Together we
can make a more than enviable in
come and can have the joy of writ
ing successful stories. If one should
draw off the other would lie in the
lurch. Of course you would be more
likely to desert. I'll always have
to earn a living, anyway. It doesn't
seem fair to me to ask you to, prom
ise—”
“But I want you to promise, too.
If you—you should marry—some
one—that some one mightn't like
having you spend so much time witli
another girl every day. She might
be jealous. But if you hud signed
a contract you could just show it
to her, and then she'd have to let
you.”
"Little cliajtcp I’ll ever marry—
nt least anyone that would he jeal
ous of you," said Blair.
“Of course. I shan't marry. I’m
quite sure of that—”
Then in their embarrassment
their eyes met, and cacti held tlie
other in a long glance. Jane dropped
her eyes and Blair walked slowlv
over to tlie chair where she had
been sitting correcting nianiiscryit
He carefully took the papers Jud
pencils from lier lap and then lie
sat down on the tloor at tier kneqs.
“Suppose we marry each other.
It occurred to'me that first day we
met—when we were goings to K ings
berg—that you were tlie woman I
wanted to marry. Then you turned
out to lie an English Instructor, anil
1 was afraid to ask you, aud then
we went into partnership and you
seemed so much preoccupied with
your v\Drk that I thought you'd
never want to think <f marrying—
me. Ami then last niglif it— oh.
Jane, 1 don't want to seem jealous,
hut I guess that's what it is."
“I know I’m jealous," said Jane.
“I’d been wonderin'; what 1 would
Bay If you ever should ask me to
marry you, though I didn't much ex
pect you would.
.And then Iasi
night there was Diat oilier giri. and
I Just made up my mind you'll have
to marry hic. I'd made up my mind
If you did marry anyone else I'd
never work witli you again."
•

WITH THE BOWLERS

of the

WANTED—Waitress, with experience. Ap
ply at GRAY GULL CAFE, Limerock Street

of the

7-9
WANTED—ACEVrs

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.

tory "Ku Klux Klim."
Davis, bound In rlutii.

liluslrailiuis, siuuple
STAR AMfXBMKNT <
I otlrt St , ( orttand. N.

Will be mailed February first
/

for

His
1X6:.-1877, by 8. b.
thirty-two full pace
5# postpaid.
THE
().. Dlstrlbn'ors, 15
Y
4’tl
AiHheulIc

, F or Sale

We invite our customers to share in this attractive
investment

FOR SALE—Pin.\^r 1‘iano (}. ll. S. iniuUc

roHs. wide range of choice*.
While thev last
only 2i cent* e.ieh V P STI ULEY, INC ,
Mu.de
jurtment.
m tf

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.

FOR SALE—Set < f light doirlde driving
condi 'on. Pit. II. L. STE’vE.\S, 192 Limerock H .. Rockland.
!»»Il

8-3

ha’ness

FOR SALE—Keo Ton ing in A-l eondltlon
Price $350.
Addre.u P O BOX 113.
Brunswick.
9*17

CAMDEN
At t’.ie special town meeting held
Friday evening in the Opera House
it was vpted te grant the request of
he Seabright Woven Felt Co. and
•xempt from taxation the addition to
he company's plant as outlined in
'etters fmm Mr. Page which were
end at the meeting.
It was also
voted to accept an amendment of
fered by Mr. W<»«)d whereby other
nills making similar additions may
(Iso receive a corresponding rebnipiion.
James Redman who wa« Injured
while sliding on Chestnut street List
week and was taken to Knox Hos
pital for examination, was brought
home Wednesday. He is more comfortable but still confined to his
bed.
The Friday Club will meet this
week with M.s. Jack Kennedy.
Masonic Assembly Thursday night.
Miss Dorethy Bryant. IL N., of
Augusta was the guest of Miss Rose
Blake last week.
Mrs. Duudley Tallwat left Tuesday
for Boston where she will visit
friends before continuing her journey
o Ashland. Ohio, where she will
-(pend the remainder cf the winter
with her daughter, Mrs.. John A.
Cha ter.
The annual roll call and business
meeting of the Congregational church
will be held in the chapel Wednes
day evening at 7.30. Supper will be

ARE YOU A MAN?
Trustworthy and sincere? Inter
ested in a gsod position? Then
read our ad, pages 100-101, Satur
day Evening Post, January 24.
For further particulars call in per
son or write
e

402 Chapman Building
PORTLAND, ME.

9-lt

WANTED
PANT STITCHERS
Experience
necessary.
Steady
work, good pay. Alto experienced

PANT PRESSMAN

FOR SALE—Bungalow, 25 Chestnut street.
New last year.
Call on premises.
M. W.
BILLINGS
Te! Hi I I
K tf
FOR SALE—One Wsting! muse radio re
ceiving set, otic set hen I phones. A and It
batteries, and Music Mister loud speaker.
Price $75
Ab o one Br inswiek player ami
30 double faced records
Post $150—will
se.l for $05.
TEEPHONE 7S0-W.
K 10

FOR SALE—Fitted, dry hard wood $3.00.
Dry slabs. $2 00.
Tel 1 SS 0 Thomaston.
FKEH I. kll.1.1 BAN
7*12
FOR SALE—Second hand doors and win
dows
A. E. MORTON, 47 James St
Te».
341 W
7.9
FOR SALE—Female fox hound Black and
’an—nine months old; extra good looker; >xtra long ears.
Best blood.
HENRY
WATTS
bK

FOR SALE—Baby carriage in excellent
condition.
Apply R U. (LARK at Grcfcory’s
7.3
FOR SALE—Village farm. 65 acres. IIroom house, furnace heat, garage. Ice house,
cistern, firewood and limber, near school atnl
church
Terms.
ORRIN J. Hl( KEY, Bel
fast. Maine
^-5-13
FOR SALE—20 tons Ihose hav
E. THOIRtIHKK. R F I) 2. Vtiion.

BESSIE
5 1:)

Me

FOR SALE—Double tenement house at 5
Lis'e St. Apply tp MRS F H SANBORN.
80 Pleasant St. Tel M03 W
5 tf
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Capt.

Charles E. Hall, Middle Si Heights.

AR

THUR L. ORNE. 417 Main Si.. Rockland.

1-tf

Apply—

Bangor Clothing Mfg. Co.
128 Exchange St.

Bangor, Maine

7-9

Who Knows?

FOR SALE—3 second hand upright pi
anos; 1 Brunswick cabinet phonograph; 1
music cabinet; I Victor; 1 flat back man
dolin.
V F. STLDLEY INC., Music Dept
1 tf
FOR SALE—‘J room nouse; hoi water heal,
cement cellar; modern Improvements; larfF*
garden.
New grocery business well stocked
M (J GURNEY, 3 Park St, Camden.
1 tf
FOR SALE—Hard wood titled and in junks,
quick
delivery
Tel. 16!» 4 Thomaston
or write R J. COGAN, Thomaston, Maine.

in a restaurant. The nnxIou8 waiter was hovering round the
served at (i.3» b.v tha Ladies' Circle i upulent-looklug
aud
benevolent ,
nuns
ind members of the church and diner.
FOR SALE—We have a parlor, library ana
Do you believe that history re bed room set. Including mattress and spring.
circle ate Invited. A reasonable
peats itself, sir?” he asked anxious- Best quality of used modern furniture which
barge will be made.
It was

.1. A. Brc.vster left Monday night iy‘T certainly do," replied tlie cus
for New York on a brief business !
tomer as lie rose from tlie table and
trip.

ROCKPORT
Mrs. Raymond
Philbrook and
daughter Dorothy of Rockland spent
Sunday with her mother. -Mrs. Xnnie
I.. Small.
Invitations are out tor a dtyncing
party to be held at the Towri Hall
Thursday evening with music -by
Emery’s Orchestra, Camden.
Miss Ruth Orbeton was a weekend
guest at Ephraim I^amh’s in Rock
i
land.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Libby,
Miss Carrie Libby and Mrs. Blanche
Spear were guests of Capt. and Mrs.
E. O. Patterson Saturday at 0 o’clock
1 inner.
Mrs. Wesley Thurston was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mann
in Rockland over Sunday.
The Girl’s Club was very pleas
antly entertained Friday evening at |'
the home of Miss Marieta Shibles
After the business meeting the even
ing was spent socially and refresh
ments were served.
Benjamin F. Jones has returned
from the Silsby Hospital, Rockland
and is recovering from his recent ac
cident.
Miss Cortt Whitney, the young j
'laughter of Mr. and Mrs. William j
Whitney, entertained eight of her
school friends Friday evening on the
occasion of her eleventh birthday
which was a most enjoyable event.
Refreshments of ice cream and cake
were served.
Charles Staples of North Haven
was the guest of his niece, Mrs. C.
\\*. Steward last week enroute to
Lewiston where he will spend the
remainder of the winter.
Mrs. Myrtle Philbrook who took
(he part of Natalie MacDowell In the
musical comedy “Isle o‘ Smiles,”
given in Rockland last, ■wefck, was
presented with a handsome corsage
Ixnujuct by the Mah Wong club of
which she is a prominent member.
Thursday, February 5 is the date
of the second concert which is to#be
given for the benefit of the Town
Hall and a ptfigram will Ire presented
which will equat that of the first
which was enjoyed by" a large au
dience.
•
The Nitsumsosum Club was pleas
antly entertained last evening at the
home of Mrs. Nina Carroll.
The
usual good tjme and luncheon were
enjoyed.
I’ercy Perry is at the Silsby Hos. pital, Rockland for treatment.
The Holxiken School Improvement
League recently had a tag day and
are purchasing a victrola for their
room which is being greatly enjoyed
by the young pupils.

put down the napkin be bad been
using.
The waiter’s face lost something
of that anxious look.
“Well,” he said, “a gentleman
who was here yesterday gave me $1
for a tip."
“Oh, well,” replied the patron,
buttoning up bis coat to leave, “perImps he will be in again today.”—
London Answers.

Old-Time Shoes
Henry VIII suffered from gout
nnd. judging b.v their footwear, so
did most of tils subjects. Shoes be
came of such extraordinary width
that, owing to tiie fact that England
is an Island nnd space limited, a law
wns passed forbidding any one to
wear shoes wider than six inches
across the toe. Elizabethan boots
were tlie most ornate. Worked in
gold nnd silver, they cost at least
$50 a pair. In 1(533 tlie present
type of slioe wns evolved, and in
1668 buckles came into fashion; but
It was not until the Nineteenth centut-y that shoes were made specially
to fit tlie right and left foot.—From
T. P.’s and Cassell's Weekly.

Danger as Years Pass

Creates An Issue For League of Na
tions In Free City of Danzig.

we wilL Veil or exchange for antique furni
ture. COBB A DAVIS.
175 if

FOR SALE—Mouse at Atlantic, (Swan’i
IslarwiJ 6 rooms, oak finish, well built; sightly
location close by shore.
Garage aud out
buildings, water In house
Acre and half
of land.
Fine place for summer home.
At
a bargain.
Address DR. 1. B GAGE, At
lantic. Me
57>tf

Used Cars
1921 AMERICAN SIX, Just overhauled and
In first class condition tires practically new ’
-A bargain
sold at once. BERT ANGEL.
Grav Gull Hktaurant, Li me fuck St. RacK•and
1
144*tf

Miscellaneous
NOTICE-—To whom it may concern- wlieremv wife. Hazel S. Fissette, has left m.v
home without just came, this is to notify a'J
persc'ss that after this date I shall not be
espnrodble for any hills or obligations con
tracted by her.
(Signed) T. ('. FISSETTE,
Rock’and, Jan. 19, 1925.
!•♦!!

FARMERS TAKE NOTICE-WANTED—
Fgg), Poultrv. Round Hog and all kinds of
Vegetable* at the NARRAGANSKTT HOTEL.
NURSING—MBS. A. T. SMITH,

9 11
the Atirae

Is still s:.»\ing at Mrs. Leo’s, Gurdy St., and
is ready to take easgt.
9-11
GLASSES TO

FIT

Will call at your house.
St., Rockland

YOUR CYEfr^$34V
II LEVY. 226 Main
8 tf

IF YOU WANT a good job done In Automo
bile painting coiye to STEVENS’ Paint
Rooms.
Work done by Ulmer & Stevens,
(’sed cars for sale at your own price. STE
VENS GARAGE. 57 Pacific St.
Tel. 563-R

8-10

NOTICE I forbid all persons trusting my
wife, Minnie Polky, on my account
I shall
pay no hills ctxitraded by her after this day.
Longcovc, Me., January 11. U’25
JOHN
E. POLKY.
_
_ 8*10
REDUCTION IN'PRICE OF wood" Very
best dry mountain rock maple and birch
defied hard wood per ft fitted $2.15;
cd
$7.-50; lilrch e«lg. per ft fitted $2 25;
• ’!.
$X 50; soft wood slabs per ft. fitted $1 75;
'•d $6.50.
Some extra nice lire place ami
furnace wood.
All wood under cover free
from 8OOW and ice I why pav more). Fr«o
delivery.
SOUTH END WOOD YARD, C F.
Prescott, Mgr
Tel. ,462-J.
8*10

As the years go liy we are all
more or less subject to two dangers,
the danger of petrification anil the
danger of putrefaction; either tlint
we shall become hard and callous,
crusted over with customs and con
vention till no new ray of light or of
joy can reach us, or that we shall
become lax apd disorganized, losing
our grip upon tlie real and vital
sources of happiness und (tower,
writes John Burroughs. Now there
WATCH AND CLOCK REPAIRING S Alt
is np preservative und antiseptic, TWUR MACOMBEK, 23 Amsbury St.. Rock
3*8
nothing keeps one's heart young, land. Me. Tel. 945-M.
like love, like sympathy, like giving “ MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, plcot edge^
one’s self with enthusiasm to some ■overed buttons, plaiting PHYLLIS TOLMAN MORSE, 359 Main St Tel. 868 M
worthy thing or cause.
1-tf

“Bidding Prayer”
A prayer wliich bids or directs
what Is to be prayed for is fre
quently known as a bidding prayer.
Tills form of exhortation, always
concluding with the Lord's I’raver,
was enjoined by the fifty-fifth canon
of the Anglican church In 1G03, to
be used before nil sermons and
homilies. It was, nnd in its nhridged
form still is, very impressive, allow
ing individuals to supply from their
own knowledge speclnl cases of
necessity under the different heads.

Postgraduate Course
Customer—You charge more for
cutting a woman's hair than a
man's. How come?
Barber—We barbers have had to
learn an entire new line of con
versation for you ladies.

OFFENDING MAIL BOXES

The Free City of Danzig, which has
a local interest because of the fact
that David H. Baffum is attached to
the V. S. Consulate there, appears te
lie getting into the spotlight. A Jan.
14 despatch to the New York Herald
Tribune from that city says:
“The l,eague of Nations is faced
tiy a dillieidty in tlje recently estab
lished Polish postal system in the
Free City of Danzig which threatens^
J io rank with tlie Vilna and Memel
Rockland
—Portland r.iluations us a crisis maker for the
league.
M. S. MacDonnell, Higii
Valley
May
Cobb
(loud
85
Commissioner of the league for Dan
98
’ 85
77
106
121
91
zig. advised the Dafizig Senate to102
SI
89
83
90 .day that he had asked the Polish diIOS
82
107
97 ! plomatlc representative, M. Strass93
liurger, to remove ”0 offending letter
99
S3
89
86
7,7
113
lioxea placed throughout the city os
77
91?
120
10S
tensibly liy orders of tlie Polish gov
109
90
10 j
89
ernment.
M. Strasshurger refused
82
116
S9
89
Io comply with Mr. MacDonnell's re
95
90
91
95
88
quest, and l«iih he and the high com
missioner have communicated with
958
1)43
9G1
906 I tlie secretary general of the league at
Total .... .. 1807 ' Geneva."
otal .... ... 1901

The
Cobb-Valiev
combination
proved too strong for the Portland
duo at Ihe Star alleys Saturday night,
winning their 10-str'.ng nialch by 31
pins. Till- local b.wlers got the jump
on Die Forest City-men in the first
two strings, alter which the contest
waged fast and furious. May hail
the highest total, averaging liti.l f -r
the ten strings, while Valley bail the
highest string. The score:

Wanted

STOCK

PREFERRED

to

exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents*
3 times fur 50 cents
Additional lines- 5
cents each for one time, to cents 3 times.
Six words make a line.

SECOND QUARTERLY DIVIDEND

By JANE OSBORN

(Copyright.)

In Everybody’s Column

THE

Field’s Tribute to Riley

TRUCKING.

MOVING

ANO

’one nromnflv.
Go anywhere
ADEN
Tel. 156 M or 629 J.

ERRANDS

C. 0. HAR«
I-tf

LADIES— Reliable stock of hair goods at
’he Rockland Hair Store. 3;*8 Main St. Mall
irders solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES

___ t________ _______________ 1-tf
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kiids^if
Trucking and Moving.

ll*tf

To Let
TO LET—Rooms for light, housekeeping,
all modern conveniences
12 KiM ST.
9-tf
TO LET OR FOR SALE—Small house of 3
rooms on Autumn street, electric llglits and
water.
Land 95xl«0 fed with ham.
W.
A. ( LEVKLAXD, 33 Pacific St., Rockland.
_ _______ __

____ 7-3

TO LET—Small traement on Union street.
Inquire of MRS. U. F SIMMONS, 21 Middle
St6-tf
TO LET—Two tenements on Otis street;
each has 6 rooms and hath
Applv to F. P.
KNIGIUL Windsor Houstf
Tel 614 W. 5 if
TO LET—Oftlce centrally located, steam
hear
Apply to VESPER A. LEACH.
4 tf
TO LET—(iarage at It) PLEASANT ST

150*tf

TO LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St ,
Among tlie finest tributes wliich
modern conveniences.
P. L. HAVENER.
one man of genius lias pnid to an all
Tel. 792-R
14«-tf
other Is that of Eugene Field to Ids
friend nnd brother poet, James
Lost and Found
Whitcomb Riley. He put It In tlie
language of an Indiana villager, and
THE BOY who picked up envelope marked
tlie essence of it wus this para “8IFUniversalist
(Tuirch” containing a $5 hill
graph :
on Masonic St . Sunday morning, will return
the
same
to
THISOFFICE he will rivelve a
"Riley has got true geniigi; can't
<)-ll
call it anything else.
When lie reward
LOST—Girl’s green sled Thursday.
Re
was horn God give him tlie tongues
6*8
of men and of ungels, sntf threw in ward If returnctl to 41 GAY ST.
charity for good measure, Yto-e
haln't no Shakespeare busiiffss
about him, nor no Byron. Jim is
a straightaway poet, und his pieces
are ns full of honey nnd dew as
the flower the hiimniln’ lilrd plays
♦tug witli In the cool sunlight of an
Vj'&'j arei\ikce<l of
eurly summer morning. You don’t
have to have anybody tell you what
StATlONEry
Jim menns In them pieces; there
haln’t no need of footnotes and
there haln’t no disputed passages.
It Is all plain music from the word
go, and that’s the klpd of music a
JHF COUI’.IER-GAZFT.E
feller's heart loves to dance to ”

- ---------------- - -------

MCKLAX9
MAINE

Social Circles
In addtional tr personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, the department es
pecially ’desires information of social hap
penings. parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received

SAY!

D’you know that COMMUNITY FAIR
, is FEB. 23-23? Yes, it’s going to be
’ - some week and it’s held in the Arcade.
-

Who will benefit? All of us, for it’s
for the New High School and the
Broadway Athletic Field.

TELEPHONE .......................................... 770

Class 3 of the B. and 1’. W. Club
course In English literature meets
tonight at the club rooms. This is to
he the first study of the contributors
to modern literature as they ark pre
sented through the leading literary
magazines. The course ,is given tn
form of lectures by Miss Anna E.
Coughlin and anyone interested is
urged to lie at the club rooms on
Main street at 7.30 o’clock.

Page Seven
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Every-Other-Day

“The scenery between San, An
tonio and El Paso is quite a loit^ifferent from 'that of New England,”
writes E. L. Brown. ‘‘Very little
green, but plenty of cactus, ‘sage
brush, sand and dust. Overcoat
weather on tap today, .Ian. 15,

Mrs. Ad riel I’. Bird, who has been
on an extended visit to her former
southern home, spending most of the
time in Richmond, Va., with a short
time in Florida, arrived hack to the
land of snows Saturday, being accom
panied from Boston by Mr. Bird.
During the time Mrs. Bird has con
tinued her work upon the hook she is
to bring out dealing with the homes
of New England writers, several of
the articles have had advance publi
cation in newspapers.

Ruth Mayhew Tent will have a
special meeting next Monday even
ing with supper at 6 o’clock, to.which
Miss Dorothy At., daughter of Mr. all members of the order are invited.
and Mrs. N. L. Witham. entertained
The home of Mr. and Mrs. /Arthur
19 of her little friends Saturday
Mrs. Elizabeth Haskell, who has
afternoon in honor of her seventh St. Clair, Trinity street, wajfc. the
scene of a merry little party Satur been ill in Knox Hospital, was able
birthday.
day afternoon when Master Arthur to return home Saturday.
entertained eight little friends, it beThe World Wide Guild of the
in^ his second birthday. Ice tv&am,
The Baptist Bible Study Group
Littlefield Memorial church will hold
cake and fancy crackers were seAed held an impromptu birthday celebra
its progtam meeting with Miss
and a pretty birthday cake was cut tion yesterday at the Spring streetDorothy Choate, 30 Sjtruce street,
after Arthur had blown out the home of Miss Nancy Sleeper, in
Thursday evening.
candles and the picture of the. > little honor of her fcOth birthday anniver
ones taken.
Those present were: sary. Miss Carolyn Erskine read
The opportunity C ass will men Mis. James McLaughlin and cliild- Whittier’s ‘‘Birthday Poe iff*4 most ef
Wednestlay afternoon at 1.30 with r< n Val’ie. Ruth and Theresa of fectively and a very enjoyable ufterMrs. Nellie Magune. 28 Birch street, Thomaston. Mrs. Ambrose Melvin npon was spent in the playing of
to do white cross work.
and daughters Dorothy and Lucille, games and the expressing of felicita
Orrin Benner, little Richard, aged tions. Delicious refreshments were
The A.R.T.H. Club met last Fri r ight months, and Arthur XL Clair, ^rved. Tjjis Bible Study Group has
day afternoon with Mrs. Elizabeth
become^! sturdy facto^- in the city’s
----Crockett, North Main street: The
Lady Knox Chapter, T>. A. R., is religious organizations and some of
cruft class was deep in the mysteries giving its annual auction party at
most enjoyable and prolific meetof shirt making, and block work. the Copper Kettle tomorrow after- jng8 have A»een held with Miss
Refreshments were served and
noon at 2 30. The regular meeting sleeper.
of the chapter
he held with Mrs.--------------------pleasant afternoon was passed.
Lucy Walsh Feb. 2, the regents
PARK THEATRE
There will be music, dancing and afternoon having been postponed orM
Today will be the final showing ot
dining at the Country Club Thurs month. Mrs. Walsh will give a paper
Mary Bickford'in "Dorothy Vernon ot
day evening from 0.30 until 10.30. ll on “Tales of the Revolution.”
lladdon Hall” which is called one of
is hoped that many members will
Laura nnd Lillian, twin daughters her best pictures.
avail themselves of this opportunity
"North of 36” is a film with as
Io come to supper and that til ,se of Mr. and Mis. A. II. Tibbetts, rele‘who cannot be there for supper will t,rated their fourteenth birthday Sat many hair-raising thrills as there are
come later and dame. Plans fir the urday hv giving a skating party to feet of film and will be seen here
Here’s a
After Wednesday and Thursday.
cabaret are progressing happily and eighteen of their friends.
it is rumored that Al Jolson, himself, games on the ice th^ young folks story of tlie pioneers—a story of
may lie among the entertainers. The gathered in the dining-room, where Texas, that’ll knock you right off
r immittee, with Mrs." I lomer E. Rob they spied a table laden with good- your feet. The time is directly after
inson as chairman, promises everyone ies, the centerpiece being- two cakes, the Civil War when the Lone Star
14 lighted candles. State was almost broke and at a loss
tt merry time. This is the menu that each hearing
Tlie room was prettily decorated in , for a market for its herds.
Word
will he offered:
The .twins re- comes through that such a market is
Tomato Bouillon
Lobster Blew pink >crepe paper.
ceived many nice gifts. Those pres- to he found far tip “north of 36” and
Ciilrkrn Salad
Iailwler Sa.ad
Fruit Babul
cut were Lucille Eagan. Mary and a girl is the first to undertake the
ridi-ken a La Kins
I1"’ Kn,,s
Dorothy Lawr.v, Dorothy Feeney, perilous adventure—ami Texas is
Asiiarasaa Tips on Toast
If there ever was a real
Marguerite Tibbetts. Thelma and Ger saved.
Cllieken Salad Sandwiches
lsdwter Salad Saodwl hrs trude Blackington, Barbara Hl:ii#<lell, honest-to-goodness rival of
“The
Walnut lee ............ Raspberry Sauce
Helen Matson, Virginia Richardson. Covered Wagon,” this is it! The pic
Cakes
Cliquot (’lub (.’Inger Ale
Elsie and Edna Howard. Pat. Tib tures are the same as far as higTea
Coffee
betts. Donald ami Carl Ward. AL and ness of production is concerned, but
Stanley Gay and Raynold Tibbetts, the-stories arc entirely different.—ad.
A visitor in the city last week was
I. C. Thurston, the well-known South
Fnion nutnufaeturer. who was ahi tit
the hands of the horse dray and the
starting on a trip to the Pacific const. MOTORING IN EUROPE pushcart is, so to say. on rubber
Mr. Thurston’s former visit to those
tires. I felt in London all the time
pleasant regions taught him how the Famous Plant Explorer Gives
as if the gem ral public which ‘jay
rigors of a Knox county winter could
walked’ all over the .place rather re
be side-stepped and he is again tak
Tourists Benefit of His sented the ieda that I had a car and
ing advantage of the discovery.
was taking up more room than they
“System."
were on foot. There were pot rearfly
For the Methebesec Club meeting
any who ecowled at me but I had an
Seeing
England
by
/addling
next Friday aftern. on at 2.30. with
uncomfortable feeling of riding down
Miss Annie Frye, 14 Summer street, r.adian canoe, toffring Holland in a people wherever I went.
a Joseph Lincoln program has been canal boat, and. more recently, view
prepared and the leader#* of the af
A “Terrible Traffic Problem”
ternoon will lie Mrs. Louise Ingraham ing the continent from the air af
ford
new
thrills
—
and
sto
did
the
“
I
wandered in and out of the Uny
and Mrs. Matie Little. Members are
desired to come prepared to select novel adventure of a Washington little streets and go»t an idea of Lon
the twelve hooks which constitute man who drove his own automobile don which it is impossible to get
Maine’s best contribution t » the lit through London and continental without a car of your own. London
to
has a terrible traffic prc-blem to face.
erary jyorld. The list may include cities.
David Fairchild, famous plant -ex- i She must either give up the idea of
poetry, essays, scientific, historical
nnd other works by Maine writers p’orer. writes to the National Geo- speeding up her commerce and get
or by writers born in A [ tine or graphic Society of his experiences it up on tires or broaden scores of
whose literary w«.rk has so closely amid r.ew traffic conditions, ranging streets and run through braid aveidentified them with the State that from horse dray and pushcart oh- nues somewhere.
“In Holland there are still so few
they may he considered Maine writ* rs. structions to a congestion of bicycle
automobiles that there is not. yet
Writers of fiction, unless it his been riders, as follows:
“Wdl f should say the way to any problem of traffic. You travel
written by club members, must he ex
have experiences in Europe is to solitary and alone over roads which
cluded.
come over in your own hand driven have cost more than the thoroughThe Kalloch Class of the First car. leaving every ?estige of a pro- fares in America and which were
Baptist church will meet Thursday fessional chaffeur behind, and poke built centuries ago and come after
afternoon in the church parlors to .around through the narrow streets a while to discount every derogatory
•and the beautiful highways of these remark cf the inhabitant as regards
tack comforters.
remarkable countries.
to the bad roads of his country.
Forebodings of^Friends
There simply are no had roads, in an
Miss Clctnice Blackington returned
Monday to Mount Ida School, in
“It was Bomething of an accident American sense. In this part or EuNewton, Mass.
which laniii il ns in Europe with the ,ol|p14»th automobile to cross the Atlan“Years ago rr Dutch friend of mine
William Porter from California, tic this year. It was my stubborn who was in John Hopkins as profesand Fred G. Porter, from Massachu dislielief in the information I got. sor predicted that the bicycle- would
setts* are in the city on business in which varied from the statement disappear because it was only a fad.
connection witih the settlement of the that it was Just as expensive to Imagine my surprise to find bicycles
estate of their l/iothcr, the ’.ate Edna travel in Europe as it is in Atheriea, in his country in sueih quantities
S. Port(4.
tn the discouraging one that It tlmt. like lceust swarms, they hlockwould be dillleult to drive in London ed the wliels of traffic. I never saw
Mr. and Mrs. Asa P. St. Clair re because they drive to the left there , so many. Every family must have
turned the last cf the week from and the streets are so congested that one for each member of it. And they
Concord, N. II.. where they visited a man cannot drive for himself at never try tn get out of your way at
their daughter, Mrs. Eugene Stod all.
all but take up as much room as they
dard.
“The misinformation about motor- w^int and crowd you off into the
ing tn Europe which exists on your ditch, so to speak. Rut the streets
C. A. Jameson is recovering from a side is colossal If you can intervjew are so narrow and so crooked that
serious ill turn.
people and speak a Httle of the Ian- it is impossildc to go fast and consegitages of the land you visit, motor- quently it Is quite ns safe driving
Mrs. Adelyit Bushnell Bradstrect ing in Europe is the only way by about as it is to run a machine
who has been spending a few days which you can compare it with through a crowded gamge You do
in this vicinity, has gone to Wiscon America "on the same jdtine. If. ycu it carefully and slowly. I once had
sin.
have a car at home and run about to wait several minutes while a poeveiywheie nnd come here and de- Beeman let a stream of bicycles
The Universalist Club will serve l>end on taxis you will not learn any pass b.v. i’suall.v one Is surrounded
supper Wednesday night with Mrs. more about the country than you nn a|| sidSs by pedestrians. They
Ada Mills. Mrs. Margaret Benner, would with taxis in America.
have never ceased to lie curious lint
Mrs. Mary Messer. Mrs. Emma
I have found the garages small ale n,,t in the least afraid.
Crockett. Mrs. Martha Feeney. Mrs. and dark affairs but they cost.only
Frontiers Easy to Pass
Katherine Mather. Mrs. Maud Sherer. from 25 to 50 cents a qlght. I have
Mrs. Jean I’ra.tt and Mrs. Edith left tools )n the car continually -and
“Before I ftame I heard that at
O’Brien as housekeepers.
nothing has disappeared. I have each boundary I would have diffi
lieen arrested in London and have a culties of all sorts to go through
The winter social season at the letter from Scotland Yard excusing
with. This is a mistake. It is about
Country Club has struck a successful me*-for really the reasons fijf the
as easy to pass a frontier now in a
stride and each occasion sees good arrest were technical ones, pui'e and
ear as it Is to hack up to a gas tank
attendance and much spirit exhibited simple.
and tafte in fen gallons of gas. You
by members of this popular organiza
A “System” For Driving
show your Carnet de Voyage, the
tion. The following letter issued by
"I can find my way all oven that i officer writes out a. leaflet und the
the house committee of which Albert
and my
’system’ is as simple I
I stub
and detaches .....................................
it and .bows you
III.'
............................................................
T. Thurston Is chairman, has met town,I. anil
With much commendation:
“The as A. B. C. I get the best mao pos- through. Not one ugly word or sign
and place my son on the’, front , of impoliteness have 1 had shown me
““House Committee advise you that sible and f
-they are now able to serve ami are seat and he calls out the streets and | either by Custom Officials, Immigrasoliciting private parties to he held unless we get started wrong w* go tion Officials, or policemen. Even
at the club house. Wc are able upon l ight through the narrowest Sheets when I was arrested on Piccadilly by
proper notice to give you the best and alleys of that grpat Jumbled up two policemen because my car had a
] bumper and the bumper concealed
possible price upon anj^ menu you thing called London.
“This going around In London- Is the license tag and the policemen
may suggest and to assure you ot
first-claes service. The club needs the most time robbing busincsk for didn't understand what the bumper
the revenue from these parties In or the traffic is simply chaotic because was for anyway, I parted with
der to help defray the house expenses, of no broad avenues and because into lattgli on their fachs whety1 I told
especially during the winter months the Strand and Piccadilly and Ox them that wc had in Washington
when the house is used practically ford strect-lhc pushcart and dray, 10-1.000 cars with bumpers and that
only once a week. Hereafter there and bus. and even the baby eitl-riage if I had done what they, directed me
will he no guest charge for non- traffic debouches frorrl all the side to do—viz. turn right around in a
members at these private parties: streets until for miles the traffic crowded street—in Washington they
the club to do all catering. The guest tqoves, in file late afternoon, at a would have arrested me for that net.
charge for non-members at regular snail’s pace. Af first I thought it The only real quarrel I have with
‘ ,’cluh parties will remain. Consider- was like it is in New York but it is London is that they will not allow
, able confusion and loss lias resulted very different, for the rate of travel ?ou to park cars on the ilcscrted side
from reservations made and not used; is l.h.it of the small pushcart when streets unless you tip someone to
’ hereafter all reservations made to tin- street is crowded. How on earth I watch the ear. I think the idea
’committees unless cancelled at a London pan hold her own in com-, comes down from the days of horse
reasonable time before party shall be rnetce without siting something to trallic when the horse might run
considered final and an obligation of s|»evd up the exchange of informa- ; away. There are a few widely sepathe members. Wc take this oppor tlon ar.d the transfer of people is rated parking places designated by
tunity,to thank the various commit Beyond my comprehension.
the police hut utterly useless to one
tees''for their co-operation and to
"In respect to this exchange of who wants to do any business. And
thank the club members for their at people, Ihiris is far ahead of London, this, mind you, where there are not
tendance, which makes for the suc for its avenues are broad and Itsja small fraction of the cars width
cess of these parties.”
traffic, instead of being so largely in we have in our American cities."

Collegian’s Faith in
Card Proved Justified j
Heury Alston was very careful |
and methodical—a circumstance
that called forth much good-na
tured teasing from his college room
mate, Tom Bowers.
"If tlie card witli your name and
address that I just saw you putting
In your pocketbook ever does a par
ticle of good, Hank,” said Tom,
"please let me know how, when
and where. You lose the purse and
see how quick you get It back 1”
“Bet you that card would help!”
declared Henry.
"Bet you it wouldn't!”
Some time later Henry's sailing
canoe upset, und Henry was res
cued after he hud been in the wa
ter several hours. On removing
his wet clothes he discovered that
his pocketbook containing $22 wus
missing.
He could ill afford to
lose the sum.
"Never you mind, though,” Tom
comforted him, “some big, kind fish
is going to rend that address card
and come waddling up here with
your money stuck right under his
tin!”
AU that fall nnd winter a knock
nt their door usually elicited from
'Font some such remark as, "Hurry
up, Hunk, hurry up! Here's thut
obliging old fish with your wal
let !’"
One warm day the following
May Henry received u letter .bear
ing the postmark of a nearby town.
As he finished reading lie uttered a
joyous howl and thrust It under
the eyes of his roommate.
"Dear Mr. Alston,” the letter ran,
“yesterday my wife asked me to
pound up some tee for ice cream,
and while using the mullet in vig
orous style I came across sometliiug
black und pliuhle—a leather wallet
containing $22 in bills nnd a card
bearing your name and address.
The case is a little tlie worse fur
wear, but tlie money is O. K. A
queer chance my finding tlie article,
and I’d like to liearWhe history
sometime. Am returning all Io you
intuet by registered mall. Yours
truly, I.. M. Hawkins.”—Youth’s
Companion.

Cliff’s Fall Laid Bare
Treasure Long Hidden
One of the most dramatic discov
eries in the history of archeology
occurred when u fall of tiie cliff
nharByblos, Syria, scooped u corner
out of a rock-cut tomb over 4.000
years old, tlie existence of which
had long been suspected but never
proved.
The slide revealed to a yasser-hy
a huge sarcophagus witl. a unique
lid, buying large musliroom-sliaped
knobs by wliich, no doubt, it was
originally bundled. The rock here
abouts is very porous, and a layer
of muddy soil, knee deep, which
had filtered down through Ihe ages,

Opera Music Made Available
To Radio Audiences Through
Star Broadcasting Experiment

America's most famous opera
and concert stars have been placed
at the disposal of the radio public
through the effort^ of E.«R. John
son, president and founder of the
Victor Talking Machine Company,
In co-operation with the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company,
This departure from what Her
bert Hoover recently termed "a:i
endless diet of jazz" in radio pro
grams, is the outgrowth of a
movement on the part of both
companies to improve the stan
dards ot radio music, and, it is be
lieved, will have far reaching con
sequences.
It is Mr. Johnson's
opinion that the influence of good
music in the home is us important
to the growing child as the in

fluence of happy environment and
home life. Under tentative ar
rangements between the two com
panies the Victor artists will appear
at regular intervals during the
present year, giving radio recitals
and concerts.
Among the stars from whom
selections will be made are many
whose names are household words
in American homes.
They are
Frances Alda; Harold Bauer;
Lucrezia Bori; Emilio de Gogorza;
Guiseppe de Luca; Miguel Fleta;
Jean Gordon; Maria Jerllza; Gio
vanni Martinelli; Margarete Matzenauer; John McCormack; Rosa
Ponselle; Ernestine SehumannHeink; Antonio Scotti and the
Flonzaley Quartet.

CAPRICIOUS NATURE

ributaries have tw!ce as many miles,
and several times as many miles
capable of act omodating ocean-going
steamers, which, for example, ascend
2.300 miles to Iqui'toa, while vessels
of 14-foot draft can ascend nearly
500 miles beyond that point.
“South America t/ikes that for
granted; but vc of the United
States marvel when we realize that
it is as though one could travel on a
ohip cf 14-foot draft from New York
direct to Salt Lake City by way of
Chicago and (’heyenn •. A glance at
a map of South America reveals that
South America has the finest system
of inland waterways in the 5vorld.
“The map also reveal.®' the wonder
tale of South Amjerica’s future—her
future of comtneivlal 'importance, be
cause ihe holds so much wealth in
natural resdurces which the world
needs.
"There are delineated the vast ex
tent of the rubber forests of, the
Amazon basin; the regions whence
Argent in.i,
Paraguay.
Uruguay,
Colombia, and Venezuela draw their
valuable ex porta of cattle, hides,
mutton, and wool; the nitrate lands
tf Chile and Peru; tlie rich coffee,
sugqr, and c i,c:x) plantations of
Brazil, the Guianas. Venezuela, and
Co!ombia; and the silver, copper
gold. iron, and tin deposits of various
countries.
“The Andes are the Alps of South
America -only cn a 'tremendously
large scale. Everything in South
.America seems scaled large, espec
ially in contrast to classic Old World
standards.
•
‘‘Your continent has twice the area
of Europe, yet your people number
only alwiut twti-thirds the combined
H pul i Mon of France and Italy.
You have plenty of elbow room in
your continent of natural wonders,
rich resources, and progressive gov
ernments.
"So towering and so extensive are
your Andes Mountains that if all .the
highlands were plowed down and all
the lowlands were filled up, the con
tinent would be a plateau 1,312 feet
above sea level, and 820 feet of this
would be represented by the material
which constitutes the Andes.

i

Some of the Strange Things
It Has Done For 1 hat i
Fascinating Country,South
America,

A resume of the remarkable con
tributions South America has made
to civi’4Kfition • and the unusual
geographical features) of that conti
nent are contained in an address by
covered the floor.
John Oliver LaGorce, Vice President
In tlie gallery a further small of the National Geographic Society,
tomb or grotto was found. The to the Third Pan-American Scien
tomb was originally entered by
three pits, which were afterwurd tific Congress meeting at Lima, Pe u.
“In Peru originated the potato, the
walled in below and filled In above.
Among the objects found were an world’s greatest £.ngle crop; ('bile
atomical ashes and hone fragments, contributes the guano fertJlzer which
a lump of bronze or gold, silver
vases, a goblet of obsidian and gold, Rejuvenates the soil of many lands;
two gold salvers, an alabaster case, f?:e pampas, <f Argentina bestow
a bronze vase, and plaques of Ivory meats and wool upon millions outside
her borders; BnazU helped make pos
or luster ware.
sible the automobile by teaching the
use of rubber and Mexie > furnishes
Earning Her Keep
ihe twine to bind civilization’s har
A statistician cl..ims to have dis vests—io mention only a few of the
covered that a married woman, who important economic services of the
does all tlie work of lier own house continent,” Mr. LaGoree said.
hold, will, in the course of 30 years
“The United States and South
married life, prepare nearly'200,- Amer|can countries have always
U00 meals. This is counting a meal manifested their friendship by their
as tlie amount of food required by |
continued. “In
one person.
i recent year Argentina bought tlueeDuring this period slie will prob t eighths of her imports from our
ably order for household consump ! ouniry; Brazil spent in the United
tion about 3,000 jars of jam, will I S;at?s approximately cne-half of her
boil 500,000 potatoes, and devote expenditures for imports, and Chile
about 35,000 hours to sweeping, ’ ‘-uve the United States practically
washing and scrubbing.
| the same proportion of her foreign
Valuing this tyork at the accept purchases. Colombia was an equally
ed price now paid for “professional" good customer in proportion to her
aid, the housewife who does her total importations, while Peru gave
own housework probably earns fully
United States nearly two-thirds’
as much as her husband. But that ofhe her
total foreign orders. More
is not to say that she gets it—oh,
than two-thirds of Venezuela’s for
dear, no 1—London Answers.
eign business was done with Ameri
can houses, and, in Ecuador, the pro
All the Details
portion was 45 per cent.
Young Si had just peturned from
’ In our turn we bought more than
the city, ami his chum was asking half of the exports of Chile, Coliim about the experiences, in par I lombia, Peru, and Venezuela, nearly
ticular how he enjoyed eating in half of fhose of Brazil, and nearly a
un automat restaurant.
third of those of Argentina.
“How do they work?" tlie friend
“To the geographer these figures
asked.
tell far more than a p\» di table busi
“Well, you put your nickel In the ness relationship; tbe.^ betoken a
watehennieallit nnd press tlie mutual dependency based on mutual
thingumbob, nnd the doohlnkus needs. It is a happy geographic fact
turns around and gives you your that our two continents, thrown into
food," explained Si.
close proximity, need each other and.
“Isn’t that marvelous?" echoed in sq many ways, complement each
Ihe chum. “I knew they were won otheR.
derful tilings, but I ain’t heard tlie
“The physical geography cf South
details before.”
America is fascinating. It is dis-tinguished by the absence of clearly de
fined watershetls between its great
Only a Dream
river basins. From the Orinoco delta,
ITnhhy listened intently.
Ills to the Rio de la Plata estuary there
wife nnd her mother were talking.
The latter was saying: “You is almost a. continuous overlapping
have indeed secured a splendid hus of these basins. In southern Venezu
band, and I think you ought to treat ela, where that country thrusts a
him with a little more tact and con political 'peninsula into northern Bra
sideration. Don’t always want to zil, below the town of Esmeralda, the
know where he Is going, and if he waters of the upper Orinoco suddenly
eotnes home a little late, he agree decide to part company, some of
able nnd wait until he Vxpluins be them reaching the Amazon and the
fore you begin asking a lot of awk sea through the Brazos ^asiquiaro
ward questions. He’s just tlie sort and the others forcing their way t »
to appreciate any generosity on the lower Orinoco over the rapids
of the eroded mountain barriers at
your part. Be kind to him.”
llubhy' stirred uneasily, trying to Maipures and Atur^s.
Although tihe cormmunications be
hear more, when—he awoke.
tween the Amazon and the Rio de la
Plata basins are not so marked as
“Find” on the Farm
those between the Amazon and the
The. city kid was roaming about Orinoco basins, there are numerous
in the country when he came upon places where the flip cf a bird’s wing,
n dozen or so empty condensed the direction of the wind, the abund
milk cans. He yelled to Ills com ance of local rains, the formation of
panions :
a sand-bar, or the slip of a bit of
“Hey, fellers, eonte here quick 1 land, may determine the destiny of a
I’ve found a cow’s nest!”—l-'arm drop of water, whether it shall flow
und Fireside.
past Para or Buenos Aires.
"Nature has been prodigal of her
blessings to South America—bless
Ninety-Nine Years
ings which, in some instances, are
Prosecuting Attorney—You admit just being revealed.
that you chloroformed litis man,
“A rich asset of our eastern sea
and yet you say that you didn't in board
of North America has been its
tend to roll him. Explain yourself
Burglar—I saw Ids face, and it rugged, indented coast line, which
affords sheltering harbors from
was almost as ugly ns yours.
Maine <o Florida. South America’s
coast line is more regular; but she
has what now is proving an even
greater boon, navigable rivers of
enormous length—Nature-made fi
nals which effer ready transp rtati >n
to regions of some Kf her richest
products.
“Our Mississippi and its tributaries
have 17.000 miles of navigable waters,
MmitCEUiinriAiiEoiciiiE the mijor portion of them exceeding
ly shallow. The Amazon and its

BRONchiai COLD

Every Issue of Toe Courier-Ga
zette is a salesman, visiting three
times a week the homes of this vi
cinity and soliciting business for lt»
advertisers.

TRAVEL FALLS OFF

Mankind Vainly Seeks

Nature’s Great Secret What the Boston and Maine

may lie quite certain that Nnture holds in reserve causes of
resurrection, as it also holds in its
hands the causes of destruction. For
Nature, time is nothing. An action
which requires a hundred thousand
years to accomplish is ns clearly
determined and planned its an ac
tion which requires only a minute.
Absolutely speaking, eternity exists
alone, und time is hut a relative
form.
As to our human personalities,
which are a part of tills universal
matter, and their Immortality or
resurrection, it would he of llie
hlgjicst interest for us to know the
essence of tlie soul. Each of Ihe
constituent atoms of our bodies is
Indestructible and incessantly trav
els from one incorporation to an
other.
Logic leads us to think that our
vital force, oar psychic monad, our
individual self, Is equally inde
structible, and more justly. But in
what conditions docs it exist? Un
der what forms is it reincarnated?
What were we before hirtli? Wliut
shall become of us after death?
Astronomy gives us the first re
ply worthy of the majesty of Na
ture. But tills reply cannot he
merely the corollary of a psychologi
cal solution. Let tlie philosophers
imitate tiie astronomers. Let them
work with facts instead of specu
lating with words, aud one day tin"
veil of Isis shall he entirely raised
for our souls, which so eagerly long
for the truth. Positive science,
science alone, will reply: “Life is
universal and eternal.”—Dr. Arthur
Selwyn Brown in the New York
Herald-Tribune.
We

After All, Foundations
Are Things That Count
As you have watched a sky
scraper rise slowly from a deep
foundation, has It ever occurred to
you to liken your life (o the erect
ing of a building? A huge sky
scraper wus under construction in
our neighborhood. It seemed Io lake
a long time to dig the foundation.
Progress In getting the basement
built' also appeared very slow. It
took quite a while for the walls to
rise to the street level. After that,
however, the skyscraper rose rapid
ly. To anyone who had not fol
lowed the early stages. It must have
appeared thut the building towered
up almost overnight.
Isn’t it very much the same with
a successful career? Every now anti
again a man seems lo climb spec
tacularly. To those who don't know
him, his progress looks phenome
nal. But that is hecuuse they have
not followed closely all the foundution-laying the man has done. Usu
ally those least astonished by a hig
man's rise are those who have been
most familiar with Ids earlier rec
ord. They have seen the digging,
the planning, the sweating. Any
man who aspires to raise a monu
ment to himself must first expend
endless toil In preparing the right
kind of foundation.—Forbes Maga
zine.
Houston
I *ost,-Dispatch. — Dometimes it seems to us that if we wildeyed political reformers would em
ploy a little more common sense, the
Government would become more
honest and efficient automatically.

Found At North Station,
Boston.
The annual count of the passenger
throngs who move in and out of the
North Station over the Boston and
Maine Railroad, which has just been
mpleted for 1924, shows a loss
of 2,886,803 riders. The total for the
12 months was 27.717,242 passengers,
comprising commuters and others.
The travel through the hig train shed
in 1923 was 30,604,045 persons.
This loss which threatens the dis
tinction long held by th<» Boston and
Maine of handling through the North
Station the largest number of pas
sengers served by a single railroad
through a single station, has hern
found to extend to passenger travels
over the entire system.
For the 11 months ending Nov. 3Q,
1924, which are the latest figures for
the road as a whole, the aggregate
number of revenue passengers wns
36,418,818.
The system totals for
the same period in 1923 were 42,422,500 pay riders. The loss in the reve
nues of the road in these compara
tive 11 months was 6,003,682 passen
gers.
These losfieb affected both commu
tation and full fare travelers.
The
probable causes included diversion of
rider« by private automobiles and
motor buses, and industrial depres
sion. Operating economies were ne
cessitated, and were practiced, and
the management of the road is giv
ing every attention to meeting these
conditions of reduced passenger rev
enues with the least practicable dis
turbance to the traveling public.

EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNEP

Last Time Today

“When a Girl Loves”
—With—

Agnes Ayres
—Also—

“Ten Scars Make a Man’

Wednesday-Thursday

THE GIRL
ON THE STAIRS”
—With—

Patsy Ruth Miller
An extraordinary mystery drams
with a great cast including
NILES WELCH

COMEDY

NEWS

FRIDAY—“MARRIAGE CHEAT"

gftPARK.it
THREE SHOWS—2:00. 6:45. 8:30

ANNIVERSARY MONTH

MARY PICKFORD

LAST TIME

TODAY

—ini

Dorothy Vernon ot Haddon Hall
COMEDY

NEWS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
A SUPERB SPECTACLE—

Jin IRVIN
W1LLAT
PRODUCTION
PRESENTED BY
ADOLPH ZUKOR
JESSt L. LASKY

STRAND

JACK HOLT
ERNEST TORRENCE
LOIS WILSON
NOAH BEERY

TODAY

Aileen Pringle
—And—

John Gilbert
—In—

"HIS HOUR”
From the thrilling novel by
Elinor Glyn. The story of the ex
quisite Tamara and the reckless
Prince.
Afterncons 25c; Evenings 25c, 35c

Wednesday-Thursday

BETTY COMPSON
—Ill-

“MIAMI It
fit brilliant expose of society
gone mad !
A story of opulent,
riotous youth coasting over the
danger places of life as nonchal
antly as it coasts over the golden
waters of America’s gorgeous win
ter paradise—risking all for a new
thrill.

Cl Qarnmount
future
Stampede ! The mad swift rush of thousands and thou
sands of frenzied cattle.
You’ll tee this and a thousand other real thrills in the big
companion picture to "The Covered Wagon.”
NEWS

COMEDY

FABLES

FRIDAY-SATURDAY—'NARROW STREETS”
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SOMETHING

A CHURCHGOER

OF

George E. Torrey Has Not Skipped a Sunday In 50 Years
—Sang 28 Years In the Church Choir.
r

Come next March, and nothing worshipping at liis cwn church—tlie
untoward happens. George Everett Congregational.
Torrey of thia city will establish his
Mr.-Torrey was liorn in Biddeford
claim to a record that may not li.iv 'ept. lit. l.vtl. liis parents Joseph
its parallel in New England, and 1. and Nancy (Caryl) Torrey moved
which certainly would hive brought o lli ckl. ad when he wps but 2 years
Joy to Tiis Puritan ancestors
'f age. and this city has been his
Fifty years of unbroken attend tome ever since, lie graduated from
ance at church !
Rockland High School in 1869, the
There you have it. No storm has 'xeniscs being held in Beal's hall,
ichi I to the old Commercial
House standing on the site of.the
nisei.:

Postctllce.

James F. Sears,

or whim one if the local hose
tomp mles w is named, was killed
vhen tire destroyed thc Cammerc al
House.
As a boy Mr. Torrey worked in his
father's brass foundry. In 1874 he
vas adaiti. I to partnership. the
tirni . yte being .1. <1. Tcrrey &• Son.
lhe plant went out of existence in
:99S. in the height of its prosperity
t n a'iuf a tv.red marine hardware for
many of the ships which were
launched from Rock’and and Thomiston yards and later sailed* tlie
Seven Si as.
I* . session if a bass voice of unusual power and calibre eariy
brought Mr. Torrey into a prominent
14p.*ition in lccal music circles,
Forty years ago h* was singing with
the lopas Male quartet, which had
many coreert engagements in this
section of the State.
Among his

of tlie Maine Festival. In more than
quarter of a century he hue missed
but two or three times in going with
the society to Portland to take part |
in that Festival.
lt was his love of music and his
talent as a singer in quartets that
paved the wav to Mr. Torrey's re
markable record for churcli attend
ance. As the son of a deacon of the
Congregationalist church It came;
about naturally that he should in
dulge in Sunday worship, and at
the church of liis father, but it was
liis 28 years' connection with the
choir of that church which Incul
cated the habit of constant attend
ance.
Every Sunday for 28 years, al-,
ways at the morning service, and
generally at an evening service, the
congregations listened to Ills well
known bass. The other members of
the original choir were Clara Fur
bish (afterward Mrs. Fred It. Spear),
rami: Miss Julia Spear, alto,
and dames Wight (also famed as a
band leader) tenor.
• • • •
I’.i-v. Winiam A. Smith was pastor
of the Congregationalist church
when Mr. Tcrrey began his attend
ance there. Many other pastors
have eome and gone, and like all
other churches this one has had its
ups anil downs, and has been tem
porarily rendered homeless by tire.
When there was no service at the
Congregational church Mr. Tcrrey
lias not fyund it a convenient excuse
to^remaln at home or seek a Sabbath
holiday. He has sought some other
local church which was open, and
while of Protestant faith, has also
attended the local Catholic church.

ONLY

CAN

PACKARD

Every-Other-Day
BUILD

A

PACKARD

20 PER CENT
We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
CENT OFF the marked
selling price on every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

PACKARD

L. MARCUS
313-319 MAIN ST.

announces

FORD OWNERS

important and
far-reaching revisions in
the prices of all enclosed
models of the Packard Six
effective January 2nd, 1925.

ATTENTION
We have added to our service
equipment a complete
BATTERY STORAGE AND
REPAIRING OUTFIT

Where we can take tare of your
battery needs.
WE HAVE IN STOCK AT ALL
TIMES NEW BATTERIES AND
A FULL LINE OF REPAIR
PARTS

George E. Torrey, Who Was Never
Late At Church or Slept During a
Sermon in Fifty Years.

GARAGE

Call 170

Call 124

People’s Laundry

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.

17 Limerock Street
We do all kityls cf Laundry.
Work. Family Washing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.;
Shirts, Collars.

REPAIRING, STORAGE
AND SUPPLIES

Agent for

DODGE BROS. CARS

HARDWARE AND PAINTS

MONUMENTS

Telephone 205

Telephone Connection

HORSE SHOES
Regular and Drive Calk
HORSE NAILS

Gilchrest
Monumental. Works
Main Street
Thomaston. Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

H. H. Crie & Co.
456 Main Street, Rockland

The best equipped plant in this section of the

His great grandfather. Dr. John
Caryl was a surgeon in the Revolu
tionary War; another great grand
father, George Little,'Vas a naval
commander in the Revolutionary
War. made an admiral in 1799: his
great, great grandfathers. Capt. Peter
Clark and Capt. William Barron,
were both soldiers of the Revolution, 1
and his great, great, great, great
grandfather was Lieut. William
Fobes, a hrother-in-law of Capt. Ben
iamin Church, and second in com
mand to him during King Phillips
War. Through Richard Warren, his
grandfather six times removed,( who
came over in the Mayflower. Mr.
Torrey traces his ancestry back to
William the Conqueror. He is -also
a descendant of Elder Brewster of
Mayflower fame.
This would be almost glory- enough
for one man. but Mr. Torrey does
not stop there, for he is a sixth
cousin of cx-ITesident Taft. The
latter is descended from Angel Tor
rey. a brother of William Torrey,
from whom George E. Torrey de
scended.

State for the manufacture of Cemetery Memorials

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

Write, phone or call now for Spring Delivery

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
WALL PAPER

Dealers in All Kinds of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
Telephone Connection

T-tf

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINE
TuM-tf

EAST UNION, MAINE

KNOX COUNTY
MOTOR SALES CO.
587 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

TEL. 333

Detroit.
PACKARD MOTOR CAR COMPANY
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

SNOW-HUDSON COMPANY, INC.

ASK

TIIE

MAN

FLOWERS SOON FADE
the only memorial that endures is a
I carefully built'
MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
i of granite or marble that retains its
1 beauty and withstands time and the
* elements.
We give careful attention to distinct
I legible lettering.
1 Se* our designs and note our reas
onable estimates.

ROCKLAND

712-718 MAIN STREET

Directory

LAUNDRY WORK

We do everything
but paint your car

the Packard Six five pas
senger sedan has been reduc
ed $790.00—now $2585.00 at

9

Telephone

By adding this equipment to our
service station wc have the most
complete and up-to-date service
station this side of Boston.

For instance, the price of

ever been too severe, and no tem
perature too extreme to cause a break
in this marvelous record. An^i thc
lure of the motor car with the prom
ise of a quiet Sunday in green fields
or cool groves has never yet won
him from the beaten path. Punct
uality has been another virtue, for
Mr. Torrey has never overslept on a
Sunday morning and has never
needed the sound of the church bell Congregat.onal Church, Where Mr. Torrey Has Gone To Worship the
CreJ.er Part of His 2590 Sundays At Church.
to remind him of his obligation.
For 2600 successive Sundays pastors
to several generations will hive j a soci.i't s was Herbert M. Lord, who where on special occasions he has
looked down from their pulpits 1 if. new director of the Bureau of the sung.
and beheld the familiar figure in i Budget, ind holds the rank of Briga
Mr. Torrey assumes no undue
the familiar spot.
dier General. The other members of virtue because of his long and regu
• • • •
th* organization were William F. lar attendance at church.
It would add a touch of romance Tilil cits * ar.d Edward F. Berry.
“The first 2S years I had to go be
to say that this veteran churchgoer When Mr. Berry went West his cause I was a member of the choir."
has plodded his way through storms Place in the quartet was token by he told the reporter.
"After that I
and sunshine a matter of 4000 or Harry Knowles.
went partly from force of habit and
Mr.
Torrey
was
secretary
for
10
5000 miles to attend the several
partly from choice. I suppose.”
services each Sabbath, hut truth and years of Wight Philharmonic So
Mr. Tcrrey could claim another
ciety.
which
everybody
h
is
recog'
candor compel the statement that he
unique record, he never slept while a
has merely to cross the street when nized as one of thc strongest units ' sermon was being delivered.
It haa been 23 years since Mr.
j Tcrrey sang in church, but he lias
i never forgotten how much he en; joyed his service with the choir.
"Does church going ever gel mo
notonous to you?” asked the rereporter.
"Xo, on the contrary I have just
as keen an Interest In it as I ever
| did”
"How much longer do you expect
o go. without missing a Sunday?"
"Just as many years as the Lord
CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE give.;
me jtower to get there."
Mr. Torrey does not know what a
whiff of tobacco is like, and he never
OILS AND GREASES
CHEVROLET GARAGE
had a drop of liquor on his tongue.
Call 12”
Call 837-M
Back in Rockland's earlier days
when he was hut 17. he was financial
THURSTON OIL CO.
SEA VIEW GARAGE
secretary of Chlckawaukie Lodge of
Wholesale and Retail
Chevrolet Cars, Parti and
Good Templars, in which nearly onetenth of the city's entire population
Oils for All Purposes
Service Station. Auto Ac
was enrolled.
cessories.
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
• « • •
I
Corner
Park
and
Broad
Sts.
689 Main St., Rockland
Mr. Torrey is rich in ancestry.

TEL. 745-J
130-tf

WHO

OWNS

ONE

FRED S. MARCH “KVTcV
The New Monumental Wareroome
Qrick,
ROCKLAND

Park St.. Cor.

THE RURAL DELIVERY

How Uncle Sam’s Postoffice
Has Improved the Farm
er’s Life.
Few institutions In the history of
American progress can lie credited
with a more salutary effect upon the
march of that progress than the
Rural Mall Service of the Bost Of
fice Department.
X'o other single instrumentality has
done more than the Rural Mail Ser
vice toward “bringing the city to the
country.” and relieving tlie prosaic
existence of farm life, or has lieen us
effective in establishing closer con
tact between the farmer and his mar
kets.
It has been the must imporf
taut factor in making agriculture an
exacting business instead of its one
time precarious classification which
conveyed no broader meaning Utah
“tilling thc soil."
Twenty-nine years ago the farmer,
and his wife, and children, led an ex
istence of almost complete isolation,
living upon widely scattered farms,
some of them miles apart.
They
had comparatively little communica
tion with their neighbors or thc out
side world, except that derived from
weekly trips to the adjacent village.
More often than not the farmer lost
a full day s work and liis crops were
neglected in order to obtain expected
mail at the village postoflice
In those days the farmer’s mall
consisted largely of communications
from relatives and friends.
Today
the daily mail Includes, usually on
the very date of publication, the met
ropolitan newspaper, containing mar
ket reports and agricultural news;
the weekly and monthly farm jour

nals and magazines, and business
letters from the village merchant and
the more pretentious establishment in
tile distant city.
All of these arc
now brought to his door or to the
box a few yards away.
The rural carrier is the farmer's
post cilice and liis agent.
Through
him he conducts transactions for (he
sale of his live stock, grain, and other
farm produce.
From him he buys
stamps and pays his bills by postal
money order.
In short, the letter
carrier is the medium that has trans
formed the once secluded habitant of
the rural district into a cosmopolitan
citizen, conversant with current af
fairs and occupying a larger place in
the destinies of a great nation.
lt was Postmaster General John
Wan. maker who first officially sug
gested in l it! llie rural mail idea to
Congress.
Tile plan was fought ill
the legislative branch of the Govern
ment for five years before it was
given a try-out.
The first hill authorizing the estab
lishment of the service was intro
duced in the House by Representa
tive James O'Donnell of Michigan.
January 5, 1892.
It carried an ap
propriation of 96,090,000 but failed of
passage.
A year later Congress
was induced to appropriate 910,000
for experimental purposes followed
in 1894 by 820,000 more.
Mr. Wanamaker, believing tlie amount insuffi
cient even for experimental service,
declined to use the money.
Oil January 9, 1896. $10,000 was
added by Congress and on October 1.
the same year the first experimental
rural delivery service was established
simultaneously on three routes in
West Virginia, one from Charles
town. one from L'villa. Hnd one from
Halliowi;.
From this small begin

ning, nine months later found the
service operating on 82 routes eman
ating from 43 post offices in 29
States.
Twenty-eight years later,
or June 30, 1924. the Rural Main Ser
vice hud grown to 44,260 routes with
a total mileage of 1,205,714.
In comparison with the insignifi
cant appropriation of $10,000 made by
Congress more than a quarter of a
century ago to Inaugurate the ser
vice. it now requires an annual ex
penditure of 9S9.260,000 to keep it
functioning.
The first county -to be completely
covered by Rural Mail Service was
Carroll County, Maryland, where
j county service was established De
cember 20. 1899.
There are very
few counties in the country today
that are not honeycombed to the ut
termost corners with free mall de
livery.
By 1915, 26.080 fourth class post of
fices had been discontinued as a re
sult of the extension of the Rural
Mail Service.
It is estimated that
an annual saving of $1,613,040 wus
accomplished by the discontinuance
of these offices while the elimination
of star, or contract, routes Is esti
mated to save $3,482,670 per annum.
When the service was first inaug
urated the salaries of rural Carriers
was only $200 a year.
They may
now get as much as $2,160 a year,
depending on the length of the
routes, while the motor routes of 50
miles or more pay salaries of $2,430
to $2,600.
Under the administration of H. H.
Blllany, present Fourth Assistant
Postmaster General, a marked In
crease In rural delivery facilities has
lieen made, the number of routes
climbing from 43.649 to 44,760: the
mileage from 1,159,239 to 1.205,714

and the number of
individuals
served from 29,113,883 to 29,921,123.
Illinois leads the nation both in
the number of rural routes and in
mileage.
Maine stands 19, with 4S4
routes and 11,394 mileage
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